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Topological logarithmic structures
JOHN ROGNES
We develop a theory of logarithmic structures on structured ring spectra, including
constructions of logarithmic topological André–Quillen homology and logarithmic
topological Hochschild homology.
14F10, 55P43; 13D03, 55P47
1 Introduction
1.1 Logarithmic algebraic geometry
A logarithmic structure on a commutative ring A is a commutative monoid M with
a homomorphism to the underlying multiplicative monoid of A. This determines a
localization AŒM 1 of A. In algebro-geometric terms, we might say that M cuts
out a divisor D from Spec.A/, and AŒM 1 is the ring of regular functions on the
open complement. In general the logarithmic structure carries more information than
the localization. For example, the Ka¨hler differentials of A form an A–module 1
A
,
generated by differentials of the form da, which are globally defined over Spec.A/.
The Ka¨hler differentials of the localization form the AŒM 1–module 1AŒM 1 , which
also contains differentials of the form m 1da, having poles of arbitrary degree along D .
The logarithmic structure specifies an intermediate A–module of logarithmic Ka¨hler
differentials, 1
.A;M /
, generated by differentials of the form da and d logmDm 1dm,
having only poles of simple, or logarithmic, type along D . The logarithmic structure
is therefore a more moderate way of specifying a localization than the actual localized
ring. See Kato [35] and Illusie [34] for introductions to logarithmic algebraic geometry.
1.2 Algebraic K –theory of rings and S –algebras
We wish to apply the ideas of logarithmic geometry to the study of the algebraic
K–theory of structured ring spectra, also known as commutative S –algebras. Typical
examples of commutative S –algebras are the sphere spectrum S , the spherical group
ring of the integers S ŒZ, the complex bordism spectrum MU , the complex K–theory
spectrum KU and the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum HR of a commutative ring R.
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Modern foundations are discussed in Elmendorf–Kriz–Mandell–May [21], Hovey–
Shipley–Smith [32] and Schwede [73]. In the two first examples, K.S/DA./ and
K.S ŒZ/DA.S1/ agree with Waldhausen’s algebraic K–theory of the spaces  and
S1 , respectively, which are closely related to the diffeomorphism groups of high-
dimensional manifolds. More precisely, A./ and A.S1/ determine the stable smooth
pseudoisotopy spaces of  and S1 , respectively, and these in turn determine the stable
smooth pseudoisotopy spaces of all closed nonpositively curved Riemannian manifolds,
via their points and closed geodesics. See Waldhausen [80], Farrell–Jones [22] and
Waldhausen–Jahren–Rognes [81].
In the third example, K.MU/ remains mysterious, but appears to be an interesting
halfway house between the earlier and the later examples. A key step towards its
determination is the homotopy limit property for cyclic group actions on its topological
Hochschild homology THH.MU/, which has been established by Lunøe-Nielsen and
Rognes in [43]. In the fourth example, K.KU / classifies virtual 2–vector bundles,
and is related to a form of elliptic cohomology. See Ausoni–Rognes [5], [6], Baas–
Dundas–Rognes [10] and Baas–Dundas–Richter–Rognes [8], [9]. In the fifth example,
K.HR/D K.R/ agrees with Quillen’s algebraic K–theory, and when R is a local or
global number ring, this captures a great deal of the arithmetic, or number-theoretic,
invariants of that number ring. See Quillen [61], Dwyer–Friedlander–Snaith–Thomason
[20] and Rognes–Weibel [66], plus the work of Voevodsky and Rost on the Milnor-
and Bloch–Kato conjectures.
We would like to understand the algebraic K–theory of commutative S –algebras
in the same kind of conceptual terms as we understand the algebraic K–theory of
number rings. This includes the principles that algebraic K–theory satisfies e´tale
descent and localization properties, with certain modifications, like a restriction to finite
coefficients and sufficiently high degrees in the case of e´tale descent. See Quillen [62]
and Thomason–Trobaugh [78]. Two approaches have been successful in proving that
algebraic K–theory is close to satisfying e´tale descent. One is based on Voevodsky’s
motivic cohomology and its relation to e´tale cohomology, as explained by the Milnor-
and Bloch–Kato conjectures just mentioned. However, this theory depends to some
extent on resolution of singularities, and any theory that is hard to extend to rings of
positive characteristic will also be hard to extend to commutative S –algebras.
1.3 Topological cyclic homology and the de Rham–Witt complex
The other approach is based on the cyclotomic trace map from algebraic K–theory to
the topological cyclic homology of Bo¨kstedt–Hsiang–Madsen [15]. This is the tool of
choice for the study of the p–adically completed algebraic K–theory of a p–complete
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ring, and more generally, for a connective, p–complete commutative S –algebra A,
since it is a natural map
trcW K.A/! TC.AIp/
(of spaces, say, for simplicity), that becomes a homotopy equivalence after p–adic
completion whenever 0.A/ is a finite algebra over the Witt vectors of a perfect
field k of characteristic p . See Hesselholt–Madsen [28]. This approach suffices for
the determination of the p–complete algebraic K–theory K.A/p in some cases, such
as the sphere spectrum A D S when p is a regular prime. See Rognes [64; 65].
Furthermore, there is a very close relationship between the topological cyclic homology
of a commutative ring A and the de Rham–Witt complex WA , which is built upon
the de Rham complex A given by the exterior algebra on the Ka¨hler differentials
1
A
that we started with. See Illusie [33] and Hesselholt [27]. The relationship is the
closest when A is a smooth algebra over the perfect field k .
The condition that A is connective and p–complete of suitably finite type is almost
orthogonal to our desire to understand the algebraic K–theory of commutative S –
algebras in terms of e´tale descent and localization properties. For e´tale descent involves
the formation of homotopy limits, specializing to the formation of homotopy fixed
points in the case of Galois descent, and such limits often take us out of the category
of connective spectra. Similarly, localization of a p–complete ring by inverting p
will give a rational algebra, whose p–completion is trivial, leaving no information to
be seen by topological cyclic homology. Furthermore, localization of a commutative
S –algebra by inverting a positive-dimensional element, or by more general Bousfield
localizations, will most often give a nonconnective result.
1.4 Algebraic K –theory of local fields
In the context of discrete valuation rings, Hesselholt–Madsen [29] overcome this
difficulty by the use of logarithmic structures and logarithmic differentials. We illustrate
by their main example. Let K be a p–adic number field, ie, a finite extension of Qp ,
let AK be its valuation ring, and let k be the residue field. The maximal ideal of A
is generated by an uniformizer  , so that K D AŒ 1 and k D A=./. There is a
localization sequence
K.k/
i ! K.A/ j

 ! K.K/
in Quillen K–theory [61]. Here i is the transfer map (D direct image) associated to
the surjection i W A! k , we write j  for the natural map (D inverse image) associated
to the inclusion j W A!K , and the sequence is a homotopy fiber sequence of spaces.
The cyclotomic trace maps K.k/! TC.kIp/ and K.A/! TC.AIp/ are p–adic
equivalences of spaces, as explained above, so Hesselholt and Madsen construct a
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relative form of topological cyclic homology, denoted TC.AjKIp/, that sits in a similar
homotopy fiber sequence
TC.kIp/ i ! TC.AIp/ j

 ! TC.AjKIp/ ;
(where TC.AjKIp/ is not the same as the p–adically trivial TC.KIp/). Much as
the de Rham–Witt complex WA is built on top of the de Rham complex A , the
topological cyclic homology TC.AIp/ is built on top of the topological Hochschild
homology THH.A/. So the homotopy fiber sequence above is in fact extracted from a
homotopy fiber sequence
THH.k/
i ! THH.A/ j

 ! THH.AjK/
of so-called cyclotomic spectra. The Hesselholt–Madsen construction of THH.AjK/
does a priori not have anything to do with logarithmic geometry, but under these
hypotheses, they are able to compute the homotopy of THH.AjK/ and TC.AjKIp/
(with mod p coefficients), and to express the answers in terms of a logarithmic de Rham–
Witt complex W.A;M / associated to the valuation ring A with the logarithmic
structure given by the multiplicative monoid M DA\K of nonzero elements in A.
The first sign of this is seen in the long exact sequence in homotopy associated to the
latter homotopy fiber sequence, which contains the extension
0!1A
1.j
/    !1.A;M /
res ! k! 0
in dimensions 1 and 0. The first map is the inclusion of Ka¨hler forms among logarithmic
Ka¨hler forms, while the residue map res takes d log to 1 and is realized as the
connecting map in the long exact sequence. For THH, the result is that
.THH.AjK/IZ=p/Š.A;K /˝Z=pŒ0
where j0j D 2. The algebraic theory of logarithmic de Rham–Witt complexes is
developed further in Hesselholt–Madsen [30] and Langer–Zink [38]. The passage from
TC.AIp/ to TC.AjKIp/ is an essential step to make these calculations manageable.
As a consequence of the calculations, one sees that TC.AjKIp/ satisfies descent
for Galois extensions K ! L to the extent expected for algebraic K–theory. This
is obscure, at best, in the comparison of TC.AIp/ with TC.BIp/, where B is the
valuation ring of L. Hence TC.AjKIp/ and W.A;M / are essential ingredients in
the Hesselholt–Madsen proof of Galois descent for p–completed K.K/, and e´tale
descent for p–completed K.A/, for these local fields and rings.
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1.5 Algebraic contents of the present paper
In this paper we give a sense to THH.A;M / for general commutative rings with
logarithmic structure .A;M /, as a cyclic commutative A–algebra. We expect that
THH.A;M /' THH.AjK/
in all cases when the right hand side is defined, but we only prove that the mod p homo-
topy algebras are isomorphic. We give two equivalent constructions of THH.A;M /.
The first is given in Definition 8.11 in terms of the replete bar construction BrepM of
M , and the repletion map
BcyM ! BrepM
from the usual cyclic bar construction. The second is given in Definition 13.10, in
terms of the suspension in the category of augmented commutative S ŒM –algebras of
a shear map
shW S ŒM ^S ŒM ! S ŒM ^S ŒM gp ;
symbolically given by .x;y/ 7! .xy;  .y//. Here  W M !M gp is the group comple-
tion homomorphism. The comparison of THH.A;M / with THH.AjK/ is discussed
in Example 8.14 and Proposition 8.15.
In this paper we also give a sense to the logarithmic topological Andre´–Quillen homo-
logy TAQ.A;M / for logarithmic rings .A;M /, as an A–module. The relation of
THH.A;M / to TAQ.A;M / is like that of the logarithmic de Rham complex 
.A;M /
to the logarithmic Ka¨hler differentials 1
.A;M /
, especially in the smooth, or logarith-
mically smooth, cases. We review the ordinary theory of topological Andre´–Quillen
homology in Section 10, give one construction of TAQ.A;M / in Definition 11.19 and
give a second, equivalent, construction in Definition 13.13. The latter is expressed
in terms of the infinite suspension of the shear map, in the category of augmented
commutative S ŒM –algebras.
We approach these definitions in several stages, to motivate and justify them. First we
think of Ka¨hler differentials as corepresenting derivations, and we follow Quillen [60]
in thinking of derivations as homomorphisms into abelian group objects. This leads us
to consider abelian group objects in suitable categories of logarithmic rings, to define
logarithmic derivations as morphisms in these categories and to construct logarithmic
Ka¨hler differentials as corepresenting objects for logarithmic derivations. This way
we recover Kato’s definition of 1
.A;M /
as a pushout of A–modules, in Definition
4.25. In Section 5 we make a corresponding analysis for “associative ring maps
between commutative rings”, which leads to a definition of logarithmic Hochschild
homology HH.A;M / as a pushout of commutative A–algebras, with a comparison map
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
.A;M /
! HH.A;M /. The analogous discussion for logarithmic S –algebras leads
to the initial definitions of the corepresenting objects TAQ.A;M / and THH.A;M /,
as suitable homotopy pushouts.
In Section 3 we argue that certain features of the traditional algebro-geometric theory
of logarithmic rings, namely that one works within the full subcategory of so-called fine
and saturated logarithmic rings, can constructively be replaced by a different condition
that is better suited for topological generalization. The alternate condition is a relative
one, ie, it is a condition on logarithmic rings .A;M / over a fixed base logarithmic ring
.R;P /, and asks that the monoid homomorphism M ! P to the base commutative
monoid is an exact surjection. Here exactness means that M ! P is the pullback of
M gp!P gp along  W P!P gp . We say that such logarithmic rings .A;M / are replete
over .R;P /, and we prove in Lemma 3.8 (with a topological analogue in Proposition
8.3) that there is a repletion functor for quite general logarithmic rings .A;M / over
.R;P /. The repletion of the cyclic bar construction BcyM of a commutative monoid
is, by definition, the replete bar construction BrepM , and the cyclic structure on BcyM
carries over to a cyclic structure on BrepM . This leads to a revised Definition 8.11 of
THH.A;M /, in terms of repletion. Its advantage over the previous characterization is
that THH.A;M / now is a cyclic object in commutative A–algebras, which is a first
step towards a cyclotomic structure.
In a third and final iteration, we note that the repletion map required for the definition of
TAQ.A;M / is the infinite stabilization of the repletion map required for THH.A;M /,
and that this in turn is a single stabilization of a shear map A^S ŒM !A^S ŒM gp
in the category of augmented commutative A–algebras. We are therefore able to give
quite short and direct definitions of the logarithmic Hochschild homology HH.A;M /,
higher order versions HHŒn.A;M / and their stabilization H.A;M / as n!1,
in Section 13. These give logarithmic forms of constructions of Pirashvili [56] and
Robinson–Whitehouse [63]. This all adds to the belief that for each logarithmic ring
.A;M /, the stable category of spectra formed in the category of simplicial replete
logarithmic rings under and over .A;M / will be an appropriate category of logarithmic
.A;M /–modules. Note that working in the subcategory of replete logarithmic rings
replaces all nonempty colimits (D tensor products) formed in logarithmic rings by their
repletions, hence the tensored structure and suspension in simplicial replete logarithmic
rings will be different from those in simplicial logarithmic rings. See Remark 4.14 for
some further discussion.
1.6 Algebraic K –theory of topological K –theory
Moving on from discrete rings to commutative S –algebras, the examples that are
the closest to algebra are given by the topological K–theory spectrum KU and its
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variants. Let KUp be its p–completion, let Lp be the Adams summand of KUp ,
and let p` and kup be the respective connective covers. These are all commutative
S –algebras. The mod p reductions L=pDK.1/, KU=p , `=pD k.1/ and ku=p are
associative S –algebras, but not commutative S –algebras. The p–complete algebraic
K–theory of p` , kup and `=p was computed in Ausoni–Rognes [5], Ausoni [3] and
Ausoni–Rognes [7], respectively, in each case using the equivalence with topological
cyclic homology. For simplicity, we focus on the Adams summand cases. There are
localization sequences
K.Zp/
 ! K. p`/ 

 ! K.Lp/
K.Z=p/
 ! K.`=p/ 

 ! K.L=p/
established by Blumberg and Mandell [14]. Here  denotes the transfer maps associ-
ated to the 1–connected maps  W p`!HZp and  W `=p!HZ=p , and  denotes
the natural map associated to the localization maps W p`!Lp and W `=p!L=p .
The cyclotomic trace map K.A/! TC.AIp/ is a p–adic equivalence in all of the
cases ADHZp , p` , HZ=p and `=p , but not for the nonconnective spectra ADLp
and L=p . We would therefore like to construct relative forms of topological cyclic
homology, denoted TC. p`jLpIp/ and TC.`=pjL=pIp/, that sit in homotopy fiber
sequences
TC.ZpIp/  ! TC. p`Ip/ 

 ! TC. p`jLpIp/
TC.Z=pIp/  ! TC.`=pIp/ 

 ! TC.`=pjL=pIp/
and are extracted by a limiting process from homotopy fiber sequences
THH.Zp/
 ! THH. p`/ 

 ! THH. p`jLp/
THH.Z=p/
 ! THH.`=p/ 

 ! THH.`=pjL=p/
of cyclotomic spectra. The Hesselholt–Madsen construction of THH.AjK/ for discrete
valuation rings does not easily generalize to this topological setting of structured ring
spectra, so we seek instead to generalize the construction of THH.A;M / to this
topological setting, so as to realize THH. p`jLp/, and perhaps THH.`=pjL=p/, in
that form.
1.7 Topological contents of the present paper
We expect this algebro-geometric theory to be most useful in the commutative context,
where we replace the commutative ring A by a commutative S –algebra. Experience
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from structured ring spectrum theory tells us that we should replace the commutative
monoid M by the kind of space that arises as the underlying space of a commutative
S –algebra, with its multiplicative structure. These are, a little informally, known
as E1 spaces. More precisely, when commutative S –algebras are interpreted in
the sense of Elmendorf–Kriz–Mandell–May [21], they are L–spaces where L is the
linear isometries operad, and when commutative S –algebras are interpreted in the
sense of Hovey–Shipley–Smith [32], they are commutative I–space monoids. A
logarithmic structure on a commutative S –algebra A is then an E1 space M with
an E1 map to the underlying multiplicative E1 space 1˝A of A. In fact, the
underlying multiplicative spaces of commutative S –algebras are somewhat special
E1 spaces, because the additive base point of the underlying space acts as a zero,
or base point, for the multiplication. This leads us to work with based E1 spaces,
also known as E1 spaces with zero. A further justification for working with based
E1 spaces is illustrated by thinking of Lp as the localization of p` obtained by
inverting the element v1 2 p` DZp Œv1. Let f W Sq!1˝ p` be a map representing
v1 in homotopy, where q D 2p   2. It is not the individual multiplication maps
f .z/  W p`! p` , for z 2 Sq , that become equivalences after base change to Lp , but
the combined multiplication map f  W Sq ^ p` ! p` . To induce this map from the
smash product, f must be thought of as a base-point preserving map. When we extend
f to a multiplicative map, that must be a map of based E1 spaces.
We define based and unbased topological logarithmic structures in Section 7, after
discussing the available choices of technical foundations in Section 6. The definitions of
logarithmic topological Hochschild homology given in Sections 8 and 13 immediately
generalize from the case of a discrete commutative monoid M to the case of an
unbased E1 space M , and similarly for the definitions of logarithmic topological
Andre´–Quillen homology in Sections 11 and 13. However, for based E1 spaces N
we need to make a topological assumption about the local structure near the base point,
namely that the based E1 space is conically based; see Definition 6.21. This ensures
that the spaces of based logarithmic derivations are corepresentable, as in Lemmas 12.3
and 12.4, and lets us define a based logarithmic topological Andre´–Quillen homology
TAQ0.A;N / in Definition 12.6, with a companion definition of based logarithmic
topological Hochschild homology THH0.A;N / in Definition 8.17. For conically
based E1 spaces N the base point complement N 0 is an E1 space, there is a conical
diagonal map ıW N !N ^N 0C , and there is a based shear map
shW †1N ^†1N !†1N ^S ŒN 0
of augmented commutative †1N –algebras. In Section 13 we give streamlined defini-
tions of based logarithmic topological Hochschild homology THH0.A;N / as a cyclic
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commutative A–algebra and based logarithmic topological Andre´–Quillen homology
TAQ0.A;N / as an A–module, using single and infinite suspensions of this based shear
map.
1.8 Logarithmic structures on topological K –theory
Returning to the desired logarithmic model TC. p`jLpIp/ for the p–completed K.Lp/,
we seek a based logarithmic structure N on p` so that
THH. p`jLp/' THH0. p`;N / :
We have not yet been able to find a suitable N in the current set-up, but some partial
information is available, which we discuss in this paper. First, the periodic Adams
summand Lp is obtained from p` by inverting the map v1 W †q p` ! p` , given by
multiplication by a map f W Sq!1 p` that represents v1 2  p` . Letting
N '
_
j0
S
qj
h†j
be the free based E1 space generated by Sq , we obtain a based (pre-)logarithmic
structure N ! 1˝ p` . In view of the calculations by Bo¨kstedt (unpublished) and
McClure–Staffeldt [49] (see also Ausoni–Rognes [5]), the homotopy of THH.Zp/
and THH. p`/ with coefficients in the Smith–Toda complex V .1/ D S=.p; v1/ is
known, and this lets us compute the desired homotopy of THH. p`jLp/. We have not
calculated THH0. p`;N / in this case, but related calculations in the context of TAQ0
(see Examples 12.16 and 12.17) show that this free based E1 space N is not the
desired based E1 space. There may be a better based E1 space, built from N by
attaching further free based E1 cells, but this remains to be determined.
We now discuss two alternative approaches to this problem. The first involves work-
ing with less commutative ring spectra than E1 ring spectra. Algebraic K–theory,
topological cyclic homology and topological Hochschild homology are all defined for as-
sociative S –algebras, or A1 ring spectra, but the question is how much commutativity
is needed to make good sense of a logarithmic geometry. If we take
N '
_
j0
Sqj
to be the free based A1 space generated by Sq , we can extend the scope of based
logarithmic topological Hochschild homology to make sense of THH0.†1N;N /.
With some more commutativity in N , so that THH.†1N / is an associative S –
algebra, this lets us make sense of THH0. p`;N /, in such a way that THH. p`jLp/'
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THH0. p`;N /. In Section 9 we discuss evidence that N has a based E2 space structure,
related to braid groups, which would suffice for this purpose.
The second approach involves working with commutative MU–algebras in place of
commutative S –algebras. With N 'Wj0 Sqj , as above, the suspension spectrum
†1N is an associative but not a commutative S –algebra. However, its base change
MU^N '
_
j0
†qjMU
to MU is a commutative MU–algebra. This can be seen by a geometric construction
similar to that of Neil Strickland [77, Appendix A]. There is then a commutative
MU–algebra map MU ^N ! p` , which we view as specifying a complex oriented
logarithmic structure, that permits us to define a cyclic commutative MU–algebra
model for THH. p`jLp/. More generally, this works to define THH.ejE/ for periodic
commutative MU–algebras E with connective cover e . For the purpose of using
logarithmic geometry to bridge the gap from K.MU/ to K.Z/, this appears to be a
viable route. For time reasons we are unable to include the discussion of complex
oriented logarithmic structures in this paper, but we plan to return to it in a later
publication.
1.9 The fraction field of topological K –theory
The calculations of Ausoni–Rognes [7] show that the diagrams
K.`=p/
i ! K. p`/ j

 ! K.`Qp/
K.L=p/
i ! K.Lp/ j

 ! K.LQp/
are not homotopy fiber sequences. Here `Qp D p` Œ1=p and LQp D Lp Œ1=p are
the commutative HQp–algebra spectra that are obtained by inverting p in p` and
Lp , respectively. Indeed, the calculations essentially show that the mapping cones of
the two transfer maps i , which we denote K.O/ and K.F/ for brevity, have large
v2–periodic V .1/–homotopy, whereas K.Qp/ and any algebra over it is v2–torsion.
With this notation, we have a 3 3 square of homotopy fiber sequences
K.Z=p/
i //


K.Zp/
j //


K.Qp/


K.`=p/
i //


K.`p/
j //


K.O/


K.L=p/
i // K.Lp/
j // K.F/
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where the V .1/–homotopy of all four corners in the upper left hand square have been
computed using topological cyclic homology.
This leads to the question of what kind of objects O and F are. Considering the
lower row, we view F as a milder localization of Lp away from its noncommutative
residue S –algebra L=p than the algebraic localization that inverts p . Since this is the
only nontrivial residue S –algebra of Lp , we think of F as specifying an S –algebraic
fraction field of Lp , and O as a connective valuation S –algebra of F . Furthermore,
it appears that the Galois cohomology of this object F , with V .1/–coefficients, is a
Poincare´ duality algebra with fundamental class in H 3Gal.F IFp2.2//, indicating that F
is a kind of S –algebraic higher local field satisfying arithmetic duality as discussed in
Milne [50]. We explain these calculations in greater detail in Ausoni–Rognes [7].
Given the thrust of the present paper, it should come as no surprise that we expect to be
able to realize O and F as logarithmic S –algebras, so that there should be based E1
spaces S0 D f0; 1g, hv1i, hpi and hp; v1i mapping to 1˝ p` , so that the lower right
hand square above is realized as the algebraic K–theory of the commutative square
.`p; f0; 1g/ //

.`p; hpi/

.`p; hv1i/ // .`p; hp; v1i/
of based logarithmic S –algebras. A similar triple division of approaches arises as
in the discussion of logarithmic structures on (the Adams summand of) topological
K–theory, and again there is a discussion of homological obstructions and natural
hypotheses in Section 9. As in that case, a complex oriented (pre-)logarithmic structure
MU^hp; v1i ! p` appears to be the best commutative model for the fraction field F .
The V .1/–homotopy of the corresponding 3 3 square of homotopy fiber sequences
THH.Z=p/
i //


THH.Zp/
j //


THH.Zp; hpi/


THH.`=p/
i //


THH.`p/
j //


THH.`p; hpi/


THH.`=p; hv1i/ i // THH.`p; hv1i/ j

// THH.`p; hp; v1i/
(as well as its analogue for TC) is computed in Ausoni–Rognes [7], starting from
calculations of the upper left hand square. In the fraction field corner, the conclusion
V .1/ THH. p`; hp; v1i/ŠE.d logp; d log v1/˝Z=pŒ0
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with jd logpj D jd log v1j D 1 and j0j D 2 is nicely compatible with the Hesselholt–
Madsen result for .THH.AjK/IZ=p/.
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The length of this paper is unfortunate. It stems from the desire to both discuss the alge-
braic background, where we can give explicit formulas for maps and study interesting
examples, but also to reach the based topological structures that are required to describe
the fraction field of topological K–theory. It also stems from the iterated approach to the
definitions, starting from logarithmic derivations and their corepresenting logarithmic
differentials, via the introduction of replete logarithmic structures, to the final quick
definitions using the shear map. The author believes that a record of this transition has
some value, even if later applications of logarithmic topological Hochschild homology
may just start from the end. Still, the author feels that the reader deserves an apology
for the length of the exposition.
Part I Logarithmic structures on commutative rings
2 Commutative logarithmic structures
We begin by reviewing some basic definitions about the log structures of Jean–Marc
Fontaine and Luc Illusie, adapting Kazuya Kato’s introduction [35, Section 1] to the
affine case. For simplicity we work with commutative rings, but it is just about as easy
to work with commutative R–algebras over some base commutative ring R.
Definition 2.1 Let A be a commutative ring. A pre-log structure on A is a pair
.M; ˛/ consisting of a commutative monoid M and a monoid homomorphism
˛W M ! .A;  /
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to the underlying multiplicative monoid of A. A pre-log ring .A;M; ˛/ is a com-
mutative ring A with a pre-log structure .M; ˛/, often abbreviated to .A;M /. A
homomorphism
.f; f [/W .A;M; ˛/! .B;N; ˇ/
of pre-log rings consists of a ring homomorphism f W A!B and a monoid homomor-
phism f [W M !N , such that the square
M
˛ //
f [

.A;  /
.f;  /

N
ˇ // .B;  /
commutes. Here .f;  /W .A;  /! .B;  / denotes the underlying multiplicative monoid
homomorphism of f . Pre-log rings and homomorphisms form a category, which we
denote PreLog . There are obvious forgetful functors from PreLog to the categories
CRi ng and CMon of commutative rings and commutative monoids, respectively.
Remark 2.2 Let ZŒM  denote the monoid ring of M . The functor M 7!ZŒM , from
commutative monoids to commutative rings, is left adjoint to the functor A 7! .A;  /.
CMon
ZŒ  // CRi ng
. ;  /
oo
Hence a pre-log structure .M; ˛/ can equally well be defined in terms of the ring
homomorphism x˛W ZŒM  ! A that is left adjoint to ˛ . A pair .f; f [/ of ring
and monoid homomorphisms, respectively, then defines a pre-log homomorphism
.A;M /! .B;N / if and only if the square
ZŒM 
x˛ //
ZŒf [

A
f

ZŒN 
xˇ
// B
commutes.
Definition 2.3 Let W GL1.A/  .A;  / denote the inclusion of the multiplicative
group of units in A. Let ˛ 1 GL1.A/M be defined by the pullback square
˛ 1 GL1.A/
z˛ //
z

GL1.A/


M
˛ // .A;  /
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of commutative monoids. The pre-log structure .M; ˛/ is a log structure on A if the
restricted homomorphism z˛W ˛ 1 GL1.A/! GL1.A/ is an isomorphism. Log rings
generate a full subcategory of PreLog , which we denote Log .
Remark 2.4 The forgetful functor Ab!CMon, from abelian groups to commutative
monoids, has a right and a left adjoint. The right adjoint takes a commutative monoid M
to its subgroup M  of units, while the left adjoint takes a commutative monoid M
to its group completion M gp . For a commutative ring A, GL1.A/D .A;  / . These
remarks also apply to groups, monoids and rings that are not necessarily commutative.
Remark 2.5 For a log ring .A;M; ˛/ we can factor the inclusion  as
GL1.A/!M ˛ ! .A;  / ;
by inverting the isomorphism z˛ . The log condition asserts that the part of M that
sits over the units of A (via ˛ ) is isomorphic to those units, and we view this as a
normalization condition. The emphasis in a log structure is therefore on the part of M
that maps to the nonunits of A.
Definition 2.6 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a pre-log ring. The associated log ring .A;M a; ˛a/
consists of A with the log structure .M; ˛/a D .M a; ˛a/, where M a is defined by
the upper left hand pushout square in the following diagram
˛ 1 GL1.A/
z˛ //
z

GL1.A/



M //
˛ //
M a
˛a
%%KK
KK
KK
KK
K
.A;  /
of commutative monoids, and ˛aW M a ! .A;  / is the canonical homomorphism
induced by ˛W M ! .A;  / and W GL1.A/! .A;  /. The next remark shows that
.A;M a; ˛a/ is indeed a log ring. A homomorphism .f; f [/ of pre-log rings induces
a homomorphism .f; f [a/W .A;M a; ˛a/! .B;N a; ˇa/ of associated log rings. We
obtain a logification functor . /aW PreLog! Log .
Remark 2.7 Since GL1.A/ is an abelian group, the pushout
M a DM ˚˛ 1 GL1.A/ GL1.A/
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can be described as the balanced product .M GL1.A//=, where .m;g/ .m0;g0/
if and only if m  z.h1/ D m0  z.h2/ and z˛.h2/  g D z˛.h1/  g0 , for some h1; h2 2
˛ 1 GL1.A/. See Kato [35, page 193]. We write Œm;g for the equivalence class
of .m;g/. The homomorphism ˛a takes Œm;g 2 M a to ˛.m/  .g/ 2 .A;  /, so
˛a.Œm;g/ 2 GL1.A/ if and only if ˛.m/ 2 GL1.A/, hence Œm;g has a unique
representative of the form .1; h/ with h D ˛.m/ 1g 2 GL1.A/, and .M a; ˛a/ is
really a log structure on A.
Lemma 2.8 The logification functor . /aW PreLog ! Log is left adjoint to the
forgetful functor Log! PreLog .
Definition 2.9 The trivial pre-log structure on A is given by the trivial monoid M D
f1g and the unique monoid homomorphism ˛W f1g ! .A;  /. The trivial log structure
on A is the associated log structure, with M DGL1.A/ and ˛D W GL1.A/! .A;  /.
Lemma 2.10 The functor . /trivW CRi ng! PreLog taking A to the trivial pre-log
ring .A; f1g/ is left adjoint to the forgetful functor PreLog ! CRi ng . Hence the
functor . /triv;aW CRi ng! Log taking A to the trivial log ring .A;GL1.A// is left
adjoint to the forgetful functor Log! CRi ng .
Remark 2.11 In algebro-geometric language, we can think of the opposite category
Logop as the category of affine log schemes, with a forgetful functor to the category
Aff D CRi ngop of affine schemes. The trivial log structure defines a right adjoint to
the forgetful functor, embedding affine schemes into affine log schemes.
Definition 2.12 Let M be a commutative monoid and ZŒM  its monoid ring. The
canonical pre-log structure on ZŒM  is the pair .M; /, where W M ! .ZŒM ;  /
takes m 2M to 1 m 2ZŒM . The canonical log structure on ZŒM  is the associated
log structure .M; /a .
Lemma 2.13 The functor . /canW CMon!PreLog taking M to the canonical pre-
log ring .ZŒM ;M / is left adjoint to the forgetful functor PreLog! CMon. Hence
the functor . /can;aW CMon! Log taking M to the canonical log ring .ZŒM ;M a/
is left adjoint to the forgetful functor Log! CMon.
Remark 2.14 We can summarize these adjunctions in the following diagram, where
the unlabeled arrows denote forgetful functors:
CRi ng
. /triv

CMon
. /can // PreLogoo
. /a //
OO
Logoo
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Any pre-log ring .A;M / is the pushout
.ZŒM ; f1g/ //

.ZŒM ;M /

.A; f1g/ // .A;M /
of a diagram of trivial and canonical pre-log rings. In this sense, the trivial and the
canonical pre-log rings generate all pre-log rings.
Definition 2.15 For a pre-log ring .A;M /, the trivial locus is the pre-log ring
.AŒM 1;M gp/ where
AŒM 1DA˝ZŒM ZŒM gp :
There is a canonical homomorphism .A;M /! .AŒM 1;M gp/, and the associated
log structure .AŒM 1;M gp/a equals the trivial one. For log rings .A;M / the functor
.A;M / 7! AŒM 1 is left adjoint to . /triv;a , which therefore has both a left and a
right adjoint.
Example 2.16 (This example is prominent in Lars Hesselholt and Ib Madsen’s
work [29].) Let A be a discrete valuation ring, with uniformizer  . Let M D hi D
fj j j  0g be the free commutative monoid generated by  , and let ˛W M ! .A;  /
be the inclusion. Then .A;M /D .A; hi/ is a pre-log ring. The associated log ring
.A;M a/ has
M a DA n f0g Š hi GL1.A/
equal to the multiplicative monoid of nonzero elements in A, and ˛aW M ! .A;  /
equals the inclusion. Letting K D AŒ 1 be the fraction field of A, we note that
M a D A\GL1.K/  GL1.K/. The trivial locus of .A; hi/ is .K; h;  1i/. A
concrete example of interest to us is the case when ADZp the ring of p–adic integers,
 D p and KDQp is the p–adic field. See Serre [75, Section I.1] for other examples.
Remark 2.17 When we embed commutative rings into log rings (using the trivial log
structures), the localization homomorphism f W A!K maps to the homomorphism
.f; f [/W .A;GL1.A//! .K;GL1.K//. One essential feature of the category Log is
that the latter homomorphism factors as the composite
.A;GL1.A//! .A;M a/! .K;GL1.K// ;
where the middle term is a log ring with a nontrivial log structure. In geometric terms,
the open inclusion j W U D Spec.K/! Spec.A/D X of the generic point does not
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factor in any nontrivial way in Aff , but when viewed as a map of affine log schemes
it factors as
U !ƒD Spec.A;M a/!X ;
where ƒ D Spec.A;M a/ is properly a log scheme. Heuristically, ƒ is a kind of
compactification of U , and ƒ! X specifies a less dramatic localization of X (in
log schemes) than the open inclusion U ! X (in schemes). See Kato–Nakayama
[36, (1.2)] and Illusie [34, Section 5.5] for a more precise interpretation (in a complex
analytic setting) of the log scheme as a compactification of the trivial locus.
Remark 2.18 (I learned of this point of view from Clark Barwick.) Following Martin
Olsson [54, Theorem 1.1], one can embed the category of log schemes into the 2–
category of algebraic stacks, by taking a log scheme ƒ to a suitable moduli category
Log.ƒ/D strLog=ƒ of log schemes over ƒ and “strict” morphisms between these (see
Definition 2.22). To be precise, Kato and Olsson only work with “fine” log structures
(see Definition 3.1). This means that Spec of a fine log ring acquires a geometric
meaning in the context of algebraic stacks, and, in particular, that the factorization
U !ƒ!X of j can be viewed as taking place in that context. Geometric notions
like flat, smooth, unramified, e´tale and fppf (D faithfully flat and finitely presented)
morphisms of log rings, or log schemes, then become special cases of the same notions
for algebraic stacks.
Definition 2.19 Let f W A!B be a ring homomorphism and let .M; ˛/ be a pre-log
structure on A. The inverse image log structure
.f M; f ˛/D .M; .f;  / ı˛/a
on B is the log structure associated to the pre-log structure given by the composite
monoid homomorphism
M
˛ ! .A;  / .f;  /   ! .B;  / :
There is a canonical homomorphism .f; f [/W .A;M /! .B; f M / of (pre-)log rings.
Remark 2.20 Note that .M; .f;  / ı ˛/ is usually not a log structure on B , before
logification, even if .M; ˛/ is a log structure on A. The variance of the terminology and
notation (inverse image, f  ) is compatible with that used in algebraic geometry, when
f is viewed as a map Spec.B/!Spec.A/ in Aff and the log structure is a sheaf over
Spec.A/. The variance is perhaps counterintuitive in the context of commutative rings,
but switching the roles of f  and f (defined below) would make the comparison
with the algebro-geometric literature prohibitively confusing.
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Lemma 2.21 The log homomorphisms .A;M / ! .B;N / covering a fixed ring
homomorphism f W A ! B are in natural bijection with the log homomorphisms
.B; f M /! .B;N / covering the identity idB on B .
Definition 2.22 A homomorphism .f; f [/W .A;M /! .B;N / of log rings is strict if
the corresponding monoid homomorphism f M !N is an isomorphism. We write
strLog  Log for the subcategory of strict homomorphisms.
Definition 2.23 Let f W A!B be a ring homomorphism and let .N; ˇ/ be a pre-log
structure on B . The direct image pre-log structure .fN; fˇ/ on A is defined by the
pullback square
fN
fˇ //

.A;  /
.f;  /

N
ˇ // .B;  /
of commutative monoids. When .N; ˇ/ is a log structure on B , .fN; fˇ/ will
also be a log structure, the direct image log structure on A. There is a canonical
homomorphism .f; f [/W .A; fN /! .B;N / of (pre-)log rings.
Lemma 2.24 The log homomorphisms .A;M / ! .B;N / covering a fixed ring
homomorphism f W A ! B are in natural bijection with the log homomorphisms
.A;M /! .A; fN / covering the identity idA on A.
Remark 2.25 For a discrete valuation ring A, the log structure M a D A n f0g D
A \ GL1.K/ from Example 2.16 is the same as the direct image fGL1.K/ of
the trivial log structure on K , along the homomorphism f W A ! K . Hence the
direct image construction naturally produces the factorization in log schemes from
Remark 2.17. More generally, for ring homomorphisms f W A!B the direct image
M D fGL1.B/ of the trivial log structure on B provides a log ring .A;M / that may
serve as an approximation to B . In the topological setting of the following sections,
this provides a useful log structure on A in the cases where B exists, but it will be
less useful when the desired B does not exist and we are trying to construct .A;M /
as a replacement for the nonexistent B .
3 Replete logarithmic structures
Definition 3.1 We now review some desirable properties of log rings and log schemes,
with the aim to motivate the introduction in Definitions 3.6 and 3.12 of another such
property. See Kato [35, Section 2] and Nakayama [52, Section 1].
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In the affine cases that we consider, every log structure .M; ˛/ on a commutative ring A
is quasi-coherent. It is coherent if M is finitely generated as a commutative monoid.
A commutative monoid M is integral if the canonical homomorphism  W M !M gp
to its group completion is injective. It is fine if it is finitely generated and integral. An
integral M is saturated if the only a 2M gp with an 2M for some n 2 N are the
a 2M . It is fs if it is fine and saturated. We say that a pre-log structure .M; ˛/, or a
pre-log ring .A;M /, is integral, fine, saturated or fs, respectively, if the commutative
monoid M has the corresponding property. A log ring is said to have one of these
properties if it is isomorphic to the logification of a pre-log ring with the given property.
Let M int D  .M / M gp be the image of M , and let M sat M gp consist of all
a2M gp with an 2M for some n2N . These constructions preserve the subcategories
of finitely generated commutative monoids, and restrict to define left adjoints . /fineD
. /intjCMonfg and . /fs D . /satjCMonfine to the forgetful functors
CMonfs // CMonfine
. /fsoo
// CMonfg
. /fineoo
between fs, fine and finitely generated commutative monoids, respectively. The category
CMonfg has all finite colimits. The left adjoint functors . /fine and . /fs can therefore
be used to create finite colimits in the subcategories CMonfine and CMonfs .
Finite colimits in the category of fine pre-log rings are constructed by first forming the
finite colimit in coherent pre-log rings. The result, .A;M / say, is then replaced by the
fine base change .A;M /fineD .A˝ZŒM ZŒM fine;M fine/. Similarly, finite colimits in
the category of fs pre-log rings are constructed by first forming .B;N /D .A;M /fine as
above, and then replacing it by the fs base change .B;N /fs D .B˝ZŒN ZŒN fs;N fs/.
The corresponding construction in fine (resp. fs) log rings is obtained by applying
logification at the end.
Remark 3.2 In the study of smoothness properties and deformation theory for log
rings or log schemes (see Kato [35] and Olsson [55]), it is common to work with
thickenings .g;g[/W .A;M /! .R;P / that are strict morphisms to a fixed base log
ring .R;P /, ie, such that gM Š P , where A=J ŠR for some square zero (or nil)
ideal J . The strictness hypothesis leads to the key property that the diagram
M
 //
g[

M gp
g[;gp

P
 // P gp
is a pullback square of commutative monoids. In other words, g[W M ! P is “exact”
(see Definition 3.3).
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Furthermore, it is common to work within the subcategory Logfine of fine log rings (resp.
fine log schemes). This ensures that the canonical log rings M can;a D .ZŒM ;M a/
have underlying rings of finite type, as is convenient in algebraic geometry. It also
ensures that the natural homomorphism
 can;aW .ZŒM ;M a/! .ZŒM gp;M gp;a/D ZŒM gptriv
describes an embedding of the diagonalizable (affine, commutative) group scheme
D.M gp/ D Spec.ZŒM gp/ (a product of Gm ’s and n ’s) in the affine log scheme
Spec.ZŒM ;M a/ that is “dense” in a suitable sense, rather than one that properly
factors through a closed log subscheme Spec.ZŒM int;M int;a/. This leads to the close
connection between logarithmic geometry and the theory of toroidal embeddings.
Definition 3.3 A monoid homomorphism W M ! P is exact if the diagram
M
 //


M gp
gp

P
 // P gp
is a pullback square.
Remark 3.4 In the study of log e´tale cohomology, Kummer e´tale K–theory and log
K–theory (see Nakayama [52], Hagihara [26] and Nizioł [53]), it is common to restrict
further to the subcategory Logfs of fs log rings. To illustrate why, we focus on the case
of a log G–Galois extension .f; f [/W .A;M /! .B;N /, where G D Spec.H / is a
finite e´tale group scheme over Spec.A/ that acts on Spec.B;N / over Spec.A;M /.
For .f; f [/ to be log G–Galois, we require that the canonical map
hW .B;N /˝fs.A;M / .B;N /!H ˝A .B;N /
is an isomorphism, plus that f W A! B is faithfully flat. The interpretation of the
log ring tensor product (D pushout) in the source of h is now dependent on the
categorical context. In fs log rings, the underlying monoid will be the integral saturation
.N ˚M N /fs of the pushout N ˚M N formed in commutative monoids. Similarly, the
underlying commutative ring will be the base change of B˝AB along ZŒN ˚M N !
ZŒ.N ˚M N /fs. This saturation significantly extends the range of examples of log
Galois extensions.
For example, suppose that f [W M ! N is an injective homomorphism of fs com-
mutative monoids, and that there is a natural number k such that f [.M / contains
N k D fnk j n 2 N g  N . Such homomorphisms are called Kummer homomor-
phisms. The cokernel C of f [;gpW M gp!N gp is then a finite group of exponent k .
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Let x W N ! C be the canonical monoid homomorphism. Let A D ZŒ1=kŒM ,
B DZŒ1=kŒN  and H DAŒC . Then H is an e´tale (bi-)commutative Hopf algebra
over A, which coacts on .B;N / by the log ring homomorphism
.B;N /!H ˝A .B;N /
under .A;M / induced by the monoid homomorphism N ! C N that takes n to
.x .n/; n/. Kato showed (see Illusie [34, Proposition 3.2]) that .f; f [/W .A;M a/!
.B;N a/ is a (Kummer e´tale) G–Galois extension, with GD Spec.H /DD.C /Spec.A/ .
The main point is that the monoid homomorphism N ˚M N ! C N that takes the
class of n1˚ n2 to .x .n1/; n1n2/ is usually not surjective, but the induced map from
its integral saturation
.N ˚M N /fs Š ! C N
is always an isomorphism. As a simple example, the reader might wish to consider the
case M D hyi and N D hxi, with f [.y/D xk for some k  2. This example makes
it clear that it is the Kummer condition on f [W M !N that makes all the elements in
C N have a positive power that is in the image from N ˚M N , so that saturation
suffices to extend N ˚M N to cover all of C N .
In the setting of a Kummer homomorphism f [W M ! N , the integral saturation
.N ˚M N /fs has a different characterization. We view N ˚M N as a commutative
monoid over N , via W N ˚M N !N taking the class of n1˚n2 to n1n2 , and note
that the factorization of  W N ˚M N ! .N ˚M N /gp through .N ˚M N /fs has the
property that the right hand square in the commutative diagram
N ˚M N //


.N ˚M N /fs //
fs

.N ˚M N /gp
gp

N
D // N
 // N gp
is a pullback square of commutative monoids. This is clear, because the preimage
.fs/ 1.n/ of n2N is identified with C fng under the isomorphism .N ˚M N /fsŠ
C N , and the preimage .gp/ 1. .n// is identified with C˚ .n/ under the splitting
.N˚MN /gpŠN gp˚M gpN gpŠC˚N gp that comes from the inclusion of N gp in the
second summand of N gp˚M gp N gp . The induced map .N ˚M N /fs! .N ˚M N /gp
identifies C  fng with C ˚  .n/, for each n 2N .
It also follows that .N ˚M N /gp is the group completion of .N ˚M N /fs , so
fsW .N ˚M N /fs!N is exact.
Remark 3.5 When generalizing the algebraic theory of log rings to the topological
setting, it is not so clear what should replace the properties of being integral and saturated.
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It also appears restrictive to only work with finitely generated commutative monoids.
Given the observations in Remarks 3.2 and 3.4, we are therefore led to focus on the
exact homomorphisms W M !P . We view exactness as a condition on a commutative
monoid M relative to a base commutative monoid P . In the applications we have in
mind, such as abelian group objects in CMon=P , or coproducts of multiple copies of P ,
the structural map W M ! P will have a (sometimes preferred) section W P !M .
However, the following definition has a topologically meaningful generalization as
soon as gpW M gp! P gp is surjective (see Proposition 8.3), so that is what we will
assume.
Definition 3.6 Let W M !P be a homomorphism of commutative monoids, viewed
as an object in the category CMon=P of commutative monoids over P . We say that
W M ! P is virtually surjective if the induced homomorphism gpW M gp! P gp of
abelian groups is surjective. Let .CMon=P /vsur  CMon=P be the full subcategory
of virtually surjective M over P . We say that a virtually surjective M over P is
replete if it is also exact, ie, if the commutative diagram
M
 //


M gp
gp

P
 // P gp
is a pullback square. Let .CMon=P /rep  .CMon=P /vsur be the full subcategory of
replete commutative monoids M over P
For a general virtually surjective W M ! P , let the repletion of M over P be the
pullback
M rep D P P gp M gp
in the diagram above, with the canonical structure map repW M rep!P . The following
diagram commutes, where the right hand square is a pullback by construction:
M //


M rep //
rep

M gp
gp

P
D // P
 // P gp
We call M !M rep the repletion map, and show in Lemma 3.8 below that M rep is
replete.
Remark 3.7 For M to be replete over P is equivalent to W M ! P being an exact
surjection. We view repleteness as a property of virtually surjective M over P , since
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it is for such M that we will prove that repletion is an idempotent functor. We also
prefer to distinguish between “replete” and “exact”, because exactness is usually taken
to be a property of homomorphisms between integral commutative monoids.
Lemma 3.8 For virtually surjective W M ! P , the homomorphisms M !M rep!
M gp induce isomorphisms
M gp Š .M rep/gp Š .M gp/gp
upon group completion. Hence M rep is replete over P .
Proof It is easy to see that .M rep/gp! .M gp/gp is surjective, since every element
of .M gp/gp Š M gp is the difference of two elements coming from M . To prove
injectivity, consider a formal difference .p1; xm1/	.p2; xm2/ in .M rep/gp , with pi 2P ,
xmi 2M gp and  .pi/ D gp. xmi/ for i D 1; 2, and assume that its image xm1	 xm2
is zero in .M gp/gp . Then xm1 D xm2 , so  .p1/ D  .p2/, and there exists a k 2 P
with p1C k D p2C k . Using the surjectivity of gp , we can chose an x`2M gp with
gp.x`/D  .k/. Then .p1; xm1/C .k; x`/D .p2; xm2/C .k; x`/, so .p1; xm1/	 .p2; xm2/
is zero in .M rep/gp .
To see that M rep is replete, note that it is isomorphic to the pullback of  W P ! P gp
and .M rep/gp! P gp , since the latter map is isomorphic to gpW M gp! P gp .
Lemma 3.9 The functor . /repW .CMon=P /vsur! .CMon=P /rep is left adjoint to
the forgetful functor. Colimits of nonempty diagrams in .CMon=P /vsur exist and are
created in CMon=P . Colimits of nonempty diagrams also exist in .CMon=P /rep ,
and are constructed by first forming the colimit in .CMon=P /vsur and then applying
. /rep .
Definition 3.10 Let P=CMon=P be the category of commutative monoids under and
over P , ie, triples .M; ; / where W P!M and W M!P are commutative monoid
homomorphisms with  ı  D id. The forgetful functor P=CMon=P ! CMon=P
factors through the full subcategory .CMon=P /vsur . We say that .M; ; / is replete
over P if the underlying virtually surjective W M ! P is replete.
Lemma 3.11 An object .M; ; / in P=CMon=P is replete if and only if it is iso-
morphic to an object of the form .P K; 0; 0/, where K is an abelian group with
unit element e , 0.p/ D .p; e/ and 0.p; k/ D p . If so, there are isomorphisms
KŠ ker.gp/Š cok.gp/, and the isomorphism M ŠP K takes m to ..m/; x .m//,
where x W M !M gp ! K is the canonical map. In particular, .M rep; rep; rep/ is
always replete.
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Proof In this split case, M gp is isomorphic to P gp K , so to be replete M must
be isomorphic to P K . Conversely, if M is isomorphic to P K , then M gp is
isomorphic to P gp K , and M will be replete.
Definition 3.12 Let .R;P / be a base pre-log ring. A pre-log ring .A;M / over
.R;P / is virtually surjective if the underlying commutative monoid M over P
is virtually surjective. It is a replete pre-log ring if the underlying commutative
monoid M over P is replete. It is a replete log ring if .A;M / is also a log
ring. By Proposition 3.14, the logification of a replete pre-log ring over an inte-
gral log ring is a replete log ring. Let .PreLog=.R;P //vsur be the full subcategory
of PreLog=.R;P / generated by the pre-log rings that are virtually surjective over
.R;P /, and let .PreLog=.R;P //rep be the full subcategory generated by the replete
pre-log rings. The forgetful functor .R;P /=PreLog=.R;P / ! PreLog=.R;P /
naturally factors through .PreLog=.R;P //vsur . Let the repletion functor
. /repW .PreLog=.R;P //vsur! .PreLog=.R;P //rep
be the left adjoint to the forgetful functor, taking a virtually surjective pre-log ring
.A;M / over .R;P / to the replete pre-log ring
.A;M /rep D .A˝ZŒM ZŒM rep;M rep/
over .R;P /. Colimits over nonempty diagrams exist in .PreLog=.R;P //vsur , and
are created in PreLog=.R;P /. Nonempty colimits in .PreLog=.R;P //rep are con-
structed by first forming the colimit in .PreLog=.R;P //vsur , and then applying . /rep .
Lemma 3.13 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a replete pre-log ring over a log ring .R;P; /. Then
M  D ˛ 1 GL1.A/.
Proof Consider the following diagram
M  //


˛ 1 GL1.A/ //

M
 //


M gp
gp

P D //  1 GL1.R/ // P
 // P gp
of commutative monoids. The left hand and middle horizontal maps are inclusions. By
hypothesis the group homomorphism gp is surjective, with kernel K , say, the right
hand square is a pullback, and the inclusion P!  1 GL1.R/ is the identity.
We first prove that M ! P is surjective, with kernel K . If p 2 P with inverse q ,
we can find m; n 2M with .m/D p and .n/D q . Then .mn/D e , so mnD k
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lies in  1.e/ŠK . Now K is a group, so we can form nk 1 2M , which is inverse
to m. Hence m 2M  , and m maps to p , so M  ! P is surjective. Its kernel
is M  \  1.e/ D  1.e/ Š K , where the inclusion  1.e/ M  holds because
 1.e/ŠK is a group.
It follows that M  is the pullback of M and P over P . On the other hand,
˛ 1 GL1.A/ is contained in the pullback of M and  1 GL1.R/ over P , since
GL1.A/ .A;  / maps to GL1.R/ .R;  /. By assumption, P D  1 GL1.R/, so
M  D ˛ 1 GL1.A/.
Proposition 3.14 Let .A;M / be a replete pre-log ring over an integral log ring
.R;P /. Then the associated log ring .A;M a/ is a replete log ring over .R;P /.
Proof By assumption,  W P !P gp is injective, so its pullback  W M !M gp is also
injective. Hence .A;M / is integral, and M  acts freely on M and M gp .
By Lemma 3.13, M a is the pushout of M and GL1.A/ along M  , so M a;gp is the
pushout of M gp and GL1.A/ along M  .
M  //

M
 //

M gp

GL1.A/ //

M a
 //
a

M a;gp
a;gp

GL1.R/ // P
 // P gp
The composite
gpW M gp!M a;gp! P gp
is surjective, hence aW M a! P is virtually surjective. In the commutative diagram
M GL1.A/ //

M gp GL1.A/

M a
 //
a

M a;gp
a;gp

P
 // P gp
the outer rectangle is a pullback, and the middle row is obtained from the upper row by
dividing out by a free M –action, hence the lower square is a pullback. This proves
that .A;M a/ is a replete log ring over .R;P /.
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Example 3.15 Let .A;M / be a pre-log ring and Y a nonempty set. The Y –fold
replete tensor product Y ˝rep .A;M / is the replete pre-log ring .Y ˝rep A;Qrep
Y
M /
over .A;M / given by the pushout
ZŒ
Q
Y M 
//
Y˝x˛

ZŒ
Qrep
Y
M 
x

Y ˝A // Y ˝rep A
of commutative rings, and the pre-log structure
W
repY
Y
M ! .Y ˝rep A;  /
right adjoint to x , where Y ˝M DQY M !M is the cartesian product (Dcoproduct)
in CMon=M of Y copies of idW M !M , Qrep
Y
M D .QY M /rep ŠM QX M gp
is its repletion, where X is the complement of one element in Y , and Y ˝ADNY A
is the tensor product (D coproduct) in CRi ng of Y copies of A.
Definition 3.16 Let M be a commutative monoid, and let S1 D 1=@1 be the
simplicial circle. The cyclic bar construction BcyM D S1 ˝M (called the cyclic
nerve N cyM in Waldhausen [79, Section 2.3]) is the simplicial commutative monoid
given by the categorical tensor product
S1q ˝M D
Y
S1q
M ŠM M     M
(.qC 1/ copies of M ) in simplicial degree q . We write a typical element of BcyM
as .m0;m1; : : : ;mq/.
There are natural structure maps W M ! BcyM and W BcyM ! M induced by
the base point inclusion ! S1 and the collapse map S1 !. The map  equals
the inclusion of the zero-simplices in BcyM , while  takes .m0;m1; : : : ;mq/ to the
product m0m1   mq . These maps make BcyM a simplicial object in M=CMon=M .
There is a natural cyclic structure on BcyM , generated by the operator tq that takes
.m0;m1; : : : ;mq/ to .mq;m0; : : : ;mq 1/. We give M the constant cyclic structure,
and then  (but not ) is a cyclic morphism. There is a natural projection  W BcyM !
BM to the ordinary bar construction on M , taking .m0;m1; : : : ;mq/ to Œm1j    jmq ,
forgetting the copy of M that corresponds to the base point in S1 .
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The replete bar construction BrepM D .BcyM /rep is the repletion of the cyclic bar
construction, given by the lower right hand pullback square
M
D //


M
 //
rep

M gp
gp

BcyM //


BrepM //
rep

BcyM gp
gp

M
D // M
 // M gp
of simplicial commutative monoids. Here  and gp are cyclic maps, so the definition
as a pullback gives BrepM a natural cyclic structure, and all maps in the lower two
rows of the diagram are cyclic.
Lemma 3.17 The composite homomorphism ker.gp/  BcyM gp  ! BM gp is an
isomorphism. Hence there is a natural isomorphism .rep;  rep/W BrepM ŠM BM gp ,
of simplicial commutative monoids under and over M .
Combining with the weak equivalence BM ! BM gp , we obtain a weak equivalence
MBM ' !BrepM . The repletion map BcyM!BrepM factors as .; /W BcyM!
M BM , followed by the latter weak equivalence.
The inclusion W M ! BrepM factors through 0W M !M BM , induced by the
inclusion of the base point in BM .
Proof The first claim is well known, since M gp is a group. The inverse isomorphism
BM gp!ker.gp/ takes Œm1j    jmq  to .m0;m1; : : : ;mq/ where m0D.m1  mq/ 1 .
The rest is clear from Lemma 3.11.
Remark 3.18 By its definition as a pullback, BrepM is the simplicial commuta-
tive monoid with q–simplices .mIg0;g1; : : : ;gq/ with m 2M and gi 2M gp for
all i , such that  .m/ D g0g1   gq . When  is injective, m is determined by
the .g0;g1; : : : ;gq/, and these are only subject to the condition that their product
g0g1   gq lies in the image of  . We note that the cyclic operator on BrepM
takes .mIg0;g1; : : : ;gq/ to .mIgq;g0; : : : ;gq 1/. This is acceptable because M , or
rather M gp , is commutative:  .m/D gq .m/g 1q D gqg0   gq 1 . The isomorphism
.; /W BrepM ŠM BM gp takes .mIg0;g1; : : : ;gq/ to .m; Œg1j    jgq /, so g0 can
be recovered as  .m/.g1   gq/ 1 . In these terms the cyclic operator on M BM gp
takes .m; Œg1j    jgq / to .m; Œ .m/.g1   gq/ 1jg1j    jgq 1/, where we again use
that  .m/ D gq .m/g 1q . Note that the cyclic operator uses the group inverse in
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M gp . Hence there is in general no natural cyclic structure on BM such that the weak
equivalence M BM !M BM gp Š BrepM is a map of cyclic sets. For later
work, when we study the cyclic and cyclotomic structure on log topological Hochschild
homology, it will therefore be important to work with BM gp rather than BM , even if
the two are naturally equivalent as spaces.
Definition 3.19 Let ƒj 1 denote the cyclic .j   1/–simplex, represented by the
object Œj   1 in Connes’ category ƒ. Its geometric realization, as a simplicial set, is
jƒj 1j Š S1 j 1 . The cyclic group Cj of order j acts on Œj   1 in ƒ, hence
also on ƒj 1 , and the induced action on jƒj 1j balances the subgroup action on S1
with the action on j 1 that cyclically permutes the vertices. See Hesselholt–Madsen
[28, Section 7.2].
Proposition 3.20 Let M D hxi D fxj j j  0g be the free commutative monoid on
one generator x . The cyclic bar construction BcyM decomposes as a disjoint union
BcyM D
a
j0
Bcy.M I j /
of cyclic sets, where Bcy.M I j / D  1.xj / consists of the simplices .m0; : : : ;mq/
with m0   mq D xj . Here Bcy.M I 0/D  is a single point, while for j  1 there is
a cyclic isomorphism ƒj 1=Cj Š Bcy.M I j /. After geometric realization there is an
S1–equivariant homeomorphism
S1 Cj j 1
Š ! Bcy.M I j / :
Hence there is an S1–equivariant deformation retraction
BcyM
' ! t
a
j1
S1.j / ;
where S1.j /D S1=Cj . The 1–simplex .xj 1;x/ forms a closed loop at .xj / that
maps by an equivalence to S1.j /.
Proof This follows from the proof of Hesselholt [27, 2.2.3]. For j  1 the .j   1/–
simplex .x;x; : : : ;x/ generates Bcy.M I j / as a cyclic set. Hence there is a surjective
cyclic map ƒj 1 ! Bcy.M I j /. The restriction of the canonical S1–action on
jBcyM j to Cj  S1 acts on the .j   1/–simplices by cyclic permutation, and fixes
.x;x; : : : ;x/. Hence the cyclic map factors over ƒj 1=Cj . There are no further
relations in Bcy.M I j /, giving the asserted cyclic isomorphism and S1–equivariant
homeomorphism. The simplex j 1 is Cj –equivariantly contractible to its barycenter,
giving the asserted S1–equivariant homotopy equivalence.
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Proposition 3.21 Let M D hxi, with group completion M gp D hx;x 1i D fxj j
j 2Zg. The cyclic bar construction BcyM gp decomposes as a disjoint union
BcyM gp D
a
j2Z
Bcy.M gpI j /'
a
j2Z
S1.j /
of cyclic sets, where Bcy.M gpI j /D .gp/ 1.xj /, and .xj 1;x/ forms a closed loop
mapping by an equivalence to S1.j /. Hence
BrepM D
a
j0
Bcy.M gpI j /'
a
j0
S1.j /
and the repletion map BcyM ! BrepM decomposes as the disjoint union of the
inclusions
Bcy.M I j /! Bcy.M gpI j /
for j  0. For each j  1, this inclusion is an S1–equivariant homotopy equivalence.
For j D 0, the map
 D Bcy.M I 0/! Bcy.M gpI 0/
identifies the source with the S1–fixed points of the target.
There is a cyclic isomorphism Bcy.M gpI 0/Š BM gp , where BM gp ' S1.0/ has the
cyclic structure taking Œm1j    jmq  to Œ.m1   mq/ 1jm1j    jmq 1. The associated
circle action
S1 BM gp! BM gp
is homotopic to the trivial action. Furthermore, for each finite subgroup Cr  S1 there
is a homeomorphism Bcy.M gpI 0/ŠBcy.M gpI 0/Cr , which is equivariant with respect
to the canonical group homomorphism S1!S1=Cr . Hence there is an S1–equivariant
homotopy pushout square
 //

BM gp

BcyM // BrepM
of simplicial sets, where BM gp ' S1.0/.
Proof For each j  0, the projection  W BcyM gp ! BM gp restricts to a cyclic
isomorphism
Bcy.M gpI j / Š ! BM gp ;
when the target is given the cyclic structure that takes Œm1j    jmq  to
Œxj .m1   mq/ 1jm1j    jmq 1 :
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The closed 1–simplex .xj 1;x/$ Œx induces a homotopy equivalence S1!BM gp ,
and the circle action on BgpM is compatible, up to homotopy, with the circle action
S1 S1! S1 given by .z; w/ 7! zjw . See Loday [42, 7.3.4, 7.4.5].
For j  1, the circle action on Bcy.M I j /' S1.j / takes the 0–simplex .xj / once
around the 1–simplex .1;xj /, which deformation retracts to a loop winding j times
around S1.j /. By inspection of the simplicial structure, the loop .1;xj / is homotopic
to the composite of j copies of the loop .xj 1;x/. Hence the map S1'Bcy.M I j /!
Bcy.M gpI j /' S1 has degree 1, and is a homotopy equivalence, for all j  1.
To check that this map is an S1–equivariant equivalence, we check that the map of
H –fixed points is a homotopy equivalence for each closed subgroup H  S1 . The
S1–fixed points of a cyclic set Z consists of the 0–simplices z with t1s0z D s0z . In
Bcy.M I j / and Bcy.M gpI j / the only 0–simplex is zD .xj /, with s0zD .1;xj / and
t1s0z D .xj ; 1/, so both fixed point spaces are empty for j  1, whereas for j D 0
both fixed point spaces consist of the single point .1/.
To study the fixed points for finite subgroups Cr  S1 , we use the r –fold edgewise
subdivision functor Z 7! sdr Z of Bo¨kstedt–Hsiang–Madsen [15, Section 1], with
.sdr Z/q D Zr.qC1/ 1 for q  0. Recall that there is an S1–equivariant homeo-
morphism Dr W jsdr Zj Š jZj for cyclic sets Z , and the Cr –action on jsdr Zj is
induced by a simplicial action on sdr Z . There is a simplicial isomorphism B
cy M Š
.sdr B
cy M /Cr given by the r –th power map
r W .m0; : : : ;mq/ 7! .m0; : : : ;mq; : : : ;m0; : : : ;mq/
(repeating its argument r times), which leads to the chain of homeomorphisms
BcyM
jr j   !Š j.sdr B
cy M /Cr j Š j sdr Bcy M jCr
D
Cr
r   !Š .B
cyM /Cr :
The composite homeomorphism is equivariant with respect to the canonical group
homomorphism S1!S1=Cr . Since .r .z//D .z/r , this homeomorphism restricts
to a homeomorphism
Bcy.M I i/ Š ! Bcy.M I r i/Cr ;
whereas Bcy.M I j / has no Cr –fixed points when r − j .
Similar results hold for M gp , so by naturality we can identify
Cr W Bcy.M I j /Cr ! Bcy.M gpI j /Cr
with the homotopy equivalence Bcy.M I i/! Bcy.M gpI i/ for j D r i , and with the
trivial equivalence ∅! ∅ for r − j . Hence Bcy.M I j /! Bcy.M gpI j / is an S1–
equivariant homotopy equivalence, for j  1.
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Definition 3.22 Let A be a commutative ring. Suppose first that A is flat over Z.
The Hochschild homology of A is the simplicial ring HH.A/D S1 ˝A, with
HH.A/q ŠA˝A˝   ˝A
(.qC 1/ copies of A) in simplicial degree q . The Hochschild homology groups of
A are the homotopy groups HHi.A/D i HH.A/. The natural maps W A! HH.A/
and W HH.A/!A make HH.A/ a simplicial object in A=CRi ng=A, and  makes
HH.A/ a cyclic object in CRi ng=A. If A is not flat over Z, we replace A by a Z–flat
simplicial resolution, form HH. / degreewise, and pass to the diagonal of the resulting
bisimplicial ring.
Definition 3.23 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a pre-log ring. There is a natural pre-log structure
BcyM ! .HH.A/;  /
with left adjoint S1 ˝ x˛W ZŒBcyM !HH.A/. It makes .HH.A/;BcyM / a simplicial
object in .A;M /=PreLog=.A;M /, and a cyclic object in PreLogvsur=.A;M /.
Suppose first that A is flat over ZŒM , so that HH.A/ is flat over HH.ZŒM / D
ZŒBcyM . By definition, the log Hochschild homology .HH.A;M /;BrepM; / of
.A;M / is the replete simplicial pre-log ring S1 ˝rep .A;M /. Here HH.A;M / is
given by the pushout square
ZŒS1 ˝M  //
S1˝x˛

ZŒS1 ˝rep M 

S1 ˝A // HH.A;M /
of simplicial commutative rings, which we can rewrite as the pushout square
ZŒBcyM  //
S1˝x˛

ZŒBrepM 
x

HH.A/
x // HH.A;M /
in the same category. The pre-log structure map
W BrepM ! .HH.A;M /;  /
is right adjoint to the right hand vertical map x . The log Hochschild homology groups
of .A;M / are the homotopy groups HHi.A;M /D i HH.A;M /.
So HH.A;M / is naturally a simplicial pre-log ring under and over .A;M /, and a cyclic
pre-log ring over .A;M /. The comparison homomorphism x W HH.A/!HH.A;M /
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is a morphism in each of these two categories. If A is not flat over ZŒM , we replace
A by a ZŒM –flat simplicial resolution, form HH. ;M / degreewise, and pass to the
diagonal of the resulting bisimplicial ring.
Remark 3.24 We can also rewrite the pushout squares in Definition 3.23 as follows
HH.ZŒM /
 //


HH.ZŒM ;M /

HH.A/ // HH.A;M /
where ZŒM  has the canonical pre-log structure. In this sense the log Hochschild
homology of the canonical pre-log rings .ZŒM ;M / (together with the Hochschild
homology of ordinary rings) determines the log Hochschild homology of general pre-
log rings. It can also be convenient to base change the top row of this square along
x˛W ZŒM !A, to obtain a pushout square
A˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM /  //


A˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM ;M /
x

HH.A/
x // HH.A;M /
of simplicial commutative A–algebras. Here A˝ZŒM HH.ZŒM ;M /ŠA˝ZŒBM gp.
4 Logarithmic Ka¨hler differentials
We return to a review of the log Ka¨hler forms in algebra, modifying Kato’s discussion
[35, Sections 1, 3] to emphasize Dan Quillen’s view on commutative ring derivations
in terms of abelian group objects [60, Section 2]. Again, we restrict attention to
commutative rings, but the generalization to commutative R–algebras over a base
commutative ring R is easy.
Definition 4.1 Let A be a commutative ring and let J be a left A–module. Since
A is commutative, we can also think of J as a right A–module, with jaD aj . The
square-zero extension A˚J is the commutative ring with multiplication map
.A˚J / .A˚J /! .A˚J /
that takes .a1 ˚ j1; a2 ˚ j2/ to a1a2 ˚ .j1a2 C a1j2/. The obvious projection
W A˚J !A makes A˚J a commutative ring over A, with augmentation ideal J
having the zero multiplication J J ! J .
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Remark 4.2 The inclusion W A ! A˚ J taking a to a˚ 0, the multiplication
W A˚J ˚J Š .A˚J /A .A˚J /!A˚J taking a˚ j1˚ j2 to a˚ .j1C j2/,
and the conjugation W A˚ J ! A˚ J taking a˚ j to a˚ . j /, make A˚ J
an abelian group object in the category CRi ng=A of commutative rings over A. As
Quillen remarks, the functor J 7!A˚J is an equivalence from the category ModA
of A–modules to the category .CRi ng=A/ab of abelian group objects in CRi ng=A.
Definition 4.3 Let A and J be as above. The derivations of A with values in J is
the abelian group
Der.A;J /D .CRi ng=A/.A;A˚J /
of ring homomorphisms DW A! A˚ J over A. These all have the form D.a/ D
a˚ d.a/ where d.ab/Dd.a/bCad.b/, so the additive group homomorphism d W A!
J is a derivation in the more elementary sense. The Ka¨hler differentials of A is the
A–module
1A DAfda j a 2Ag=.d.ab/D .da/bC a.db//
generated by symbols da for a 2A, subject to the relations d.ab/D .da/bC a.db/
for all a; b 2A. It corepresents derivations, in the following sense.
Lemma 4.4 The universal derivation DW A!A˚1
A
, taking a to D.a/D a˚ da,
induces a natural isomorphism
HomA.1A;J /Š Der.A;J / :
Lemma 4.5 Let gW C !A be a homomorphism of commutative rings, and let J be
an A–module. Write g#J for J viewed as a C –module via g . Composition with
g˚ idW C ˚J !A˚J induces an isomorphism
Der.C;g#J /Š .CRi ng=A/.C;A˚J / :
Proof This is clear, since W C˚J!C is the pullback of W A˚J!A along g .
Lemma 4.6 Let M D hX i be the free commutative monoid on a set X . Then
1ZŒM  Š ZŒM ˝M gp
is the free ZŒM –module induced up from M gp , with dx corresponding to 1˝  .x/,
for all x 2X M .
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Proof For each ZŒM –module J , there are natural isomorphisms
Der.ZŒM ;J /Š ffunctions d W M ! J with d.ab/D d.a/bC ad.b/g
Š ffunctions X ! J g
Š CMon.M; .J;C//ŠAb.M gp; .J;C//
Š HomZŒM .ZŒM ˝M gp;J / :
Hence ZŒM ˝M gp corepresents derivations of ZŒM .
Remark 4.7 When extended to simplicial commutative rings, the functor A 7!
Der.A;J / admits homotopical right derived functors, known as the Andre´–Quillen
cohomology groups Dq.A;J /; see Quillen [60, Section 4]. These are corepresented
as the cohomology groups H q.HomA.L1A;J // of (the chain complex associated
to) the simplicial A–module L1
A
DA˝P 1P , known as the cotangent complex,
where P ' !A is a cofibrant simplicial commutative ring resolution of A. (Cofi-
brant effectively means that P is a free commutative ring, ie, a polynomial ring,
in each simplicial degree.) The homology groups of the cotangent complex are the
Andre´–Quillen homology groups Dq.A;J / D Hq.J ˝A L1A/. As special cases,
D0.A;J /ŠDer.A;J / and D0.A;J /Š J ˝A1A . When we pass from the algebraic
to the topological context in the next sections, we will automatically be working
with mapping spaces that incorporate these derived functors. Therefore the natural
generalization of the Ka¨hler differentials will be the topological form of the cotangent
complex L1
A
, namely the topological Andre´–Quillen homology spectrum TAQ.A/.
Lemma 4.8 Let M be a commutative monoid, and let F ' !M be a cofibrant
simplicial commutative monoid resolution of M . Then
L1ZŒM  ' ZŒM ˝F gp :
Proof Cofibrancy effectively means that F is a free commutative monoid in each
simplicial degree. Then P D ZŒF ' !ZŒM  is a cofibrant simplicial commutative
ring resolution of ZŒM , and 1
P Š ZŒF˝F
gp , by Lemma 4.6. Hence
L1ZŒM  ' ZŒM ˝ZŒF .ZŒF˝F gp /Š ZŒM ˝F gp ;
where F gp denotes the degreewise group completion of F .
Remark 4.9 In the notation of Lemma 4.6, dm21ZŒM  does typically not correspond
to 1 ˝  .m/ 2 ZŒM  ˝M gp when m 2 M n X . For example, d.x2/ D 2x dx
corresponds to 2x˝  .x/ rather than 1˝  .x2/, when x 2 X . It follows that the
simplicial ZŒM –module structure on ZŒM ˝F gp in Lemma 4.8 is usually not induced
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up from the simplicial abelian group structure on F gp . It would be if the simplicial
operators on F took monoid generators to monoid generators, but this is rarely the case.
For example, if a face of y 2 F1 is x2 2 F0 , where y and x are monoid generators,
then the corresponding face of 1˝  .y/ is 2x˝  .x/, not 1˝  .x2/.
The zero-th homotopy group of L1ZŒM  recovers the Ka¨hler differentials 
1
ZŒM  ,
which also does not need to be an extended ZŒM –module. It will be a finitely
generated projective ZŒM –module when ZŒM  is smooth over Z, but as we have just
discussed, the face maps ZŒM ˝F gp
1
 ZŒM ˝F gp
0
with coequalizer 0L1ZŒM 
are not extended ZŒM –module maps in general. In the same way, the topological
Andre´–Quillen homology TAQ.S ŒM / to be discussed in Definition 10.3, will not in
general be an extended S ŒM –module, even if this is so when M is a grouplike or
free commutative I–space monoid. See Remark 10.11.
Remark 4.10 To define log derivations and log Ka¨hler differentials, we should deter-
mine the abelian group objects in a category of log rings over a fixed log ring .A;M /.
A maximal choice is the category Log=.A;M / of all log rings over A. A minimal
choice is the subcategory strLog=.A;M / of log rings with a strict homomorphism
to .A;M /, and strict homomorphisms between these. An intermediate choice, and
probably the most interesting one, is the category Logrep=.A;M / of replete log rings
over .A;M /.
The forgetful functors from Log to PreLog , CRi ng and CMon are right adjoints,
hence preserve limits. It follows that the categorical product in Log=.A;M / of two log
rings .B1;N1/ and .B2;N2/, both over .A;M /, is the log ring .B1AB2;N1MN2/
over .A;M /. Here B1 A B2  B1 B2 and N1 M N2  N1 N2 are the usual
fiber products.
When both augmentations .Bi ;Ni/! .A;M / are strict, and both projections
.B1 AB2;N1 M N2/! .Bi ;Ni/
are strict, then .B1 A B2;N1 M N2/ is the product of .B1;N1/ and .B2;N2/ in
the subcategory strLog=.A;M /. When both augmentations .Bi ;Ni/! .A;M / are
replete, the fiber product .B1 AB2;N1 M N2/ is replete over .A;M / (by Lemma
3.11), so this is the product of .B1;N1/ and .B2;N2/ in Logrep=.A;M /.
Definition 4.11 Let .A;M / be a log ring and let J be an A–module. The square-
zero extension .A˚J; M / is the log ring with A˚J as its underlying commutative
ring, and the inverse image M of M along the inclusion W A! A˚ J as its
underlying commutative monoid. The projection W A ˚ J ! A induces a strict
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homomorphism .; [/W .A˚ J; M /! .A; M / Š .A;M /, since  D idA ,
which makes .A˚J; M / an object of strLog=.A;M /.
Lemma 4.12 Let .A;M / and J be as above. There is an isomorphism
M  .J;C/Š M
of commutative monoids, where .J;C/ denotes the underlying additive monoid of J .
Under this isomorphism, the log structure map ˛W M !A˚J takes .m; j / to
˛.m/  .1˚ j /D ˛.m/˚˛.m/  j .
Proof We have a commutative diagram
f1g //

GL1.A/ //

M
˛ //
[

.A;  /
.;  /

.1CJ;  / // GL1.A˚J / // M 
˛ // .A˚J;  /
of commutative monoids. The preimage of GL1.A˚ J /  .A˚ J;  / in .A;  / is
GL1.A/, so its preimage in M is also isomorphic to GL1.A/, since .M; ˛/ is a log
structure. It follows that the middle square is the pushout defining the logification M .
The left hand square is also a pushout, since GL1.A˚ J / Š GL1.A/  .1C J;  /.
This gives an isomorphism M  .1CJ;  /Š M . When combined with the monoid
isomorphism .J;C/Š .1C J;  / that takes j 2 J to 1C j 2 1C J , we obtain the
isomorphism of the lemma.
Lemma 4.13 Let .A;M / be a log ring. The functor taking an A–module J to the
square-zero extension .A ˚ J; M / is an equivalence from the category ModA
of A–modules to the category of .strLog=.A;M //ab of abelian group objects in
strLog=.A;M /.
Proof The two projections from
.A˚J ˚J;M J J /Š ..A˚J /A .A˚J /; M M M /
to .A˚J; M /Š .A˚J;MJ / are strict, so ..A˚J /A.A˚J /; M M M /
is the product of .A˚J; M / with itself in strLog=.A;M /.
The inverse image of M along W A!A˚J , the inverse image of M M M
along W .A˚ J / A .A˚ J / ! .A˚ J /, and the inverse image of M along
W A ˚ J ! A ˚ J , are all canonically isomorphic to M . Hence the abelian
group object structure maps ,  and  of A ˚ J in CRi ng=A are all covered
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by strict homomorphisms of log rings .; [/, .; [/ and .; [/, specifying how
.A˚J; M / is an abelian group object in strLog=.A;M /.
Conversely, an abelian group object .B;N / in strLog=.A;M / must map by the
forgetful functor to an abelian group object in CRi ng , so BŠA˚J must be a square-
zero extension. For the unit homomorphism .; [/W .A;M /! .B;N / to be strict,
we must have N Š M . Hence ModA! .strLog=.A;M //ab is an equivalence of
categories.
Remark 4.14 By the previous lemma, the category of abelian group objects in
strLog=.A;M / does not depend on the log structure on A. It is plausible that the
larger category of abelian group objects in Log=.A;M /, where the morphisms are
not required to be strict, provides a more interesting category of “log modules” over
.A;M /. In this case, the underlying commutative ring of an abelian group object
.B;N / in Log=.A;M / must still be a square-zero extension B ŠA˚J , while the
underlying commutative monoid must be an abelian group object N in CMon=M .
The latter objects must have the form W N !M , where  1.m/N is an abelian
group for each m 2M , and the monoidal pairing N N ! N is given by group
homomorphisms  1.m1/  1.m2/!  1.m1m2/, for m1;m2 2M . For example,
each abelian group K determines an abelian group object N DM K in CMon=M ,
with structure maps .m; k/ D m, .m/ D .m; e/, .m; k1; k2/ D .m; k1k2/ and
.m; k/D .m; k 1/. However, in the current generality there are also abelian group
objects that do not have this form. For example, if M Š .N0;C/ and K Š .Z;C/,
the commutative submonoid N M K with  1.e/D feg and  1.m/DK for
m¤ e , is an abelian group object in CMon=M . In this example, N is integral but
not finitely generated. Replacing K Š .Z;C/ by K Š Z=2 we get a fine (D finitely
generated and integral) example N that is not saturated.
It therefore appears that the full category .Log=.A;M //ab is rather complicated. By
restricting attention to fs (D fine and saturated) monoids N and M , or by working
only with N that are replete over M , one may ensure that the abelian group objects in
the restricted subcategory of CMon=M all have the form N DM K , for an abelian
group K . This seems to lead to more manageable categories .Logfs=.A;M //ab and
.Logrep=.A;M //ab , respectively. For example, an object of Logrep=.A;M / will have
the form .A˚J;M K;  / for some A–module J , some abelian group K and some
pre-log structure
 W M K! .A˚J;  / :
This leads to questions like which  specify (replete) log structures, and which objects
.A˚ J;M K;  / are abelian group objects in Logrep=.A;M /. We think these
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abelian objects in replete log rings over .A;M / constitute a good candidate for a
category of log modules over .A;M /.
In the topological context, it is more natural to consider stable objects, or spectra, rather
than abelian group objects. The slogan is that “stabilization is abelianization”, as seen
eg in Schwede [72]. We view replete log rings under and over .A;M / as a based
(D pointed) category, and can form nonempty coproducts within this category, as in
Definition 3.12. Passing to simplicial replete log rings under and over .A;M /, we
can form tensor products with nonempty simplicial sets, and tensor product with the
simplicial circle S1 specifies a suspension functor on this category. The stable category
of (symmetric) spectra
Sp†..A;M /=Logrep=.A;M //
of simplicial replete log rings under and over .A;M /, with respect to this suspension
functor, appears to be the best algebraic category of log modules over .A;M /. In
joint work with Steffen Sagave we are investigating the Quillen K–theory [61] of
this category, and its relation to the Quillen K–theory of the localization AŒM 1D
A˝ZŒM ZŒM gp.
Definition 4.15 Let .A;M / be a log ring and J an A–module. The log derivations
of .A;M / with values in J is the abelian group
Der..A;M /;J /D .Log=.A;M //..A;M /; .A˚J; M //
of homomorphisms .D;D[/W .A;M /! .A˚J; M / of log rings over .A;M /.
More precisely, we should form the abelian group of strict log homomorphisms over
.A;M /, but this is no restriction, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 4.16 Every log homomorphism .D;D[/W .A;M / ! .A˚ J; M / over
.A;M / is strict.
Proof The inverse images DM and M are the pushouts of GL1.A/!M along
GL1.D/ and GL1./W GL1.A/!GL1.A˚J /, respectively. Here GL1.A˚J / is the
coproduct of GL1.A/ and .1CJ;  / both along GL1.D/ and along GL1./, so both
DM and M are coproducts of M and .1CJ;  /, and D[ induces the canonical
isomorphism between them.
To corepresent log derivations by a module of log differentials, we express the group of
log derivations as a pullback of the groups of ring derivations and monoid derivations,
subject to a compatibility condition. This uses the following definition.
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Definition 4.17 Let M be a commutative monoid, and K an abelian group. The
commutative monoid derivations of M with values in K is the abelian group
Der[.M;K/D .CMon=M /.M;M K/
of monoid homomorphisms D[W M ! M K over M . These all have the form
D[.m/ D .m; d[.m//, where d[W M ! K is a monoid homomorphism, and corre-
spond bijectively to the group homomorphisms M gp!K , where M gp is the group
completion of M . We might call the abelian group M gp the commutative monoid
differentials of M . Recall that we write  W M ! M gp for the canonical monoid
homomorphism.
Lemma 4.18 The universal monoid derivation D[W M !M M gp , taking m to
D[.m/D .m;  .m//, induces a natural isomorphism
Ab.M gp;K/Š Der[.M;K/ :
Remark 4.19 In other words, M gp corepresents commutative monoid derivations.
Unlike in the commutative ring case, this construction is already derived, since if
F ' !M is a cofibrant simplicial commutative monoid resolution (with F a free
commutative monoid in each simplicial degree), then the degreewise group comple-
tion F gp is weakly equivalent to M gp . For a proof, see Puppe [58, Section 3.6, Satz 13]
or Quillen’s appendix in Friedlander–Mazur [24]. In other words, the commutative
monoid cotangent complex LM gp D F gp is weakly equivalent to the commutative
monoid differentials M gp .
Proposition 4.20 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a log ring and J an A–module. There is a
pullback square
Der..A;M /;J / //

Der.A;J /


Der[.M; .J;C//  

// Der.ZŒM ; x˛#J /
of abelian groups. Here .J;C/ denotes the underlying abelian group of J , and x˛#J
denotes J viewed as a ZŒM –module via the adjoint log structure map x˛W ZŒM !A.
The homomorphism  is induced by the ring homomorphism x˛ , taking a derivation
DW A ! A ˚ J to the composite D ı x˛ . The homomorphism   is induced by
the monoid homomorphism ˛W M ! .A˚ J;  /, taking a monoid derivation
D[W M ! M to the ring homomorphism ZŒM !A˚J that is left adjoint to the
composite monoid homomorphism ˛ ıD[ .
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Proof Recall from Lemma 4.5 the identification of Der.ZŒM ; x˛#J / with the ring
homomorphisms ZŒM ! A˚ J over A, and from Lemma 4.12 the identification
of Der[.M; .J;C// with the monoid homomorphisms M ! M over M . A log
derivation .D;D[/W .A;M /! .A˚J; M / consists of a ring derivation DW A!
A˚J and a monoid derivation D[W M ! M , subject to the compatibility condition
that the diagram
M
˛ //
D[

.A;  /
.D;  /

M
˛ // .A˚J;  /
of commutative monoids commutes. By adjunction, this is equivalent to the commuta-
tivity of the diagram
ZŒM 
x˛ //
ZŒD[

A
D

ZŒM 
˛ // A˚J
of commutative rings. Hence the pair .D;D[/ defines a derivation homomorphism
precisely when .D/D  .D[/.
Lemma 4.21 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a log ring. The functors from A–modules to abelian
groups that take J to Der.A;J / and Der.ZŒM ; x˛#J / are corepresented by the Kähler
differentials 1
A
and the induced A–module A˝ZŒM 1ZŒM  , respectively. The natural
homomorphism  is corepresented by the A–module homomorphism
W A˝ZŒM 1ZŒM !1A
.a˝ dm/D a  d˛.m/given by
for a2A and m2M . It is left adjoint to the ZŒM –module homomorphism 1ZŒM !
1
A
induced by x˛W ZŒM !A.
Proof This is clear.
Lemma 4.22 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a log ring. The functors from A–modules to abelian
groups that take J to Der[.M; .J;C// and Der.ZŒM ; x˛#J / are corepresented by
the induced A–modules A˝M gp and A˝ZŒM  1ZŒM  , respectively, The natural
homomorphism   is corepresented by the A–module homomorphism
 W A˝ZŒM 1ZŒM !A˝M gp
 .a˝ dm/D a ˛.m/˝  .m/given by
for a 2A and m 2M .
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Proof For each A–module J there are natural chains of isomorphisms
HomA.A˝M gp;J /ŠAb.M gp; .J;C//
Š CMon.M; .J;C//
Š Der[.M; .J;C//
D .CMon=M /.M; M /
(using the identification M ŠM  .J;C/ from Lemma 4.12) and
.CMon=.A;  //.M; .A˚J;  //Š .CRi ng=A/.ZŒM ;A˚J /
Š Der.ZŒM ; x˛#J /
D .CRi ng=ZŒM /.ZŒM ;ZŒM ˚J /
Š HomZŒM .1ZŒM ;J /
Š HomA.A˝ZŒM 1ZŒM ;J / :
To find the corepresenting homomorphism  , we let J DA˝M gp and note that the
identity homomorphism of A˝M gp corresponds, under the first chain of isomorphisms
above, to the monoid homomorphism D[W M ! M ŠM  .J;C/ over M that
takes m to D[.m/D .m; 1˝  .m//. By Proposition 4.20,   takes this D[ to the
monoid homomorphism ˛ ıD[W M ! .A˚ .A˝M gp/;  / over .A;  / that takes
m to
˛.m/  .1˚ .1˝  .m///D ˛.m/˚ .˛.m/˝  .m// :
Under the second chain of isomorphisms above, this corresponds to the A–module
homomorphism  W A˝ZŒM 1ZŒM !A˝M gp that takes a˝dm to a˛.m/˝ .m/,
for m 2M . Hence this  is the A–module homomorphism that corepresents   .
Remark 4.23 The elements m 2M generate ZŒM  as a ring, so the dm for m 2M
generate 1ZŒM  as a ZŒM –module, and the formula  .1˝ dm/ D ˛.m/˝  .m/
determines the A–module homomorphism  . To see that it is well defined, we may
check that  .1˝ d.mn// D ˛.mn/˝  .mn/ equals  .1˝ ..dm/nCm.dn/// D
˛.m/˛.n/˝  .m/C˛.m/˛.n/˝  .n/.
Remark 4.24 The A–module homomorphism  is induced by the ZŒM –module
homomorphism 1ZŒM !ZŒM ˝M gp that takes dm to .m/˝ .m/, in the notation
of Definitions 2.12 and 3.1. As we shall explain in Remark 13.7, the latter homo-
morphism corresponds to the stabilization of the repletion map  W ZŒM ˝ZŒM !
ZŒM ˝rep ZŒM  Š ZŒM ˝ZŒM gp, in the stable category associated to the based
category ZŒM =CRi ng=ZŒM .
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Definition 4.25 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a pre-log ring. The log Ka¨hler differentials of
.A;M / is the A–module 1
.A;M /
defined by the pushout square
A˝ZŒM 1ZŒM 
 //


A˝M gp
x

1
A
x // 1
.A;M /
in A–modules of the homomorphisms  and  from Lemmas 4.21 and 4.22, re-
spectively. We write da for x .da/ and d logm for x.1˝  .m//, with a 2 A and
m 2 M , where x and x are the canonical homomorphisms. Note that d.ab/ D
.da/b C a.db/, d log.mn/ D d logm C d log n, and d˛.m/ D ˛.m/ d logm, for
a; b 2A and m; n2M .
Remark 4.26 In other words,
1.A;M / D1A˚ .A˝M gp/=
where  is A–linearly generated by the relation d˛.m/D .1˝dm/ .1˝dm/D
˛.m/˝  .m/ for m 2M . Thus we recover Kato’s definition of log differentials [35,
(1.7)]. The relation d˛.m/D ˛.m/ d logm, which shows that d logm has the formal
properties of the logarithmic differential a 1da for aD ˛.m/, is the main reason for
the use of the adjective “log”, or “logarithmic”, in this theory.
Like in Kato’s introduction, we permit .M; ˛/ to be a pre-log structure in the definition
of 1
.A;M /
. If .M; ˛/ (or its logification .M; ˛/a ) is the trivial log structure,  and
x are isomorphisms, so 1
.A;M /
Š1
A
. See also Lemma 11.27.
Proposition 4.27 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a log ring. The universal log derivation
.D;D[/W .A;M /! .A˚1.A;M /; M / ;
taking a2A to D.a/D .a; da/, and taking m2M to D[.m/D .m; d logm/, induces
a natural isomorphism
HomA.1.A;M /;J /Š Der..A;M /;J / :
Proof Use Proposition 4.20, Lemmas 4.21 and 4.22, and Definition 4.25.
Lemma 4.28 Let X X tY be a pair of sets, let M D hX i be the free commutative
monoid generated by X , and let A D ZŒhX t Y i be the free commutative ring
generated by X t Y . Let ˛W M ! .A;  / be the monoid homomorphism extending
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the composite inclusion X  X t Y ! A. Then M gp Š ZfX g is the free abelian
group generated by X , W A˝ZfX g ! A˝ZfX tY g is the inclusion induced by
X  X t Y ,  W A˝ ZfX g ! A˝ ZfX g is the sum over x 2 X of the injective
A–module homomorphisms xW A!A taking a to xa, and
1.A;M / ŠAfX g˚AfY g
where x 2X and y 2 Y correspond to d logx and dy in 1
.A;M /
, respectively. There
is a short exact sequence
0!1A
x  !1.A;M /
res !
M
x2X
A=xA! 0 ;
where the residue map res takes d logx to 1 2A=xA, and dy to 0.
Remark 4.29 Following Ofer Gabber (see Olsson [55, Section 8]), we can define the
log cotangent complex of a pre-log ring .A;M / as the simplicial A–module
L1.A;M / DA˝.P;F/1.P;F/ ;
where .P;F/ ' !.A;M / is a cofibrant simplicial pre-log ring resolution of .A;M /.
Cofibrancy ensures that in each simplicial degree q , the pre-log ring .Pq;Fq/ is freely
generated by a pair of sets Xq Xq tYq , as in the lemma above. Our log topological
Andre´–Quillen homology spectrum TAQ.A;M / will be the generalization to pre-log
S –algebras of this log cotangent complex.
Remark 4.30 For a map .R;P; /! .A;M; ˛/ of pre-log rings, Kato also defines
an A–module 1
.A;M /=.R;P/
of relative log Ka¨hler differentials, which agrees with
the absolute log Ka¨hler differentials when .R;P /D .Z; f1g/. The logification maps
.R;P /! .R;Pa/ and .A;M /! .A;M a/ induce isomorphisms
1.A;M /=.R;P/
Š !1.A;Ma/=.R;P/
Š  1.A;Ma/=.R;Pa/ :
For maps .R;P; /! .A;M; ˛/! .B;N; ˇ/ of fine pre-log rings there is a transitivity
exact sequence
B˝A1.A;M /=.R;P/!1.B;N /=.R;P/!1.B;N /=.A;M /! 0
of B–modules; see Kato [35, Proposition 3.12]. For a pushout square
.R;P / //

.T;Q/

.A;M / // .B;N /
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of pre-log rings, with B DA˝R T , N DM ˚P Q and A flat over R, there is a base
change isomorphism
B˝T 1.T;Q/=.R;P/ Š1.B;N /=.A;M /
of B–modules [35, page 196]. We say that A! B is formally e´tale if 1
B=A
D 0,
and .A;M /! .B;N / is formally log e´tale if 1
.B;N /=.A;M /
D 0. We shall discuss
topological analogues of these results later in the paper.
Remark 4.31 The log Ka¨hler differentials of the canonical log structure satisfy
1.ZŒM ;M / Š ZŒM ˝M gp :
Hence, for a general pre-log ring .A;M / there is a pushout square
A˝ZŒM 1ZŒM 
 //


A˝ZŒM 1.ZŒM ;M /
x

1
A
x // 1
.A;M /
of A–modules. The localization map .A;M /! .AŒM 1;M gp/ induces a further
map
1.A;M /!1.AŒM 1;M gp/ Š1AŒM 1 ;
where the last isomorphism uses that M gp;a is the trivial log structure on AŒM 1.
Example 4.32 We continue the discussion of log structures on discrete valuation rings
from Example 2.16, referring to Serre [75, Section I.6] and Hesselholt–Madsen [29,
Section 2.2] for more details. Let A! B be a finite extension of discrete valuation
rings, with uniformizers  and x , fraction fields K!L, and residue fields k! `,
respectively. In particular, B is the integral closure of A in L. We assume that K and
L are of characteristic 0, and that k and ` are perfect fields of characteristic p .
We can write  D uxe in B , where u is a unit and e is the ramification index. For
simplicity we may assume that uD 1, since the pre-log structures hi and hxei on A
have the same logification. Let .X / 2AŒX  be the minimal polynomial of x over A,
so that B ŠAŒX =..X //. Then
1B=A Š B=.0.x/; exe 1/fdxg;
1.B;hxi/=.A;hi/ Š B=.x0.x/; e/fd logxg
since d.x/ D 0.x/ dx , d D d.xe/ D exe 1 dx and d log D d log.xe/ D
e d logx .
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If A ! B is unramified, so e D 1, then 1
B=A
D 0 and 1
.B;hxi/=.A;hi/ D 0, so
A! B is (formally) e´tale and (formally) log e´tale.
If A! B is totally ramified, so e D ŒL WK, then .X / is an Eisenstein polynomial
.X /DX e  .X /
where .X / 2AŒX  has degree < e , and .0/ is a unit in A. Then
.0.x/; exe 1/D . 0.x/; exe 1/
is contained in .x/ unless e D 1, so 1
B=A
D 0 only if A! B is an isomorphism.
Furthermore,
x0.x/D exe  x 0.x/D .e.x/ x 0.x//
so .x0.x//  ./  .x/. Hence 1
.B;hxi/=.A;hi/ D 0 if and only if e is a unit in
B=.x/D `, ie, if and only if p − e .
A general finite extension A! B is the composite of an unramified and a totally
ramified extension, so A!B is e´tale if and only if e D 1, and .A; hi/! .B; hxi/
is log e´tale if and only if p − e , ie, if and only if A! B is tamely ramified. In this
way, log geometry extends the range of e´taleness (and smoothness) to allow tame
ramification.
5 Symmetric logarithmic structures
We recall an interpretation of the Hochschild homology of a ring, based on Quillen
[60, Section 3], which is similar to the interpretation of the Ka¨hler differentials as a
corepresenting object for derivations. Thereafter we extend this point of view to the
log case.
Definition 5.1 Let A be an associative ring, always with unit, and let Ae DA˝Aop ,
so that Ae–modules are the same as A–bimodules. Let K be an A–bimodule. The
square-zero extension A˚K is the associative ring with multiplication
.a1˚ k1/  .a2˚ k2/D a1a2˚ .k1a2C a1k2/ :
The augmentation W A˚K!A taking a˚k to a makes A˚K an associative ring
over A, with two-sided augmentation ideal K having the zero multiplication.
Remark 5.2 The structure maps ,  and , defined as in Remark 4.2, make A˚K
an abelian group object in the category ARi ng=A of associative rings over A. The
functor K 7!A˚K is an equivalence from the category ModAe of A–bimodules to
the category .ARi ng=A/ab . See Quillen [60, Section 3].
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Definition 5.3 The associative derivations of A with values in K is the abelian group
ADer.A;K/D .ARi ng=A/.A;A˚K/
of associative ring homomorphisms DW A!A˚K over A. Define the A–bimodule
DA of associative differentials by the short exact sequence
0!DA i !A˝A m !A! 0
of A–bimodules, where m.a˝ b/D ab . It corepresents associative derivations, in the
following sense.
Lemma 5.4 The universal associative derivation DW A ! A ˚ DA , taking a to
D.a/D a˚ da where i.da/D 1˝ a  a˝ 1, induces a natural isomorphism
HomAe .DA;K/Š ADer.A;K/ :
When AD T .X / is the free associative ring generated by a set X , ADer.T .X /;K/Š
ffunctions X !Kg, so DT .X / Š T .X /e˝ZfX g is a free T .X /e–module.
Definition 5.5 If A is a commutative ring, so that mW A˝A! A is a ring homo-
morphism, we say that an A–bimodule K is symmetric if the left and right A–module
actions on K agree: a  k D k  a for a 2 A, k 2 K . Equivalently, K is symmetric
if K Šm#J , where J is the underlying left A–module of K and m#J denotes the
A–bimodule obtained from J by restriction along m. Let
SDer.A;J /D ADer.A;m#J /
be the symmetric derivations of A with values in J .
Lemma 5.6 The restriction functor m#WModA !ModAe is compatible with the
forgetful functor .CRi ng=A/ab! .ARi ng=A/ab under the equivalences ModA '
.CRi ng=A/ab and ModAe ' .ARi ng=A/ab .
Proof The forgetful functor between abelian group objects exists because the forgetful
functor CRi ng=A!ARi ng=A preserves finite products. The compatibility amounts
to the fact that A˚J in Definition 4.1 agrees with A˚m#J in Definition 5.3.
Lemma 5.7 Let A be a commutative ring, let J be an A–module, and let m#J be
the corresponding symmetric A–bimodule. There is a natural isomorphism
HomA.A˝Ae DA;J /Š ADer.A;m#J / :
In other words, the symmetric derivations of A are corepresented by the A–module
A˝Ae DA of symmetric differentials.
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Remark 5.8 For a commutative ring A and an A–module J , a symmetric derivation
DW A!A˚m#J over A is the same as an ordinary derivation DW A!A˚J over A.
Hence the symmetric differentials A˝Ae DA ŠDA=D2A are canonically isomorphic
to the Ka¨hler differentials 1
A
. However, since DA is defined for associative rings and
1
A
for commutative rings, their homotopically derived functors will be different.
The case of Ka¨hler differentials and the cotangent complex was discussed in Remark
4.7. In the associative setting the functor A 7!ADer.A;K/ acquires homotopical right
derived functors when extended to simplicial rings. These functors are corepresented
by the simplicial A–bimodule LDA D Ae ˝T e DT , where T ' !A is a cofibrant
simplicial ring resolution of A. As usual, cofibrant effectively means that T is a free
associative ring, ie, a tensor algebra over Z, in each simplicial degree. We call LDA
the associative cotangent complex. When the composite functor A 7! SDer.A;J /D
ADer.A;m#J / is derived in the same way, the corepresenting object is the simplicial
A–module A˝AeLDAŠA˝T e DT , which we call the symmetric cotangent complex.
Remark 5.9 By Lemma 5.4, LDA is a free Ae–module in each simplicial degree.
If we assume that A is flat over Z, then T e
' !Ae , so LDA ' !DA is a free Ae–
module resolution. Let B DB.A;A;A/D1˝A be the two-sided bar construction
on A. Since we are assuming that A is flat over Z, W B ' !A is a flat Ae–module
resolution, and there is a weak equivalence A˝Ae LDA ' B˝Ae DA . Hence the
short exact sequence of A–bimodules defining DA yields a homotopy cofiber sequence
A˝Ae LDA! B! HH.A/
of simplicial A–modules, where we use that B˝Ae AŠ HH.A/. The left (or right)
unit inclusion A! A˝A D B0 ! B is a weak equivalence, and the composite
map A! HH.A/ equals the usual structure map . We might therefore, somewhat
imprecisely, say that
A˝Ae LDA!A  ! HH.A/
is a cofiber sequence up to homotopy, where  is split injective. In particular, there are
isomorphisms
HHqC1.A/Š q.A˝Ae LDA/Š TorAeq .A;DA/
for q  0.
Definition 5.10 Let A be an associative ring. An associative pre-log structure .M; ˛/
on A is an associative monoid M and a monoid homomorphism ˛W M ! .A;  / to
the underlying multiplicative monoid. It is an associative log structure if the restricted
homomorphism ˛ 1 GL1.A/! GL1.A/ is an isomorphism. An associative (pre-)log
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ring is an associative ring with an associative (pre-)log structure. A homomorphism
.f; f [/W .A;M / ! .B;N / of associative pre-log rings is a ring homomorphism
f W A!B and a monoid homomorphism f [W M !N such that .f;  / ı˛ D ˇ ıf [ .
Associative log rings generate a full subcategory ALog of the category APreLog of
associative pre-log rings.
Lemma 5.11 Let .A;M / be a log ring, and let J be an A–module. Then .A;M / is
an associative log ring, and the forgetful functor .Log=.A;M //ab!.ALog=.A;M //ab
takes the abelian group object .A˚J; M / in Log=.A;M / to an abelian group object
.A˚m#J; M / in ALog=.A;M /. Here M ŠM  .J;C/.
Proof The underlying associative ring of a commutative log ring .A;M / is an asso-
ciative log ring, since the forgetful functor preserves the formation of GL1.A/ .A;  /
and the pullback ˛ 1 GL1.A/  M . There is a forgetful functor between abelian
group objects because the forgetful functor Log=.A;M /!ALog=.A;M / preserves
finite products. The factorization of M is from Lemma 4.12.
Remark 5.12 We omit to discuss inverse images of associative log structures, general
abelian group objects in ALog=.A;M /, associative log derivations, and associative
log differentials.
Definition 5.13 Let .A;M / be a (commutative) log ring, and let J be an A–module.
The log symmetric derivations of .A;M / with values in J is the abelian group
SDer..A;M /;J /D .ALog=.A;M //..A;M /; .A˚m#J; M //
of homomorphisms .D;D[/W .A;M /! .A˚m#J; M / of associative log rings
over .A;M /.
Definition 5.14 Let M be an associative monoid, and K an abelian group. The
associative monoid derivations of M with values in K is the abelian group
ADer[.M;K/D .AMon=M /.M;M K/
of monoid homomorphisms D[W M !M K over M . Let H1.BM /ŠM ab;gp be
the abelian group of associative monoid differentials of M .
If M is commutative, the symmetric monoid derivations of M with values in K is the
abelian group
SDer[.M;K/D .AMon=M /.M;M K/
of monoid homomorphisms D[W M !M K over M . Let H1.BM /ŠM gp be the
symmetric monoid differentials of M .
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Lemma 5.15 There is a universal associative monoid derivation
D[W M !M H1.BM /;
taking m to D[.m/ D m˚ Œm where Œm is the homology class of m viewed as a
1–simplex in BM . It induces a natural isomorphism
Ab.H1.BM /;K/Š ADer[.A;K/ :
When M is a free associative monoid, there is a weak equivalence
†H1.BM /' zZfBM g
of simplicial abelian groups, where †H1.BM / is the simplicial suspension of the
constant simplicial abelian group H1.BM /, ZfBM g is the degreewise free abelian
group on the simplicial set BM , and zZfBM g is the kernel of the augmentation
ZfBM g ! Z.
Proof For each abelian group K , there is a natural chain of isomorphisms
.AMon=M /.M;M K/ŠAMon.M;K/
Š CMon.M ab;K/
ŠAb.M ab;gp;K/DAb.H1.BM /;K/ :
When M is the free associative monoid on a set X , BM is weakly equivalent to
a wedge sum of X circles, so zZfBM g has homotopy concentrated in dimension 1,
which makes it weakly equivalent to the suspension †H1.BM /.
Remark 5.16 As for derivations of rings, symmetric monoid derivations and com-
mutative monoid derivations are the same, but their homotopically derived functors
are different. The associative monoid cotangent complex of M is the simplicial
abelian group LH1.BM / D H1.BF/, where F ' !M is a simplicial resolution
of M by free associative monoids. By Lemma 5.15 there is a weak equivalence
†H1.BF/' zZfBFg, and zZfBFg ' zZfBM g by the Hurewicz theorem, so
†LH1.BM /' zZfBM g
has homotopy groups qLH1.BM / Š HqC1.BM / for q  0, isomorphic to the
higher homology groups of BM .
When M is a commutative monoid, the symmetric monoid cotangent complex of M
is the same simplicial abelian group LH1.BM / D H1.BF/, where F ' !M is a
cofibrant associative monoid resolution of M , so the formula †LH1.BM /' zZfBM g
continues to hold.
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Proposition 5.17 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a (commutative) log ring and J an A–module.
There is a pullback square
SDer..A;M /;J / //

SDer.A;J /


SDer[.M; .J;C//  

// SDer.ZŒM ; x˛#J /
of abelian groups. The homomorphism  is induced by x˛W ZŒM  ! A, and the
homomorphism   is induced by ˛W M  .J;C/Š M ! .A˚J;  /.
Lemma 5.18 The functors from A–modules to abelian groups taking J to SDer.A;J /
and SDer.ZŒM ; x˛#J / are corepresented by the symmetric differentials A˝AeDA and
the induced A–module A˝ZŒM e DZŒM  , respectively. The natural homomorphism
 is corepresented by the A–module homomorphism
W A˝ZŒM e DZŒM !A˝Ae DA
induced by x˛W ZŒM !A.
Lemma 5.19 The functors from A–modules to abelian groups that take J to
SDer[.M; .J;C// and SDer.ZŒM ; x˛#J /
are corepresented by A ˝M gp and A ˝ZŒM e DZŒM  , respectively. The natural
homomorphism   is corepresented by the A–module homomorphism
 W A˝ZŒM e DZŒM !A˝M gp
 .a˝ dm/D a ˛.m/˝  .m/given by
for a 2A and m 2M .
Proof We have a natural chain of isomorphisms
.AMon=.A;  //.M; .A˚J;  //Š .ARi ng=A/.ZŒM ;A˚J /
Š ADer.ZŒM ; x˛#J /
D .ARi ng=A/.ZŒM ;ZŒM ˚J /
ŠModZŒM e .DZŒM ;J /
ŠModA.A˝ZŒM e DZŒM ;J / :
Let J D A ˝ M gp and note, as in the proof of Lemma 4.22, that the identity
homomorphism of A˝M gp corresponds to a D[ 2 SDer[.M; .J;C// that maps
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under   to the monoid homomorphism ˛ ıD[ over .A;  / that takes m in M
to ˛.m/˚ .˛.m/˝  .m// in .A˚ J;  /. Under the chain of isomorphisms above,
this corresponds to the ZŒM –bimodule homomorphism that takes dm in DZŒM  to
˛.m/˝  .m/ in J , and thus to the asserted A–module homomorphism.
Definition 5.20 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a (commutative) pre-log ring. The symmetric log
Ka¨hler differentials of .A;M / is the A–module A˝AeD.A;M / defined by the pushout
square
A˝ZŒM e DZŒM   //


A˝M gp
x

A˝Ae DA
x // A˝Ae D.A;M /
in A–modules.
Proposition 5.21 There is a natural isomorphism
HomA.A˝Ae D.A;M /;J /Š SDer..A;M /;J / :
Remark 5.22 The symmetric log cotangent complex should now be constructed as
L.A˝Ae D.A;M //DA˝T e D.T;F/
using a cofibrant replacement .T;F/ ' !.A;M / in a (closed) model structure on
simplicial associative log rings, in the sense of Quillen [59]. We have not worked out
the details of such a model structure, but it is clear that the simplicial object above will
be the pushout in a suitable category of the maps
A˝LH1.BM / L    A˝ZŒM e LDZŒM 
L  !A˝Ae LDA
connecting the symmetric cotangent complex of ZŒM  to the symmetric monoid
cotangent complex of M and the symmetric cotangent complex of A.
Recall the cofiber sequence up to homotopy
A˝Ae LDA!A  ! HH.A/
from Remark 5.9, where  is split injective as a map of simplicial commutative rings.
The analogous sequence for ZŒM  takes the form
A˝ZŒM e LDZŒM !A
 !A˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM / ;
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after base change along x˛W ZŒM !A. By Lemma 5.15 there is also a cofiber sequence
up to homotopy
A˝LH1.BM /!A  !A˝ZŒBM  ;
where  is again split injective, with mapping cone A˝†LH1.BM /'A˝ zZfBM g.
Here ZŒBM DZfBM g as simplicial abelian groups, but since BM is a simplicial
commutative monoid, we can also think of ZŒBM  as a simplicial commutative ring,
and therefore we switch to the monoid ring notation.
This suggests that the log Hochschild homology of .A;M / should sit in a cofiber
sequence up to homotopy
L.A˝Ae D.A;M //!A
 ! HH.A;M /
with  split injective. In particular, HH.A;M / should be a homotopy pushout of
homomorphisms
A˝ZŒBM     A˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM /
 ! HH.A/
in a suitable category.
Lemma 5.23 The extension W A˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM /! HH.A/ of (the suspension
of) LW A˝ZŒM e LDZŒM  ! A˝Ae LDA is homotopy equivalent to the natural
homomorphism of simplicial commutative rings induced by x˛W ZŒM !A. It is given
by
.a˝ .m0;m1; : : : ;mq//D .a˛.m0/; ˛.m1/; : : : ; ˛.mq//
in simplicial degree q .
Lemma 5.24 The extension  W A˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM /!A˝ZŒBM  of (the suspen-
sion of) L W A˝ZŒM e LDZŒM ! A˝LH1.BM / is homotopy equivalent to the
natural homomorphism of simplicial commutative rings obtained from
ZŒ.; /W HH.ZŒM /Š ZŒBcyM ! ZŒM BM Š ZŒM ˝ZŒBM 
by base change along x˛W ZŒM ! A. Here W BcyM !M and  W BcyM ! BM
are the natural maps taking .m0;m1; : : : ;mq/ in simplicial degree q to
Qq
iD0mi and
Œm1j    jmq , respectively. The simplicial ring homomorphism is given by
 .a˝ .m0;m1; : : : ;mq//D a
qY
iD0
˛.mi/˝ Œm1j    jmq 
in simplicial degree q .
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Proof By Lemma 5.19, the extension  W A˝ZŒM eDZŒM !A˝M gp takes 1˝dm
to ˛.m/˝  .m/. The identification A˝ZŒM e DZŒM  ŠA˝ZŒM HH1.ZŒM / takes
1˝ dm to 1˝ .1;m/ D 1˝ m, and the identification A˝M gp Š A˝H1.BM /
takes ˛.m/˝  .m/ to ˛.m/˝ Œm. Hence  W A˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM /! A˝ZŒBM 
takes 1˝ m to ˛.m/˝ Œm, and agrees with the claimed formula in dimensions  1.
When M is an associative monoid, we interpret A˝ZŒM HH.ZŒM / as HH.ZŒM ;A/,
ie, the Hochschild homology of ZŒM  with coefficients in the bimodule A. When M
is free associative, both HH.ZŒM ;A/ and A˝ZŒBM  are trivial in dimensions  2,
hence  agrees with the claimed formula in all dimensions.
Returning to the case of a commutative monoid M , let F ' !M be a resolution
by a simplicial associative monoid that is free associative in each degree. Then
HH.ZŒF;A/! A˝ZŒBF agrees with the claimed formula for  in all degrees
and dimensions. It follows (modulo coherence) that  W A ˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM / Š
HH.ZŒM ;A/ ! A ˝ ZŒBM  is given by the asserted formula, since both maps
HH.ZŒF;A/! HH.ZŒM ;A/ and ZŒBF! ZŒBM  are weak equivalences.
Remark 5.25 Given Lemmas 5.23 and 5.24, it is quite clear that HH.A;M / should
be the pushout of  and  in the category of simplicial commutative rings, so that we
have the following three (homotopy) pushout squares
ZŒM 
ZŒ //
x˛

ZŒBcyM 
ZŒ.;/ //

ZŒM BM 

A // A˝ZŒM  HH.ZŒM /  //


A˝ZŒBM 
x

HH.A/
x // HH.A;M /
in that category. Up to the weak equivalence M BM ' !M BM gp ŠBrepM of
Lemma 3.17, the composite of the two right hand squares is exactly the same as the
second pushout square of Definition 3.23, where HH.A;M / was defined as the replete
tensor product of S1 copies of .A;M /. We view this agreement of constructions, one
in terms of replete pre-log structures, and the other in terms of symmetric log derivations,
as a confirmation that both notions are meaningful and appropriate. However, the former
definition has the advantage that it produces a cyclic object, and the structure maps 
and  defining the pushout are not just defined up to homotopy. These features will be
essential when we proceed to consider cyclotomic structure in the topological context.
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Remark 5.26 One may reverse engineer the passage between the symmetric log cotan-
gent complex and the log Hochschild homology, to determine that the morphisms L
and L in Remark 5.22 should be viewed as morphisms in a category of desuspended
simplicial nonunital commutative rings, and the pushout defining L.A˝Ae D.A;M //
should be formed in that category. In other words, the suspension †L.A˝AeD.A;M //
is the pushout of †L and †L in simplicial nonunital commutative rings. This fits
with the degree zero part A˝AeD.A;M / being the pushout of  and  in A–modules,
as in Definition 5.20.
Definition 5.27 Let R!A be a homomorphism of commutative rings. The de Rham
complex
A=R DƒA1A=R
is the exterior algebra over A on the Ka¨hler differentials of A relative to R. It is the
free graded commutative A–algebra generated by the A–module 1
A=R
. When RDZ
we omit it from the notation. As in Remark 5.8 there are identifications
1A=R ŠA˝Ae DA=R Š HHR1 .A/ ;
taking a db to the Hochschild class of a˝ b . In view of the graded commutative
A–algebra structure on HHR .A/ there is a canonical map
A=R! HHR .A/ :
By the Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg theorem [31] (see also Loday [42, 3.4.4]), this
map is an isomorphism when A is smooth over R.
Let .R;P /! .A;M / be a homomorphism of pre-log rings. The log de Rham complex
.A;M /=.R;P/ DƒA1.A;M /=.R;P/
is the exterior algebra over A on the log Ka¨hler differentials of .A;M / relative to
.R;P /. It is the free graded commutative A–algebra generated by 1
.A;M /=.R;P/
.
When .R;P /D .Z; f1g/ (the absolute case) we omit it from the notation. There are
identifications
1.A;M /=.R;P/ ŠA˝Ae D.A;M /=.R;P/ Š HH.R;P/1 .A;M /
taking a db and a d logm to the log Hochschild classes of x .a˝ b/ and x.a˝ Œm/,
respectively. See Remark 3.24 and Definitions 4.25 and 5.20. Hence there is a canonical
map
(5-1) .A;M /=.R;P/! HH.R;P/ .A;M /
of graded commutative A–algebras.
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Proposition 5.28 When .A;M / is log smooth over .R;P /, so that 1
.A;M /=.R;P/
is
a finitely generated projective A–module, then the canonical map (5-1) is an isomor-
phism.
Remark 5.29 We plan to prove this result, together with its topological generalization
for log THH smooth .R;P /! .A;M /, in joint work with Philipp Reinhard. The
idea is to construct a log Quillen spectral sequence, analogous to Quillen [60, (8.2)],
Minasian [51, 2.7] and McCarthy–Minasian [48, 1.1] in the classical cases.
Part II Logarithmic structures on structured ring spectra
6 Topological foundations
We now promote the algebraic theory of the previous part to a topological setting, where
rings are replaced by structured ring spectra and monoids are replaced by structured
H –spaces. In fact, we have at least two choices of topological foundations, based
on the work of Peter May et al [21] and of Jeff Smith et al [32], respectively, so we
begin by reviewing these. We emphasize the topological analogues of the categories,
functors and adjunctions that played key roles in Sections 2 through 5. A third choice of
foundations, in the context of infinity-categories, with better formal properties when it
comes to adjunctions, has been contemplated by Clark Barwick, but we cannot discuss
its details in this review.
Definition 6.1 Let U be the category of (compactly generated weak Hausdorff) un-
based topological spaces and continuous maps. Let T be the category of (compactly
generated weak Hausdorff) based topological spaces and base-point preserving contin-
uous maps. Let MS be the category of S –modules, in the sense of Elmendorf–Kriz–
Mandell–May [21, Section II.1]. There are adjunctions
S Œ W U
. /C // T
†1 //
oo MS W1
1
oo
with the left adjoints on top, where the unlabeled arrow is the forgetful functor. We
write X 7! S ŒX D†1.XC/ for the composite functor U !MS , and E 7!1E
for the composite functor MS ! U , so that S Œ  is left adjoint to 1 .
The suspension spectrum functor †1W T !MS is the composite of the suspension
prespectrum functor †1 from T to Lewis–May prespectra PU on a fixed universe U
(a countably infinite dimensional inner product space), the spectrification functor L to
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Lewis–May spectra SU , the free functor L to L–spectra, and the functor S ^L . /
to S –modules. By Lewis–May (pre-)spectra, we mean the nonequivariant form of the
G–(pre-)spectra discussed in Lewis–May–Steinberger [39, Section I.2]. The underlying
infinite loop space functor 1WMS ! T is the composite of the functor FL.S; /
to L–spectra, the forgetful functors to spectra and prespectra, and evaluation at the
zero-th indexing space 0 in the universe.
Definition 6.2 The cartesian product of spaces, resp. the smash products of based
spaces and of S –modules, turn .U ;;/, .T ;^;S0/ and .MS ;^;S/ into symmetric
monoidal categories. Let CS be the category of commutative S –algebras, ie, the
commutative monoids in MS . For a fixed commutative S –algebra A, let CADA=CS
be the category of commutative A–algebras, ie, the commutative S –algebras under A.
Let L be the linear isometries operad (in .U ;;/) associated to the fixed universe U ,
with j –th space L.j / equal to the contractible space of linear isometries U j ! U .
Following May [47, Section 3] we let LC be the operad in .T ;^;S0/ with j –th
space L.j /C , adding a disjoint zero. The underlying Lewis–May spectrum of each
commutative S –algebra A has a canonical L–action, with structure map_
j0
L.j /Ë†j A^j !A ;
making it an E1 ring spectrum for the E1 operad L; see [21, Section II.4]. These
are homotopy commutative ring spectra satisfying coherence conditions of all orders.
Evaluating on zero-th spaces, one finds that 1A has a canonical LC–action_
j0
L.j /C ^†j 1.A/^j !1A
in .T ;^;S0/ that makes it an L0–space. Applying the forgetful functor to unbased
spaces, there is a canonical L–actiona
j0
L.j /†j 1.A/j !1A
in .U ;;/ that makes 1A an L–space. To emphasize that we retain the (multi-
plicative) L– or LC–action on 1A, we denote it by 1˝A.
Let L0ŒT  be the category of L0–spaces in T , less formally known as E1 spaces with
zero [46, Section IV.1], and let LŒU  be the category of L–spaces in U , similarly known
as E1 spaces. These are homotopy commutative H –spaces satisfying coherence
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conditions of all orders. There are two composable adjunctions
S Œ W LŒU 
. /C // L0ŒT 
†1 //
oo CS W1˝
1˝
oo
as before, where all functors are compatible with those in Definition 6.1 via the
functors that forget the multiplicative structure. For example, given an L–space M ,
the unreduced suspension spectrum S ŒM  is the commutative S –algebra with L–action_
j0
L.j /Ë†j .†1MC/^j Š†1
a
j0
L.j /M j

C
!†1MC
on its underlying Lewis–May spectrum.
Definition 6.3 There are free functors
LW U ! LŒU ; L0W T ! L0ŒT  and P WMS ! CS ;
defined by LX D j`0 L.j /†j X j , L0Y D
W
j0 L.j /C ^†j Y ^j and PE DW
j0E^j=†j , for X in U , Y in T and E in MS . These three functors are left
adjoint to the forgetful functors LŒU ! U , L0ŒT ! T and CS !MS , respectively.
Remark 6.4 There are topological model structures on the categories U , T and
MS , such that cofibrations are retracts of relative cell objects, weak equivalences
have the usual meaning, and fibrations are Serre fibrations [21, Section VII.4]. The
two composable adjunctions in Definition 6.1 form Quillen pairs, hence induce weak
equivalences between the derived (D homotopically meaningful) mapping spaces, such
as
MS .S ŒX ;E/' T .XC; 1E/' U.X; 1E/ :
Furthermore, there are topological model structures on the categories LŒU , L0ŒT  and
CS , as explained in [21, Section VII.4], such that the two composable adjunctions in
Definition 6.2 consist of Quillen pairs. Hence there are weak equivalences of (derived)
mapping spaces
CS .S ŒM ;A/' L0ŒT .MC; 1˝A/' LŒU .M; 1˝A/ :
Lastly, the three adjunctions in Definition 6.3 are also given by Quillen pairs, in-
ducing weak equivalences LŒU .LX;M / ' U.X;M / for X in U and M in LŒU ,
L0ŒT .L0Y;N /'T .Y;N / for Y in T and N in L0ŒT , and CS .PE;A/'MS .E;A/
for E in MS and A in CS .
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Lemma 6.5 The category LŒU  is complete and cocomplete, and the formation of
limits commutes with the forgetful functor to U . The colimit of a diagram of L–spaces
i 7!Mi is given by the coequalizer
L.colimi LMi/
ıL //
L
// L.colimiMi/
formed in U , where colim is the colimit in U , W colimi LMi!L.colimiMi/ is the
canonical map, W LL! L expresses composition in L, and  is the colimit of the
structure maps i W LMi!Mi .
The coproduct of cofibrant M1 and M2 in LŒU  is weakly equivalent to the cartesian
product M1 M2 , via the canonical map M1
`
M2!M1 M2 .
Similar statements hold for limits, colimits and coproducts in L0ŒT , relative to T ,
using the limits, colimits and smash products in T .
Proof Being a right adjoint, the forgetful functor commutes with limits. The exis-
tence of colimits in LŒU , and the expression for the colimit in terms of a (reflexive)
coequalizer, follow as in [21, II.7.4]. The monad L preserves reflexive coequalizers by
[21, II.7.2]. See Basterra–Mandell [13, 6.8] for the weak equivalence of the coproduct
and cartesian product.
Definition 6.6 Let LŒU gpLŒU  be the full subcategory of grouplike L–spaces. For
each L–space M let FM be the grouplike sub–L–space consisting of the homotopy
invertible elements in M . See May [46, Section III.2]. The inclusion W FM !M
is the embedding of a set of full path components, and is therefore a fibration. The
resulting functor F W LŒU  ! LŒU gp is right adjoint to the forgetful functor, with
W FM !M as the adjunction counit. For each commutative S –algebra A we write
GL1.A/ for the grouplike L–space F1˝A. There is a pullback square
GL1.A/
 //


1˝A


GL1.0A/ // 0A
of L–spaces, where the vertical maps take a point to its path component, and the
horizontal maps are inclusions.
Definition 6.7 Let C1 be the little 1–cubes operad, with j –th space C1.j / the
colimit over n of the space Cn.j / of j little n–cubes in In D Œ0; 1n . See May
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[45, Section 4]. Like L, C1 is an E1 operad. Let C1ŒU  be the category of C1–
spaces, and let C1ŒU gp be the full subcategory of grouplike C1–spaces. To each
C1ŒU –space M there is an associated prespectrum B1M D fn 7! BnM g, with
n–th space BnM given by a monadic bar construction B.†n;Cn;M /. See May
[45, Section 9, Section 13]. Here CnX D j`0 Cn.j /†j X j='1 denotes the free
Cn–space on a unit-pointed space .X; 1/, so CnS0 D j`0 Cn.j /=†j , for example.
The adjoint structure maps BnM !BnC1M are weak equivalences for n 1. The
associated infinite loop space M D1B1M is grouplike, and this construction
defines a group completion functor W C1ŒU ! C1ŒU gp . At the level of homotopy
categories, Ho./W Ho.C1ŒU /! Ho.C1ŒU gp/ is left adjoint to the forgetful functor
Ho.C1ŒU gp/! Ho.C1ŒU /, but this adjunction does not strictly lift to C1ŒU  and
C1ŒU gp . Still, there is a natural group completion map  W M ! M , which induces
the adjunction unit at the level of homotopy categories.
Using the chain C1 C1 L! L of maps of E1 operads, it is possible to define
two adjunctions
LŒU  // .C1 L/ŒU  //oo C1ŒU oo
that induce a chain of equivalences at the level of homotopy categories, but which do
not compose to a direct adjunction between L–spaces and C1–spaces. Stringing these
constructions together we get a group completion functor W LŒU ! LŒU gp , with a
natural map  W M ! M that is a weak equivalence when M is grouplike. Again,
this Ho./ is left adjoint to the forgetful functor Ho.LŒU gp/! Ho.LŒU /, but its lift
 is not an adjoint in the strict sense.
Remark 6.8 We may also view L as a non–† operad, in which case it is an A1
operad. The underlying Lewis–May spectrum of an associative S –algebra A has a
canonical non–† L–action, so 1˝A is a non–† L0–space, ie, an A1 space with
zero. Forgetting the special role of 0, it is also a non–† L–space, ie, an A1 space.
The homotopy units F1˝AD GL1.A/ form a grouplike non–† L–space, and we
can group complete a non–† L–space by passing from L to the non–† operad of
“little ordered intervals”, which has the same algebras as the ordinary operad C1 . For
C1–spaces M , BM D B.†;C1;M / and M DBM still make sense.
Definition 6.9 Let S be the category of simplicial sets, let S0 be the category of
based simplicial sets, and let Sp† be the category of symmetric spectra in the sense
of Hovey–Shipley–Smith [32]. We view symmetric spectra as right modules over the
sphere spectrum S .
We now follow Schlichtkrull [68, Section 2; 69, Section 2]. Let I be the skeleton
category of finite sets and injective functions, with one object n for each integer n 0,
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and morphism sets I.m; n/ equal to the set of injective functions ˛W f1; : : : ;mg !
f1; : : : ; ng. Let SI be the category of I–spaces, ie, functors X W I! S , and let SI
0
be the category of based I–spaces, ie, functors Y W I! S0 . The permutations †n D
I.n; n/ act from the left on YnDY .n/, and the inclusion f1; : : : ; ng!f1; : : : ; n; nC1g
induces a stabilization map Yn! YnC1 . There are two composable adjunctions
S Œ W SI
. /C // SI
0
† //
oo Sp† W

oo
where the unlabeled arrow is the forgetful functor. The functor . /C takes X in SI to
XC with XC.n/DX.n/C . The functor † takes Y in SI0 to the symmetric spectrum
with n–th space †nYn D Yn ^Sn , with the diagonal †n–action and structure maps
 W †.Yn ^Sn/! YnC1 ^SnC1 induced by the stabilization map above. The functor
 takes E in Sp† to a based I–space E , with n–th space nEn . Each ˛ in
I.m; n/ induces the map ˛W mEm!nEn taking f W Sm!Em to the composite
Sn
 1  ! Sm ^Sn m f^1   !Em ^Sn m  !En  !En ;
where  W n! n is any choice of permutation that extends ˛ .
Remark 6.10 The colimit-over–I functor colimI W SI ! S is left adjoint to the
constant–I–space functor S! SI . In the model structures of Christian Schlichtkrull
and Steffen Sagave [71], [67], this adjoint pair is a Quillen equivalence, so that we
can view I–spaces as an equivalent model for simplicial sets (or topological spaces).
Similar remarks apply for based I–spaces, based simplicial sets and based spaces.
The reason for working with I–spaces in place of spaces has to do with the monoidal
structures, since commutative monoids in I–spaces model arbitrary E1 spaces,
whereas commutative monoids in ordinary spaces become products of Eilenberg–
Mac Lane spaces upon group completion.
For noncofibrant I–spaces the correct homotopy type is computed by the colimit over
I of a cofibrant replacement, ie, by the homotopy colimit XhI D hocolimI X . In
particular, a map X ! Y of I–spaces is a weak equivalence if and only if XhI! YhI
is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets (or spaces). In line with this characterization,
the homotopy groups of X are defined to be the homotopy groups of XhI . An
I–space X is positively fibrant if each simplicial set X.n/ is fibrant, and for each
morphism ˛W m ! n in I with m  1 the map ˛ D X.˛/W X.m/ ! X.n/ is a
weak equivalence. Let N  I be the subcategory with the same objects, but only
the inclusions ˛W f1; : : : ;mg ! f1; : : : ; ng (with ˛.i/ D i for all i ) as morphisms.
An I–space X is semistable if the canonical map hocolimN X ! hocolimI X is a
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weak equivalence. Positively fibrant I–spaces are semistable, since the nerve of I is
contractible. See Schwede [73, Section I.4.5] for a discussion of semistability in the
context of symmetric spectra, and Schlichtkrull [71] for the case of I–spaces.
Definition 6.11 The concatenation t of finite sets turns .I;t; 0/ into a symmetric
monoidal category, so the functor categories SI and SI
0
inherit symmetric monoidal
pairings from the cartesian product in S and the smash product in S0 , respectively.
For X1 and X2 in SI , we write X1X2 for this product,
.X1X2/.n/D colim
n1tn2!n
X1.n1/X2.n2/ ;
defined as the left Kan extension of the composite
I  I X1X2     ! S S  ! S
along tW I  I ! I . In lack of a better symbol, we write Y1   Y2 for the smash
product in SI
0
of two based I–spaces Y1 and Y2 . We keep the standard notation
E1 ^E2 for the smash product of two symmetric spectra.
Let CSI be the category of commutative monoids in I–spaces and let CSI
0
be the
category of commutative monoids in based I–spaces. We usually refer to these as
commutative I–space monoids and commutative based I–space monoids, respectively.
Let CSp† be the category of commutative monoids in symmetric spectra, ie, the com-
mutative symmetric ring spectra. For a fixed commutative symmetric ring spectrum R,
let CR DR=CSp† be the category of commutative R–algebras, ie, the commutative
symmetric ring spectra under R.
The left adjoints . /C and † in Definition 6.9 are strong monoidal, and the right
adjoints (the forgetful functor and  ) are (lax) monoidal; see Mac Lane [44, Section
XI.2]. Hence there are composable adjunctions
S Œ W CSI
. /C // CSI
0
† //
oo CSp† W˝
˝
oo
relating the three categories of commutative monoids. Note that we write ˝ A for
A equipped with the commutative monoidal structure inherited from that on A.
Remark 6.12 For a commutative monoid M in I–spaces, MhI D hocolimIM has
a canonical action by the Barratt–Eccles operad E†, with j –th space E†j [70,
6.5]. This is an E1 operad, and the functor hocolimI W CSI ! E†ŒU  induces an
equivalence of homotopy- and infinity-categories. Hence we can view commutative
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monoids in I–spaces as a model for E1 spaces. Similarly, commutative monoids in
based I–spaces are a model for E1 spaces with zero.
Definition 6.13 There are free functors
C W SI ! CSI ; C0W SI0 ! CSI0 and P W Sp†! CSp†;
defined by CX D j`0Xj=†j , C0Y D
W
j0 Y j=†j and PED
W
j0E^j=†j .
These are left adjoint to the respective forgetful functors. In the definition of CX ,
Xj denotes the j –fold product X      X formed in SI , and similarly for
Y j D Y      Y in SI
0
.
Remark 6.14 There are simplicial model structures on the categories SI , SI
0
and
Sp† by Sagave–Schlichtkrull [67] and Schwede [73, Section III.2], such that the
adjunctions in Definition 6.9 form Quillen pairs, with induced weak equivalences
Sp†.S ŒX ;E/' SI0 .XC; E/' SI.X; E/
(after cofibrant and fibrant replacements of X and E , respectively). Here we have in
mind the positive (projective, stable) model structures, where a symmetric spectrum E
is positively fibrant if each simplicial set En is fibrant for n  0, and each adjoint
structure map En!EnC1 is a weak equivalence for n 1.
There are corresponding (projective) model structures on CSI , CSI
0
and CSp† , such
that the adjunctions in Definitions 6.11 and 6.13 form Quillen pairs. Hence there are
weak equivalences of derived mapping spaces
CSp†.S ŒM ;A/' CSI0 .MC; ˝ A/' CSI.M; ˝ A/
and CSI.CX;M /' SI.X;M /, CSI
0
.C0Y;N /' SI0 .Y;N / and CSp†.PE;A/'
Sp†.E;A/.
Lemma 6.15 The category CSI is complete and cocomplete, and the formation of
limits commutes with the forgetful functor to SI . The coproduct M1M2 of M1
and M2 in CSI is weakly equivalent to the cartesian product M1 M2 , for cofibrant
and semistable M1 and M2 . Similar statements hold for CSI0 , where the coproduct
N1   N2 of N1 and N2 is weakly equivalent to the smash product N1 ^ N2 , for
cofibrant and semistable N1 and N2 .
Proof The unit maps  ! M1 and  ! M2 induce the structure maps M1 D
M1  !M1M2 and M2 D M2 !M1M2 that express M1M2 as
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the coproduct in CSI of M1 and M2 . The pairing M1M1!M1 specifies maps
M1.n1/M1.n2/!M1.n1 t n2/, and similarly for M2 , so there are maps
.M1 M2/.n1/ .M1 M2/.n2/Š .M1.n1/M1.n2// .M2.n1/M2.n2//
!M1.n1 t n2/M2.n1 t n2/Š .M1 M2/.n1 t n2/
that make M1 M2 a commutative I–space monoid. There is a natural equivalence
.M1/hI  .M2/hI ! .M1M2/hI
for cofibrant M1 and M2 , and a natural map
.M1 M2/hI ! .M1/hI  .M2/hI ;
which is a weak equivalence when M1 and M2 are semistable. See Schlichtkrull [71]
for more details.
Definition 6.16 Let .CSI/gp be the full subcategory of grouplike commutative mon-
oids in I–spaces. These are the commutative monoids in I–spaces M such that the
commutative monoid 0MhI is an abelian group. The forgetful functor .CSI/gp!
CSI admits a left adjoint F W CSI ! .CSI/gp , defined in Schlichtkrull [68]. It
takes a commutative monoid M to the grouplike commutative submonoid FM , with
FM.n/M.n/ consisting of the simplices in M.n/ that have invertible image in the
multiplicative commutative monoid 0MhI . We write W FM !M for the adjunction
counit. It is a fibration, since each inclusion FM.n/M.n/ is the embedding of a set
of full path components. For each commutative symmetric ring spectrum A we write
GL1.A/ for the grouplike commutative monoid in I–spaces F˝ A. For positively
fibrant (or semistable) A there is a pullback square
GL1.A/
 //


˝ A


GL1.0A/ // 0A
of commutative monoids in I–spaces, since 0.˝ A/hI Š 0A.
Definition 6.17 We can use the (iterated) bar construction to deloop and group com-
plete commutative monoids in I–spaces. For a not necessarily commutative monoid
.M; ; / in .SI ;;/, let the bar construction BM DBM be the based I–space
obtained by diagonalization from the simplicial I–space
Œq 7!M    M
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(q copies of M ), with face maps induced by  and the unique map M !, and with
degeneracy maps induced by , in the usual way. The levelwise suspension †M of
M , with .†M /.n/D†.M.n//, includes into BM as the simplicial 1–skeleton, and
there is an adjoint map
 W M !BM
where BM is the levelwise loop space, with .BM /.n/D .BM.n//. For pos-
itively fibrant (or semistable) M we get that .BM /hI 'B.MhI/, so  W M !
BM is a weak equivalence if and only if M is grouplike.
In this generality is not obvious how to use loop sum to make BM a strictly associative
and/or commutative monoid in I–spaces. However, for a commutative I–space
monoid M the multiplication W M M !M is an I–space monoid map, so BM
is itself a commutative I–space monoid, with multiplication BW BM  BM Š
B.M M /! BM . This pairing corresponds to natural maps
B.n1; n2/W BM.n1/BM.n2/! BM.n1 t n2/ :
The pointwise product of loops in BM now makes BM a commutative I–monoid,
with multiplication BM BM !BM given by the maps
B.n1; n2/W BM.n1/BM.n2/!BM.n1 t n2/
obtained by looping the maps above. See also Lima-Filho [40, page 134]. Then BM
is a commutative I–space monoid, and  W M !BM is a commutative I–space
monoid homomorphism. We give
M DBM
this commutative I–space monoid structure. This defines the group completion functor
W CSI ! .CSI/gp , which at the level of homotopy categories is left adjoint to the
forgetful functor. The group completion map  W M ! M induces the adjunction
unit at the level of homotopy categories. See Schlichtkrull [71] for more on group
completion of commutative I–space monoids.
For commutative I–space monoids M the bar construction can be iterated arbitrarily
often. Letting B0M DM and BnM D B.Bn 1M / for n  1 we get a symmetric
spectrum
BM D fn 7! BnM g
in the category of based I–spaces, where †n acts on BnM by permuting the order of
the n bar constructions. Applying the homotopy colimit over I , we get a symmetric
spectrum
B1M D .BM /hI D fn 7! .BnM /hIg
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in (based) simplicial sets. For the positively fibrant (or semistable) M mentioned above,
the adjoint structure maps BnM !BnC1M are weak equivalences for n 1, so
we get a weak equivalence
.M /hI
' ! hocolim
n
n.BnM /hI :
We think of B1M D .BM /hI as the prespectrum associated to the commutative
I–space monoid M , with underlying infinite loop space weakly equivalent to the
group completion .M /hI of MhI .
Remark 6.18 For M as above and N a grouplike commutative I–space monoid,
there is a chain of weak equivalences
CSI.M;N /' .CSI/gp.M; N /' .CSI/gp.M;N /
since  W N ! N is a weak equivalence, so  is left adjoint to the forgetful functor
in the infinity-categorical sense.
Definition 6.19 We can also apply a bar construction to certain monoids in based
I–spaces, but these do not produce deloopings in the usual sense. The unit for the
symmetric monoidal pairing   in based I–spaces is the constant I–space S0Df0; 1g.
For each object .Y; / in the category SI
0
=S0 of based I–spaces over S0 we let
Y0 D  1.0/ and Y1 D  1.1/. A not necessarily commutative monoid .N; ; ; /
in this category consists of maps W S0 ! N , W N  N ! N and W N ! S0 ,
subject to unitality and associativity conditions over S0 . For such N we let the
based bar construction B^N DB N be the I–space under and over S0 obtained by
diagonalization from the simplicial based I–space
Œq 7!N      N DN q ;
with face maps induced by  and  and degeneracy maps induced by , in the
usual way. The inclusion of zero-simplices defines a map S0 ! B^N , and the
product  qW N q ! .S0/ q Š S0 defines the retraction B^N ! S0 . Note that
.B^N /1 D B.N1/ is the usual bar construction, whereas .B^N /0 depends both on
N0 and N1 . The simplicial 1–skeleton of B^N is the disjoint union
†S0.N /D†.N0/t†.N1/ :
The right adjoint to †S0 is S0 , with S0.Y /D.Y0/t.Y1/. The inclusion of
the simplicial 1–skeleton †S0N ! B^N is left adjoint to a map
 W N ! ^N DS0B^N ;
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which is the disjoint union of a map 0W N0!.B^N /0 and the usual group com-
pletion map 1W N1!.B^N /1 DB.N1/.
Now suppose N is a commutative based I–space monoid over S0 . Then the multiplica-
tion W N  N !N is a based I–space monoid map over S0 , so B^N is also a com-
mutative based I–space monoid over S0 , with multiplication W .B^N /  .B^N /Š
B^.N  N /! B^N . The pointwise product of loops in B^N makes S0B^N a
commutative based I–space monoid over S0 , and  is a morphism in that category.
In the commutative case, the based bar construction can be iterated infinitely often.
Letting B0^N DN and Bn^N DB^.Bn 1^ N / for n 1 we get a symmetric spectrum
B^N D fn 7! Bn^N g
in the category of I–spaces under and over S0 , with suspension operator †S0 . We can
view this as a pair of symmetric spectra in based I–spaces, with n–th terms .Bn^N /0
and .Bn^N /1 D Bn.N1/, respectively. Doing a base change along S0! we get a
symmetric spectrum
xB^N D fn 7! xBn^N D .Bn^N /=S0g
in based I–spaces. Here .Bn^N /=S0 Š .Bn^N /0 _ .Bn^N /1 . Applying the homotopy
colimit over I we get the ordinary symmetric spectra .B1^N /0 D fn 7! .Bn^N /0;hIg,
.B1^N /1 D fn 7! .Bn^N /1;hIg D B1.N1/, and
xB1^N D fn 7! . xBn^N /hIg
in (based) simplicial sets.
When N DMC is obtained from a commutative I–space monoid by adding a disjoint
zero, with W N ! S0 defined so that N0 D f0g and N1 D M , then N   N Š
.M M /C , Bn^N Š .BnM /C for all n 0, ^N Š .M /C , and xB1^N ŠB1M .
In particular,  W N ! ^N is an equivalence if and only if M is grouplike.
Remark 6.20 An obvious problem is to determine for which N (with nonisolated
zero) the map  W N !^N DS0B^N is an equivalence. The submonoid N1 must
be grouplike, since .^N /1 DB.N1/, but the analogous condition on N0 with its
N1–action does not seem to be known.
Definition 6.21 We say that a based I–space Y is conically based if it can be
expressed as a pushout Y D cone.L/ [L Y 0 in I–spaces, where cone.L/ is the
unreduced cone on an I–space L, so that the cone point of cone.L/ corresponds
to the base point of Y . We call L the link of the base point. The unreduced cone
of an I–space is defined pointwise: cone.L/.n/D cone.L.n//D L.n/C ^1 . We
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think of Y 0 as the complement of the base point in Y , obtained by puncturing Y at .
The property of being conically based is obviously not preserved by most homotopy
equivalences. If Y DXC has an isolated base point, it is conically based with LD∅
the empty I–space and Y 0 DX .
If Y1 and Y2 are conically based, with links L1 and L2 , then Y1 Y2 is also conically
based, with link
.Y 01L2/[L1L2 .L1Y 02/
and .Y1   Y2/0 Š Y 01  Y 02 . By induction, C0Y is conically based if Y is, and
.C0Y /
0 Š C.Y 0/.
We say that a based commutative I–space monoid N D cone.L/[LN 0 is conically
based if the multiplication W N  N !N takes N 0N 0 N  N to N 0 N . In
this case N 0 is a commutative I–space monoid. If N is a commutative conically based
I–space monoid over S0 , then so is Bn^N for all n 0, and .Bn^N /0 Š Bn.N 0/.
Lemma 6.22 Let M D CX be free on an I–space X , and let N D C0Y be free on
a based I–space Y . We view N D C0Y as augmented over S0 D C0./ by the map
induced by Y !, so N1 D f1g. Then there are weak equivalences B1M ' S ŒX 
and xB1^N '†1Y .
If Y D cone.L/ [L Y 0 is conically based, then N D C0Y is conically based with
N 0 D C.Y 0/, so B1.N 0/' S ŒY 0.
Proof In the based case B^N D B^C0Y Š C0†Y , so Bn^N Š C0†nY . The
inclusion .†nY /C! C0†nY is .2n  1/–connected (for cofibrant Y ), so †Y !xB^N is a (stable) equivalence. Passing to homotopy colimits over I we get the claimed
equivalence †1Y ' xB1^N .
The unbased case follows from the based case by setting Y DXC , so that N DMC ,
and noting that xB1^N D B1M and †Y D S ŒX .
The conically based case then follows from the unbased case by setting X D Y 0 , so
that M DN 0 .
7 Logarithmic structures in topology
We now discuss topological analogues of log rings, where the commutative rings are
replaced by structured ring spectra (meaning commutative S –algebras or commutative
symmetric ring spectra) and the commutative monoids are replaced by E1 spaces
(meaning L–spaces or commutative I–space monoids), or E1 spaces with zero
(meaning L0–spaces or commutative based I–space monoids).
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Definition 7.1 Let A be a commutative symmetric ring spectrum. A pre-log structure
on A is a pair .M; ˛/ consisting of a commutative I–space monoid M and a map
˛W M !˝ A
of commutative I–space monoids. Specifying ˛ is equivalent to specifying the left
adjoint map
x˛W S ŒM !A
of commutative symmetric ring spectra. A pre-log symmetric ring spectrum .A;M; ˛/,
often abbreviated to .A;M /, is a commutative symmetric ring spectrum A with a
pre-log structure .M; ˛/. A map
.f; f [/W .A;M; ˛/! .B;N; ˇ/
of pre-log symmetric ring spectra consists of a map f W A ! B of commutative
symmetric ring spectra and a map f [W M ! N of commutative I–space monoids,
such that the square
M
˛ //
f [

˝ A
˝ f

N
ˇ // ˝ B
of commutative I–space monoids commutes. In adjoint terms, the condition is that
the square
S ŒM 
x˛ //
S Œf [

A
f

S ŒN 
xˇ
// B
of commutative symmetric ring spectra commutes. A map .f; f [/ of pre-log symmetric
ring spectra is a weak equivalence if f and f [ are both weak equivalences.
Let PreLog.S/ be the resulting category of pre-log symmetric ring spectra. It is equal
to the comma-category (or under-category) CSI=˝ associated to
˝ W CSp†! CSI :
and isomorphic to the comma-category (or over-category) S Œ =CSp† associated to
S Œ W CSI ! CSp† :
See Mac Lane [44, Section II.6]. There are forgetful functors from PreLog.S/ to
CSp† and CSI , taking .A;M / to A and M , respectively. For a fixed pre-log
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symmetric ring spectrum .A;M /, let PreLog.A;M / D .A;M /=PreLog.S/ be
the category of pre-log .A;M /–algebras, ie, pre-log symmetric ring spectra under
.A;M /.
Definition 7.2 Let A be a commutative symmetric ring spectrum. A based pre-log
structure on A is a pair .N; ˛/ consisting of a commutative based I–space monoid N
and a map ˛W N !˝ A of commutative based I–space monoids. Equivalently, a
pre-log structure specifies a map x˛W †N !A of commutative symmetric ring spectra.
The category PreLog0.S/ of based pre-log symmetric ring spectra is the comma-
category CSI
0
=˝ , which is isomorphic to the comma-category †=CSp† . There
are obvious forgetful functors from PreLog0.S/ to CSp† , CSI0 and PreLog.S/.
Remark 7.3 Working in commutative S –algebras, one may define the category
PreLog.S/ of pre-log S –algebras as LŒU =1˝ , where 1˝W CS ! LŒU . It is
isomorphic to S Œ =CS , where S Œ W LŒU  ! CS . In the based setting, the cate-
gory PreLog0.S/ of based pre-log S –algebras is defined to be L0ŒT =1˝ , where
1˝W CS ! L0ŒT . It is isomorphic to †1=CS , where †1W L0ŒT ! CS . See also
Definition 9.1 below.
For definiteness, we shall mostly work with commutative symmetric ring spectra and
commutative I–space monoids, since the description of the coproducts and deloopings
of the latter (Definitions 6.11 and 6.17) is notationally a little more convenient than for
L–spaces (Lemma 6.5 and Definition 6.7). On the other hand, for more general work
with En ring spectra and En spaces for 1< n<1, as in Section 9, the operadic point
of view is more convenient. Since we are principally interested in multiplicative E1
spaces (with or without zero), rather than in E1 ring spaces [46, Section VI.1], we
are not directly affected by the consistency issues raised in May [47], although some
care in the comparison of definitions is certainly required.
Definition 7.4 Let ˛ 1 GL1.A/M be defined by the pullback square
˛ 1 GL1.A/
z˛ //
z

GL1.A/


M
˛ // ˝ A
of commutative I–space monoids. The pullback is weakly equivalent to the homotopy
pullback, since  is a fibration. The pre-log structure .M; ˛/ on A is said to be a log
structure if the restricted map z˛W ˛ 1 GL1.A/! GL1.A/ is a weak equivalence. A
log symmetric ring spectrum is a commutative symmetric ring spectrum with a log
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structure. The log symmetric ring spectra generate a full subcategory, denoted Log.S/,
of PreLog.S/.
A based pre-log structure .N; ˛/ on A is a based log structure if the underlying
(unbased) pre-log structure is a log structure.
Remark 7.5 It might seem more natural to define based log structures in terms of a
pullback square in the category of commutative based I–space monoids. If we replace
GL1.A/ by GL1.A/C , by adding a disjoint zero, the extended map CW GL1.A/C!
˝ A will usually not be a fibration, and the pullback ceases to be homotopy invariant.
If we take the homotopy pullback, or equivalently, replace the disjoint zero by the path
space of the zero-th component, then it appears that the resulting space of based log
derivations (see Definition 11.8) will not be a corepresentable functor, so that we get
no good notion of based log differentials. If we add the full path component of zero in
˝ A to GL1.A/, then the log condition also normalizes the part of M mapping by
˛ to the zero-component, which is undesirable in some topological applications (see
Example 7.18).
Definition 7.6 To each pre-log structure .M; ˛/ on A there is an associated log
structure .M; ˛/a D .M a; ˛a/, where M a is defined by the upper left hand pushout
square in the diagram
˛ 1 GL1.A/
z˛ //
z

GL1.A/



M //
˛ ..
M a
˛a
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
˝ A
of commutative I–space monoids, and ˛aW M a ! ˝ A is the canonical map in-
duced by ˛ and . When ˛ 1 GL1.A/ is trivial, the pushout is the coproduct M a Š
M  GL1.A/, which is weakly equivalent to the cartesian product M GL1.A/ (for
cofibrant and semistable M and A).
Lemma 7.7 The associated log structure .M a; ˛a/ is a log structure on A. If
.A;M; ˛/ is a cofibrant log symmetric ring spectrum, the canonical map .A;M; ˛/!
.A;M a; ˛a/ is a cofibration and a weak equivalence.
Proof A product in M a maps to a homotopy unit in ˝ A if and only if each factor
maps to a homotopy unit. Hence the preimage .˛a/ 1 GL1.A/M a is the pushout
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of the preimages
˛ 1 GL1.A/
id   ˛ 1 GL1.A/ z˛ ! GL1.A/ ;
and it is therefore isomorphic to GL1.A/.
If ˝ A is obtained by attaching CSI –cells of the form .Cn;C@n/ to M , then
each cell either lies within GL1.A/, or meets GL1.A/ only at the monoid unit. Hence
GL1.A/ is obtained from ˛ 1 GL1.A/ by attaching the cells of the first kind, only, so
z˛ is a cofibration. Hence the pushout defining M a is homotopically meaningful when
.A;M; ˛/ is cofibrant.
If, furthermore, .M; ˛/ is a log structure on A, then z˛ is a cofibration and a weak
equivalence, so its pushout M !M a is also a cofibration and a weak equivalence.
Lemma 7.8 The logification functor . /aW PreLog.S/ ! Log.S/ induces a left
adjoint to the forgetful functor, at the level of homotopy categories. There is a natural
chain of weak equivalences
Log.S/..A;M a/; .B;N //' PreLog.S/..A;M /; .B;N //
' PreLog.S/..A;M /; .B;N a//
for .A;M / a pre-log symmetric ring spectrum and .B;N / a log symmetric ring
spectrum.
Proof Given a map .f; f [/W .A;M; ˛/! .B;N; ˇ/ of pre-log symmetric ring spectra,
where .N; ˇ/ is a log structure on B , we get a commutative diagram
M
f [

˛ 1 GL1.A/
zoo z˛ //

GL1.A/
GL1.f /

N ˇ 1 GL1.B/
zoo zˇ' // GL1.B/
and a chain of maps
M a
f [;a   !N a  N :
When .B;N; ˇ/ is cofibrant, the right hand map is a weak equivalence. Hence we get
a well-defined right adjoint morphism .f; f [;a/W .A;M a/! .B;N /, in the homotopy
category.
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Definition 7.9 To each based pre-log structure .N; ˛/ on A we associate an associated
based log structure .N; ˛/a D .N a; ˛a/, where N a is defined by the pushout square
˛ 1 GL1.A/C
z˛C //
zC

GL1.A/C

N // N a
of commutative based I–space monoids. The map ˛aW N a!˝ A is the pushout
of the maps ˛ and CW GL1.A/C!˝ A. When ˛ 1 GL1.A/ is trivial the pushout
is the coproduct N a D N   GL1.A/C , which for reasonable N and A is weakly
equivalent to N ^GL1.A/C . The analogues of Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8 hold for based
log structures.
Definition 7.10 Let A be a commutative symmetric ring spectrum. The trivial pre-log
structure on A is the pair .f1g; ˛/, where f1g is the initial and terminal commutative
I–space monoid, and ˛W f1g!˝ A is the unique map. The trivial log structure on A
is the associated log structure .f1g; ˛/a D .GL1.A/; /. We say that .A;GL1.A/; / is
a trivial log symmetric ring spectrum. We get functors . /trivW CSp†! PreLog.S/
and . /triv;aW CSp†! Log.S/, left adjoint to the forgetful functors.
Remark 7.11 We view the opposite category Log.S/op as the category of affine
derived log schemes, with a forgetful functor to the category Aff .S/D .CSp†/op of
affine derived schemes, in the sense of Jacob Lurie. It is no more difficult to formulate
the global notion of a derived log scheme, which is locally glued together from affine
derived log schemes, than it is to define derived classical schemes in terms of affine
derived schemes. We will only work locally, ie, on affine pieces, in this paper.
Definition 7.12 Let M be a commutative monoid in I–spaces. The canonical pre-log
structure on S ŒM  is the pair .M; /, where W M !˝ S ŒM  is right adjoint to the
identity on S ŒM . The canonical log structure on S ŒM  is the associated log structure
.M; /a .
Let N be a commutative monoid in based I–spaces. The canonical based pre-log
structure on †N is the pair .N; /, where W N !˝ †N is right adjoint to the
identity on †N . The canonical based log structure on †N is the associated based
log structure .N; /a .
We get free functors . /canW CSI ! PreLog.S/, . /canW CSI
0
! PreLog0.S/,
. /can;aW CSI ! Log.S/ and . /can;aW CSI
0
! Log0.S/, left adjoint to the forgetful
functors.
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Lemma 7.13 The functor . /CW PreLog.S/ ! PreLog0.S/, taking .A;M / to
.A;MC/, and its restriction . /CW Log.S/! Log0.S/, are left adjoint to the respec-
tive forgetful functors.
Remark 7.14 We can summarize these adjunctions in the following diagram, where
the 1–symbols indicates an adjunction only in an infinity-categorical sense. As usual,
the left adjoints are either on the left hand side, or on top.
CSp†
. /triv

CSI
. /can //
. /C

PreLog.S/oo
OO
. /a //
. /C

Log.S/oo
. /C

1
CSI
0
. /can //
OO
PreLog0.S/oo
OO
. /a // Log0.S/oo 1
OO
The unlabeled arrows are forgetful functors.
Definition 7.15 For a pre-log symmetric ring spectrum .A;M /, the trivial locus is
the pre-log symmetric ring spectrum .AŒM 1; M /, where
AŒM 1DA^S ŒM  S ŒM  :
There is a canonical map .A;M /! .AŒM 1; M /, and .AŒM 1; M /a is the
trivial log structure. For log symmetric ring spectra .A;M / the functor .A;M / 7!
AŒM 1 is left adjoint to . /triv;a (at the level of homotopy- or infinity-categories),
which therefore has both a left and a right adjoint.
Example 7.16 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a (discrete) pre-log ring, and let cW CMon!CSI be
the “constant I–space” functor that views a commutative monoid as a commutative I–
space monoid. The Eilenberg–Mac Lane symmetric ring spectrum HA has n–th space
HAn'K.A; n/, and there is a natural equivalence cW .A;  /!HA of commutative
I–space monoids. Furthermore, there is a natural equivalence cW GL1.A/!GL1.HA/,
and c commutes with pullbacks. Hence .HA; cM; c˛/ is a pre-log symmetric ring
spectrum, and it is a log symmetric spectrum if and only if .A;M; ˛/ is a log ring. We
usually write .HA;M; ˛/ in place of .HA; cM; c˛/.
Example 7.17 Let A be a commutative S –algebra, and let Y 2 T be a based space.
Choose a based map yW Y !1˝A, and extend y freely to a map xy0W L0Y !1˝A
of L0–spaces (D E1 spaces with zero). Then .A;L0Y; xy0/ is a based pre-log S –
algebra. We call .L0Y; xy0/ the free E1 based pre-log structure on A generated
by y .
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When X 2U is an unbased space, xW X!1˝A an unbased map, and xW LX!1˝A
its free extension to a map of L–spaces (DE1 spaces), we get the free E1 (unbased)
pre-log structure .LX; x/ on A generated by x .
When Y D XC has a disjoint base point, so L0Y D .LX /C , the free E1 based
pre-log structure generated by yW Y !1˝A restricts to the free E1 unbased pre-log
structure generated by xW X !1˝A, where x D yjX . When the base point of Y is
not isolated, there is no such overlap of definitions.
Example 7.18 As special cases of the previous example, we consider the commutative
S –algebras A D ` and B D ku or ku.p/ . Here ku is the connective complex K–
theory spectrum, with 1ku' BU Z and kuD ZŒu with juj D 2. For a fixed
odd prime p , ` is the Adams summand of the p–local K–theory spectrum ku.p/ ,
with 1`'W Z.p/ and `D Z.p/Œv1 with jv1j D q D 2p  2.
We have based and unbased pre-log structures .L0S2; xu0/ and .LS2; xu/ on ku,
generated by a map S2!1˝ku representing u 2 2ku. Similarly, we have based
and unbased pre-log structures .L0Sq; xv1;0/ and .LSq; xv1/ on `, generated by a
map Sq ! 1˝` representing v1 2 q`. Here L0Sd D
W
j0 L.j /C ^†j Sdj and
LSd D j`0 L.j /†j .Sd /j . Note that these pre-log structures map entirely into
the zero-component BU ŠBU f0g (resp. W ŠW f0g), with the single exception
that the E1 space unit in the j D 0 summand of the source maps to the E1 space
unit 1 in BU  f1g (resp. W  f1g).
There is a map f W `! ku.p/ of commutative S –algebras, inducing the ring homo-
morphism fW Z.p/Œv1! Z.p/Œu that takes v1 to up 1 . In the based category, this
lifts to a map
.f; f [/W .`;L0Sq; xv1;0/! .ku.p/;L0S2; xu0/
of based pre-log S –algebras, where f [W L0Sq ! L0S2 is freely generated by the
composite map Sq Š .S2/^.p 1/ ! L.p   1/C ^†p 1 .S2/^.p 1/ ! L0S2 . The
middle map depends on a contractible choice of a point in L.p   1/. To make the
diagram
L0S
q
xv1;0 //
f [

W Z.p/
1˝f

L0S
2
xu0 // BU.p/ Z.p/
strictly commute, we must assume that the representing map Sq!W Z.p/ for v1
is chosen to lift the composite map Sq!L0S2!BU.p/ Z.p/ . See the examples
at the end of Section 12 for more on this map of based pre-log S –algebras.
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Remark 7.19 In the unbased category, there is no map
.f; f [/W .`;LSq; xv1/ 6! .ku.p/;LS2; xu/
of (unbased) pre-log S –algebras lifting the usual map f W `!ku.p/ , for odd primes p .
For f [W LSq!LS2 must freely extend a map
Sq!LS2 D
a
j0
L.j /†j .S2/j
that takes Sq to the j D p  1 summand in a rationally nontrivial way. But any map
from Sq to L.j /†j .S2/j lifts through L.j / .S2/j ' .S2/j , and q..S2/j / is
torsion.
This is an unsatisfactory feature of the unbased theory, since we expect f W `! ku.p/
to behave as a tamely ramified extension of commutative S –algebras, with ramification
locus corresponding to .v1/  ` downstairs, and .u/  ku.p/ upstairs. The
ramification should be tame, since .v1/D .u/p 1 and the ramification index eDp 1
is prime to the residue characteristic. By analogy with Example 4.32, we might therefore
expect there to be log structures on ` and ku.p/ such that f lifts to a log e´tale map.
Further evidence in this direction is given by Christian Ausoni’s discussion in [4,
Section 10]. As Example 7.18 and this remark shows, this is plausible in the context of
based log structures, but not so for unbased log structures.
However, as in Example 12.16, the free E1 based log structures on ` and ku.p/ are
too simple to realize f as part of a log e´tale map. In a later paper, we will describe
a recently found modification of the current theory, working with commutative MU–
algebras in place of commutative S –algebras, where this log e´tale realization problem
has a positive solution. Here MU is the complex bordism spectrum.
Example 7.20 Among the based pre-log structures .N; ˛/ on a commutative S –
algebra A, such that ˛ takes all but the identity element of A to the zero-th path
component of A, there is a terminal example. It has N D .
0
A/ t f1g, where

0
A˝ A denotes the full path component of the base point 0. Note that N has
the multiplicative E1 structure, not the additive one. This full zero-th path component
pre-log structure is canonically associated to A, and each map like f W `! ku.p/
of commutative S –algebras is covered by a corresponding pre-log map. However, it
seems to be difficult to determine the associated based deloopings Bn^.N /, and we
have not been able to analyze any interesting cases.
Example 7.21 Let A be a commutative symmetric ring spectrum, and let Y be a
based I–space. Choose a based I–space map yW Y ! ˝ A, and extend y freely
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to a map xy0W C0Y ! ˝ A. Then .A;C0Y; xy0/ is a based pre-log symmetric ring
spectrum. A homotopy class Œu in d .A/, for d  0, is realized at some level n in
the I–space ˝ A, by a map uW Sd !nAn . When A is positively fibrant, we may
assume nD 1. Letting Y DFnSd be the free I–space generated by Sd at level n, we
get an I–space map yW Y DFnSd!˝ A, which generates a based pre-log structure
.C0Y; xy0/ on A, as above. We call this the free commutative pre-log structure on A
generated by u. There is, of course, a corresponding unbased construction.
Definition 7.22 Let f W A!B be a map of commutative symmetric ring spectra, and
let .M; ˛/ be a pre-log structure on A. The inverse image log structure
.f M; f ˛/D .M; ˝ f ı˛/a
on B is the log structure associated to the pre-log structure given by the composite
map
M
˛ !˝ A
˝ f
   !˝ B
of commutative I–space monoids. Hence there is a commutative diagram
.˝ f ı˛/ 1 GL1.B/ //

M
˛ //
f [

˝ A
˝ f

GL1.B/ // f M
f ˛ // ˝ B
where the left hand square is a pushout square. In particular, there is a canonical map
.f; f [/W .A;M /! .B; f M / of (pre-)log symmetric ring spectra.
Similar definitions can be made for based (pre-)log structures, using the associated
based log structure from Definition 7.9.
Lemma 7.23 The space of log maps .A;M/!.B;N / covering a fixed map f W A!B
of commutative symmetric ring spectra is weakly equivalent to the space of log maps
.B; f M /! .B;N / covering idB , the identity on B .
Proof The space of commutative I–space monoid maps M ! N that make the
following diagram commute
M
˛ //



!!C
CC
CC
CC
CC
˝ A
˝ f

N
ˇ
// ˝ B
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agrees with the space of pre-log maps from .M; ˝ f ı˛/ to .N; ˇ/ covering idB , and
this is weakly equivalent to the space of log maps from .M; f ˛/ to .N; ˇ/ covering
idB , essentially by Lemma 7.8.
Lemma 7.24 The canonical map .M; ˛/! .M a; ˛a/ from a pre-log structure on A
to the associated log structure induces a weak equivalence
.f M; f ˛/ ' ! .f .M a/; f .˛a//
of inverse image log structures on B .
Proof The part .˝ f ı˛a/ 1 GL1.B/ of the pushout M a that sits over GL1.B/ is
the pushout of the parts of M  ˛ 1 GL1.A/!GL1.A/ that sit over GL1.B/, ie, the
pushout of .˝ f ı˛/ 1 GL1.B/ ˛ 1 GL1.A/!GL1.A/. So in the commutative
diagram
˛ 1 GL1.A/
z˛ //

GL1.A/

.˝ f ı˛/ 1 GL1.B/ //

.˝ f ı˛a/ 1 GL1.B/ //

GL1.B/

M // M a // f .M a/
the upper left hand square, the rectangle formed by the two left hand squares, and the
lower right hand square are pushout squares. It follows that the lower left hand square,
and the rectangle formed by the two lower squares, are pushout squares. Hence f M ,
which is the pushout of the latter rectangle, is equivalent to f .M a/.
Definition 7.25 A map .f; f [/W .A;M /! .B;N / of log symmetric ring spectra is
strict if the corresponding commutative I–space monoid map f M !N is a weak
equivalence. We write strLog.S/ Log.S/ for the subcategory of strict maps.
Definition 7.26 Let f W A!B be a map of commutative symmetric ring spectra and
let .N; ˇ/ be a pre-log structure on B . The direct image pre-log structure .fN; fˇ/
on A is defined by the pullback square
fN
fˇ //

˝ A
˝ f

N
ˇ // ˝ B
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of commutative I–space monoids. When .N; ˇ/ is a log structure on B , .fN; fˇ/
will also be a log structure on A, called the direct image log structure, since the part
of fN sitting over GL1.A/  ˝ A is the pullback of ˇ 1 GL1B and GL1.A/
over GL1.B/, which then is isomorphic to GL1.A/. There is a canonical map
.f; f [/W .A; fN /! .B;N / of (pre-)log symmetric ring spectra.
Lemma 7.27 The space of log maps .A;M/!.B;N / covering a fixed map f W A!B
of commutative symmetric ring spectra is weakly equivalent to the space of log maps
.A;M /! .A; fN / covering idA , the identity on A.
Proof The space of commutative I–space monoid maps M ! fN that make the
upper square of the diagram
M
˛ //



˝ A
D

fN
f˛ //

˝ A
˝ f

N
ˇ
// ˝ B
commute agrees, by the universal property of pullbacks, with the space of commutative
I–space monoid maps M !N that make the outer rectangle commute.
Remark 7.28 The present definition of a pre-log structure on a commutative S –
algebra A is only really suitable for connective A, since the functors 1˝ and GL1
ignore the negative homotopy groups of A. In other words, the pre-log structures
on A are the same as the pre-log structures on its connective cover, and this is
undesirable in some topological applications. For example, the based Bott pre-log
structure .L0S2; xu0/ on the connective K–theory spectrum ku is generated by a map
uW S2!1˝ku. It gives a nontrivial log structure on ku, since multiplication by u
induces a map †2ku!ku that is not a weak equivalence. However, the corresponding
pre-log structure .L0S2; 1˝i ı xu0/ on the periodic K–theory spectrum KU , where
i W ku!KU is the connective covering map, should ideally be viewed as a trivial log
structure, since multiplication by u induces a weak equivalence †2KU !KU .
We hope to resolve this point in a later paper, as an application of the graded version of
I–spaces developed in Sagave–Schlichtkrull [67]. Conversely, the Bott structure on ku
should arise as the direct image iGL1.KU / of the trivial “graded” log structure on
KU . More generally, the connective cover e of any commutative S –algebra E with
periodic homotopy groups should inherit a nontrivial canonical graded log structure
iGL1.E/ from E , as the direct image along the connective covering map i W e!E .
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8 Logarithmic topological Hochschild homology
Definition 8.1 A map W M ! P of commutative I–space monoids is exact if the
diagram
M
 //


M


P
 // P
is a homotopy pullback square. A map W M !P of commutative I–space monoids is
virtually surjective if the induced homomorphism 0W 0M ! 0P of abelian
groups is surjective. Let
.CSI=P /vsur  CSI=P
be the full subcategory of virtually surjective M over P . We say that a virtually
surjective M over P is replete if it is also exact, ie, if the diagram above is a homotopy
pullback square. Let
.CSI=P /rep  .CSI=P /vsur
be the full subcategory of replete M over P .
Definition 8.2 For a virtually surjective W M ! P , let the repletion of M over P
be the pullback
M rep D P P M
in the square diagram above, with the canonical structure map repW M rep! P . The
following diagram of commutative I–space monoids commutes, where the right hand
square is a pullback by construction:
M //


M rep //
rep

M


P
D // P
 // P
We call the map M !M rep the repletion map.
Proposition 8.3 For virtually surjective W M ! P , the maps
M !M rep! M
induce weak equivalences
M
' ! .M rep/ ' ! .M /
upon group completion. Hence M rep is replete over P .
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Proof We start with the pullback square defining M rep , from Definition 8.2. For each
q  0, the square of q–fold –products
M rep   M rep //

M    M

P    P // P    P
is a homotopy pullback square, since .P P /hI ' PhI PhI , and similarly in the
three other corners of the square. More precisely, this equivalence holds if P is a
cofibrant I–space, and similarly for the three other corners, so we should first apply
cofibrant replacement to the pullback square defining M rep . This does not affect the
homotopy type of M rep , M , etc., and will therefore be suppressed in the rest of the
argument.
We now wish to apply the Bousfield–Friedlander theorem [16, Theorem B.4], to
conclude that the diagonalized square
B.M rep/ //

B.M /

BP // B.P /
is a homotopy pullback square of commutative I–space monoids. Assuming this, we
can pass to pointwise loop spaces to get the homotopy pullback square
.M rep/ //

.M /

P // .P / .
Here the lower horizontal map is a weak equivalence, hence so is the upper horizontal
map. It follows that
M rep //

.M rep/

P // P
is a homotopy pullback square, so M rep is replete.
To apply the Bousfield–Friedlander theorem, we need to know that
XW Œq 7! M    M
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and YW Œq 7! P     P (q copies of M , resp. P ) satisfy the –Kan
condition (see Bousfield–Friedlander [16, Section B.3]), and that v
0
.X/! v0 .Y/
is a (Kan) fibration. The bar construction on any group (or groupoid) is fibrant, and
the same argument shows that X and Y satisfy the –Kan condition. The zero-th
vertical homotopy groups of X and Y are
v0 .X/W Œq 7! 0.Xq/D .0M /q
and v
0
.Y/ D .0P /q , so v0 .X/ ! v0 .Y/ is the map of bar constructions
B.0M / ! B.0P / induced by the group homomorphism 0W 0M !
0P . By assumption W M ! P is virtually surjective, so 0 is surjective, and
this precisely ensures that B.0M /! B.0P / is a fibration.
Lemma 8.4 The functor . /repW .CSI=P /vsur ! .CSI=P /rep is left adjoint to the
forgetful functor, at the level of homotopy- or infinity-categories. (Homotopy) colimits
of nonempty diagrams exist in .CSI=P /vsur , and are formed in CSI=P . Homotopy
colimits of nonempty diagrams exist in .CSI=P /rep , and are constructed by first
forming the homotopy colimit in .CSI=P /vsur and then applying . /rep .
Definition 8.5 Let .R;P / be a base pre-log symmetric ring spectrum. A pre-log
symmetric ring spectrum .A;M / over .R;P / is virtually surjective if the underlying
commutative I–space monoid M is virtually surjective over P . It is a replete pre-log
symmetric ring spectrum if the underlying commutative I–space monoid M is replete
over P .
Let .PreLog.S/=.R;P //vsur and .PreLog.S/=.R;P //rep be the full subcategories
of PreLog.S/=.R;P / generated by the virtually surjective and the replete pre-log
symmetric ring spectra, respectively. Let
. /repW .PreLog.S/=.R;P //vsur! .PreLog.S/=.R;P //rep
be the functor that takes a virtually surjective .A;M / over .R;P / to the replete pre-log
symmetric ring spectrum
.A;M /rep D .A^S ŒM  S ŒM rep;M rep/
over .R;P /.
Homotopy colimits of nonempty diagrams in .PreLog.S/=.R;P //rep are constructed
by first forming the homotopy colimit in PreLog.S/=.R;P /, thereby remaining
within .PreLog.S/=.R;P //vsur , and then applying . /rep .
Lemma 8.6 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a replete pre-log symmetric ring spectrum over a log
symmetric ring spectrum .R;P; /. Then FM D ˛ 1 GL1.A/.
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Proof Consider the diagram
FM //
F

˛ 1 GL1.A/ //

M
 //


M


FP
D //  1 GL1.R/ // P
 // P
of commutative I–space monoids. The left hand and middle horizontal maps are
inclusions of a full set of path components. The homomorphism 0 is surjective,
the right hand square is a homotopy pullback, and the inclusion FP !  1 GL1.R/ is
the identity. With these modifications, the proof proceeds just like the proof of Lemma
3.13.
Proposition 8.7 Let .A;M / be a replete pre-log symmetric ring spectrum over a log
symmetric ring spectrum .R;P /. Then the associated log symmetric ring spectrum
.A;M a/ is a replete log symmetric ring spectrum over .R;P /.
Proof The proof proceeds like that of Proposition 3.14, except that we do not need to
assume that P is “integral” in order to know that
M GL1.A/ //

M GL1.A/

M a
 // M a
is a homotopy pullback square, since the lower row is obtained by forming the FM –
homotopy orbits of the upper row, up to weak equivalence.
Remark 8.8 In joint work with Steffen Sagave we develop a theory of log modules
over a log symmetric ring spectrum .R;P /, given as the stable model category of
spectra in the based category .R;P /=Logrep=.R;P / of replete log symmetric ring
spectra under and over .R;P /.
Example 8.9 Let .A;M / be a pre-log symmetric ring spectrum and X a simplicial
set. The X–fold –product X˝M is the diagonal of the simplicial commutative
I–space monoid
Œq 7!Xq˝M DM    M
(with one copy of M for each element of Xq ). There is a natural weak equivalence
.X˝M /'X˝M .
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Let Y be a nonempty simplicial set. The Y–fold replete –product Y˝rep M over
M is the pullback
Y˝rep M //

Y˝M


M
 // M
of commutative I–space monoids. If Y D .X/C has a disjoint base point, then
Y˝rep M 'M  .X˝M /. The Y–fold replete smash product Y˝rep .A;M /
is the replete pre-log symmetric ring spectrum .Y˝rep A;Y˝rep M / over .A;M /
given by the pushout
S ŒY˝M  //

S ŒY˝rep M 

Y˝A // Y˝rep A
of commutative symmetric ring spectra.
Definition 8.10 Let M be a commutative I–space monoid. The cyclic bar con-
struction on M is the commutative I–space monoid BcyM D S1 ˝M , where
S1 D 1=@1 and the tensor product is formed in .SI ;;/. The replete bar
construction BrepM D S1 ˝rep M is the repletion of BcyM over M , given as the
pullback
BrepM //

BcyM


M
 // M
of commutative I–space monoids. Both  and  are maps of cyclic commutative
I–space monoids, where M and M have the trivial cyclic structure, so BrepM is a
cyclic commutative I–space monoid, and BcyM ! BrepM is a cyclic map.
There are natural weak equivalences BcyM ' M  B.M / and BrepM '
M BM ' M  B.M /. The latter equivalence depends on the equivalence
M M .MB.M //'MB.M /, which can be seen by using the equivalance
.M1M2/hI ' .M1/hI  .M2/hI . The repletion map
BcyM ! BrepM 'M B.M /
is homotopic to the composite
.; /W BcyM  ! BcyM BcyM    !M BM 'M B.M /
where  is the augmentation and  is the usual projection map.
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The topological Hochschild homology of a commutative symmetric ring spectrum A is
the commutative A–algebra THH.A/D S1 ˝A. If AD S ŒM  then
THH.S ŒM /D S1 ˝S ŒM Š S ŒS1 ˝M D S ŒBcyM  :
Definition 8.11 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a pre-log symmetric ring spectrum. The log
topological Hochschild homology of .A;M /, denoted THH.A;M /, is defined to
be S1 ˝rep .A;M /. Hence there is a pushout square
A^S ŒM  THH.S ŒM /  //


A^S ŒM  S ŒBrepM 
x

THH.A/
x // THH.A;M /
of commutative A–algebras. The map  is induced by x˛W S ŒM !A, and the map  
is induced by the repletion map BcyM ! BrepM . Both  and  are maps of cyclic
commutative A–algebras, so THH.A;M / is a cyclic commutative A–algebra.
Remark 8.12 In view of the identification THH.S ŒM /Š S ŒBcyM , THH.A;M /
can also be defined by the pushout square
S ŒBcyM 
 //
x˛

S ŒBrepM 

THH.A/ // THH.A;M /
of commutative symmetric ring spectra, where the upper horizontal map  is induced
by the repletion map.
Example 8.13 Let ADHZp be the Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum, let M D hpi D
fpj j j  0g, and let ˛W hpi ! Zp 'A be the inclusion. Applying base change
along S!HZp!H DHFp to the pushout square of Remark 8.12 we get a pushout
square
H ^ .Bcyhpi/C //

H ^ .Brephpi/C

H ^HZp THH.Zp/ // H ^HZp THH.Zp; hpi/
of commutative H –algebras. Recall from Propositions 3.20 and 3.21 that
Bcyhpi ' t
a
j1
S1.j / and Brephpi '
a
j0
S1.j / :
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The homotopy algebras in the upper row are
H.Bcyhpi/D P .g/˝E.dp/
H.Brephpi/D P .g/˝E.d logp/
where g is the generator of H0.S1.1// that corresponds to the 0–simplex .p/, dp
is the generator of H1.S1.1// that corresponds to the loop .1;p/, and d logp is the
generator of H1.S1.0// that corresponds to the loop .p 1;p/. The repletion map
induces g 7! g and dp 7! g d logp . Furthermore,
.H ^HZp THH.Zp//D .THH.Zp/IZ=p/DE.1/˝P .1/
where j1j D 2p  1 and j1j D 2p . This calculation is due to Marcel Bo¨kstedt (un-
published, ca. 1987). For a proof close to Bo¨kstedt’s original argument, see Angeltveit–
Rognes [2, Theorem 5.12(a)] for mD 1, using the convention BP h0i DHZ.p/ . For
an earlier reference, see Franjou–Pirashvili [23].
The map x˛ induces g 7! 0 and dp 7! 0. Hence the Ku¨nneth spectral sequence
E2 D TorH.B
cyhpi/ ..THH.Zp/IZ=p/;H.Brephpi//
H) .THH.Zp; hpi/IZ=p/
has E2–term
E2 D TorP.g/˝E.dp/ .E.1/˝P .1/;P .g/˝E.d logp//
ŠE.1/˝P .1/˝E.d logp/˝TorE.dp/ .Fp;Fp/
ŠE.d logp; 1/˝P .1/˝.0/
where the generators have bidegrees jd logpj D .0; 1/, j1j D .0; 2p   1/, j1j D
.0; 2p/ and j0jD .1; 1/. Here 0 is represented by Œdp in the bar complex computing
Tor, and .0/D Fpfi.0/ j i  0g denotes the divided power algebra on 0 .
The inclusion THH.Zp/! THH.Zp; hpi/ takes 1 to zero, so there is a differential
dp.p.0//D 1
up to a unit in Fp , leaving the E1–term
E1 DE.d logp/˝P .1/˝Pp.0/
where Pp.0/D P .0/=.p0 / is the truncated polynomial algebra on 0 of height p .
There is a multiplicative extension

p
0
D 1
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in total degree 2p , so that
.THH.Zp; hpi/IZ=p/ŠE.d logp/˝P .0/
as an algebra, with jd logpj D 1 and j0j D 2. Hence there is an abstract isomorphism
.THH.Zp; hpi/IZ=p/Š .THH.ZpjQp/IZ=p/
where THH.ZpjQp/ is as defined by Hesselholt–Madsen [29, Section 1.5]. We con-
jecture that this isomorphism is realized by an equivalence
THH.Zp; hpi/' THH.ZpjQp/
of cyclic commutative THH.Zp/–algebras.
Example 8.14 More generally, Hesselholt and Madsen [29] consider local fields K
(complete discrete valuation fields of characteristic zero with perfect residue field k
of characteristic p ¤ 2) with valuation ring AK and uniformizer  . Let ˛W M D
hi ! .A;  / be the inclusion, and let W DW .k/ be the Witt ring. As explained in
Serre [75, Section I.6, Proposition 18], the minimal polynomial .x/ of  2A over
W has the form .x/D xe p.x/, where e is the ramification index of K and .x/
is of degree < e with .0/ a unit. The Ka¨hler differentials 1
A=W
ŠA=.0.//fdg
are generated by d with annihilator ideal the different .0.// A, while the log
Ka¨hler differentials 1
.A;M /=W
ŠA=.0.//fd logg are generated by d log with
annihilator ideal .0.//  .p/  A. As explained in [29, Section 2.2] there is a
natural short exact sequence
0!1A=W
x  !1.A;M /=W
res ! k! 0
where x .d/D d log and res.d log/D 1. In [29, 1.5.5], Hesselholt and Madsen
define a useful ad hoc model THH.AjK/ for the log topological Hochschild homology
of .A;M /, such that there is a homotopy cofiber sequence
THH.k/
i ! THH.A/ j

 ! THH.AjK/
where i is the transfer map associated to the surjection i W A!A=./D k , and j 
is the natural map associated to the inclusion j W A!AŒ 1DK . In [29, 2.4.1] they
prove that
.THH.AjK/IZ=p/ŠA=p˝E.d log/˝P .0/
where A=p˝E.d log/Š
.A;M /
=p is the mod p reduction of the log de Rham
complex of .A;M /, and j0j D 2.
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Conjecturally, the following isomorphism is induced by an equivalence
THH.A; hi/' THH.AjK/
of cyclic commutative THH.A/–algebras.
Proposition 8.15 Let A, hi and K be as above. There is an isomorphism
.THH.A; hi/IZ=p/Š .THH.AjK/IZ=p/
of .THH.A/IZ=p/–algebras.
Proof We will only prove this in the wildly ramified case, when pje . One can use
descent arguments, like in Hesselholt–Madsen [29, Section 2.4], to deal with the tamely
ramified (p − e ) and unramified (e D 1) cases.
We have a pushout square
HA=p^BcyhiC //

HA=p^BrephiC

HA=p^HA THH.A/ // HA=p^HA THH.A; hi/
of commutative HA=p–algebras, and an associated Ku¨nneth spectral sequence
E2 D TorH.B
cyhiIA=p/ ..THH.A/IZ=p/;H.BrephiIA=p//
H) .THH.A; hi/IZ=p/ :
In the wildly ramified case,
.THH.A/IZ=p/ŠA=p˝E.˛1/˝P .˛2/
by Lindenstrauss–Madsen [41, Theorem 4.4(ii)], with j˛1j D 1 and j˛2j D 2, and j 
takes ˛2 to a unit times 0 . Hence the E2–term is isomorphic to
E2 Š TorE.d/ .A=p˝E.˛1/˝P .˛2/;E.d log//
where d 7! ˛1 and d 7!  d log in the respective factors. Hence the E2–term
is concentrated on the vertical axis, the Ku¨nneth spectral sequence collapses, and we
get the isomorphism
.THH.A; hi/IZ=p/Š .A=p˝E.˛1/˝P .˛2//˝E.d/E.d log/
ŠA=p˝E.d log/˝P .˛2/ :
The abstract isomorphism with .THH.AjK/IZ=p/ takes ˛2 to a unit times 0 .
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Definition 8.16 Let N be a commutative based I–space monoid over S0 , as in
Definition 6.19. The based cyclic bar construction on N is Bcy^N D S1 ˝N , where
the tensor product is formed in .SI
0
; ;S0/. The suspension spectrum †1N is a
commutative symmetric ring spectrum, and
THH.†N /D S1 ˝†N Š†.S1 ˝N /D†Bcy^N :
Now suppose that N D cone.L/[L N 0 is a commutative conically based I–space
monoid. Based on discussions of symmetric conically based I–space monoid deriva-
tions, like Definition 5.14 and Lemma 12.4, we are led to declare the based replete bar
construction of N to be
B
rep
^ N DN  B.N 0/C :
Discussions similar to Lemma 5.19 and Proposition 12.7 specify the repletion map
 W Bcy^N ! Brep^ N
up to homotopy, but it is best described as the suspension of the based shear map
shW N  N !N   .N 0/C given in Definition 13.14. Here the suspension is formed
in the category of commutative I–space monoids under and over N .
Definition 8.17 Let .A;N; ˛/ be a conically based pre-log symmetric ring spectrum.
The based log topological Hochschild homology THH0.A;M / of .A;M / is defined
by the pushout square
A^†N THH.†N /  //


A^†N †Brep^ N
x

THH.A/
x // THH0.A;N /
of commutative A–algebras. Here A^†N †Brep^ N 'A^B.N 0/C 'A^BN 0C .
9 Operadic logarithmic structures
Definition 9.1 Let A be a commutative S –algebra and let oW O! L be an operad
augmented over the linear isometries operad, so that each L–space M has an underlying
O–space o#M . By an O pre-log structure on A we mean a pair .M; ˛/, where M
is an L–space and ˛W o#M ! o#1˝A is a map of the underlying O–spaces. A map
.f; f [/W .A;M /! .B;N /
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of O pre-log S –algebras is a map f W A!B of commutative S –algebras, and a map
f [W M !N of L–spaces, such that the square
o#M
˛ //
o#f [

o#1˝A
o#1˝f

o#N
ˇ // o#1˝B
commutes in OŒU . To make homotopy-theoretic sense of this structure, we will need
to cofibrantly replace o#M (and o#N / in the category of O–spaces. The category of
O pre-log S –algebras is the comma category
OPreLog.S/D .o#; o#1˝/
where o#W LŒU !OŒU  and o#1˝W CS !OŒU ; see Mac Lane [44, Section II.6].
When O is an En operad, like the little n–cubes operad Cn , we say that .M; ˛/ is an
En pre-log structure on A. To make Cn augmented over L, we will implicitly replace
it by the product operad CnL. Similarly, the category of O based pre-log S –algebras
is defined to be .o#; o#1˝/, where now o#W L0ŒT !O0ŒT  and o#1˝W CS!O0ŒT .
Remark 9.2 In view of the fact that Cn 1–algebras in associative S –algebras are
En ring spectra (see Brun–Fiedorowicz–Vogt [17, Theorem C]), we might model En–
algebras in I–spaces by Cn 1–algebras in associative I–monoids, to get a definition
of an En pre-log structure on a commutative symmetric ring spectrum A. For nD 2,
this would consist of a commutative I–space monoid M and a map ˛W M !˝ A
of C1–algebras in associative I–space monoids.
Remark 9.3 When discussing topological Andre´–Quillen homology for A and S ŒM ,
we will need A and M to be commutative or E1 objects, and in order to form the log
topological Andre´–Quillen homology TAQ.A;M / for .A;M / we will need that ˛ is
an E1 map. On the other hand, when discussing topological Hochschild homology
of A and S ŒM , we only need A and M to be associative or A1 objects. However,
to form the log topological Hochschild homology of .A;M / we will make use of the
repletion BrepM of the cyclic bar construction BcyM as a space over M . For an
augmentation W BcyM !M to exist, extending the identity on the zero-simplices
M  BcyM , it is necessary and sufficient that M is a cyclic A1 space as defined
eg by Vigleik Angeltveit [1, 4.1, 4.4] and Getzler–Kapranov [25]. This means that
M is homotopy-commutative in a somewhat strong sense. For example,  must take
each 1–simplex .a; b/ to a homotopy a;b from ab to ba, and it must take each
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2–simplex .a; b; c/
abc
bca
a;bc
yyyyyyyy
ca;b
cab
ab;c
EEEEEEEE
to a second order homotopy (D 2–cell) connecting the composite homotopy ab;cca;b
from abc via cab to bca to the direct homotopy a;bc from abc to bca.
a
==
==
==
==
b
==
==
==
= cppp
p
ppp
pp
ppp
p
a
==
==
==
==
==
==
==
==
==
= b







c







c
==
==
==
==
a
==
==
==
==
b
ppp
p
ppp
pp
ppp
p
H)
b c a b c a
A general E2 space M will admit the homotopies a;b , but might not admit the second
order homotopy, since the full twist b;cc;b is often not homotopic to the identity. An
E3 space M will admit the second homotopy, but also satisfies coherence conditions
for noncyclic permutations that may not be required in a cyclic A1 structure. To
extend a retraction to M from the 2–skeleton to the 3–skeleton of BcyM part of an
E4 structure will be needed, and so on. It would be interesting to know in operadic
terms what it means for BcyM to admit a retraction to M , but for our purposes it seems
reasonable just to assume that M is E1 , so that we can rectify it to a commutative
I–space monoid, for which the retraction W BcyM !M always exists.
In the case of grouplike M , Thomas Kragh has pointed out that if M DX , with X
an H –group, we have BcyM 'ƒX and X !ƒX admits a retraction, since the
homotopy fiber sequence X !ƒX ! X admits a section and ƒX is an H –group.
Hence for grouplike M it suffices that BM is an H –group. For example, this applies
to all grouplike E2–spaces.
Assuming that M is cyclic A1 , or E1 , we will need that A and ˛ are associative
in order to define THH.A;M /, but more commutativity in A and ˛ will give more
multiplicative structure to THH.A;M /. If ˛ is a map of En spaces, or more precisely,
a map of Cn 1–algebras in associative monoids, then THH.A;M / will be a Cn 1–
algebra in spectra, ie, an En 1 ring spectrum. As the following lemmas show, this
seems to be a relevant setting for topological log geometry over the sphere spectrum.
Definition 9.4 Let A be an associative S –algebra, and let x 2 1˝A be a chosen
point. Let M D j`0 L.j / be the free non–† L–space on a single point f1g, and
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extend the map 1 7! x freely to a map xW M !1˝A of non–† L–spaces (D A1
spaces), taking the contractible space L.j / to the path component of xj , for each
j  0. Let hxi D f1;x;x2; : : : g be the free associative (and commutative) monoid
generated by x . The collapse map M ! hxi is an equivalence of A1 spaces. We
call .M; x/ the free A1 pre-log structure on A generated by x , and usually denote it
by .hxi; x/ or hxi.
If A is an En ring spectrum, or more precisely a Cn 1–algebra in associative S –
algebras, then 1˝A is a Cn 1–algebra in non–† L–spaces, hence is equivalent to
a Cn–space. Suppressing this equivalence, each point x 21˝A specifies a Cn–map
xW CnS0 ! 1˝A, where CnS0 is the free Cn–space on one generator. We call
.CnS
0; x/ the free En pre-log structure on A generated by x .
Lemma 9.5 Let p be a prime and write H.X / for H.X IFp/. Let A be an E2 ring
spectrum and x 21˝A a point. If p is odd, assume that Œx 2H0.1˝A/ has trivial
Browder operation 1.Œx; Œx/ D 0 in H1.1˝A/. If p D 2, assume that Cohen’s
“top” operation 1.Œx/ D 0 in H1.1˝A/. Both hypotheses are trivially satisfied if
H1.
1˝A/D 0. Then the algebra homomorphism
xW H.C2S0/!H.1˝A/
induced by the free E2 pre-log structure xW C2S0!1˝A is zero in positive degrees,
hence factors through the augmentation
H.C2S0/!H.hxi/D P .e/ :
In other words, there is no mod p homological obstruction to there being an E2 pre-
log structure .M; ˛/ on A, with M ' hxi, so that the composite C2S0 ! hxi '
M
˛ !1˝A is homotopic to x .
Proof By Fred Cohen’s calculation [18, III.A.1],
H.C2S0/D P .e/˝E.hi j i  0/˝P .gi j i  1/
for p odd, where P and E indicate the polynomial and exterior algebras on the listed
generators, respectively. Here eD Œ1, h0D 1.e; e/, hi D 1.hi 1/ and gi D ˇhi for
all i  1, where the Browder operation 1 (which is 0 for all E3 spaces) and the top
operation 1 are defined in [18, Section III.1], while ˇ is the Bockstein operation. See
also Yamaguchi [82, page 522]. The E2–map x takes e to Œx and h0 to 1.Œx; Œx/,
which is 0 by assumption. By naturality of the operations it follows that also hi and gi
map to 0, for all i  1, so x factors through the augmentation to P .e/DH.hxi/.
The proof for p D 2 is very similar.
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Lemma 9.6 There is no E3 pre-log structure .M; ˛/ on ku with M ' hpi, such
that the (homotopy) generator maps to a point in the p–th component of 1˝ku '
.BU Z/˝ . The same conclusion applies for the p–completion kup of ku. Hence
there is no such E3 pre-log structure on any other commutative S –algebra A with a
commutative S –algebra map to kup .
Proof For C3–spaces M there is a top operation 2W H0.M /! H2p 2.M / that
agrees with Q1 for E4 spaces. The generator e D Œ1 2 H0.M / maps to Œp 2
H0.BU Z/, so if ˛ is a C3–map the class 2.e/ in H2p 2.M /D 0 maps to zQ1Œp
in H2p 2.BU  Z/, where zQr denotes the multiplicative Dyer–Lashof operation.
Now
zQr Œp Qr Œ1 Œpp  p
modulo –decomposables by Cohen–Lada–May [18, II.2.8], and
Qr Œ1 . 1/rbr.p 1/  Œp
modulo –decomposables by [18, II.7.1]. Here H.BU / D P .bi j i  1/ with
jbi j D 2i , where bi is the image of a generator of H2i.BU.1// under the inclusion
BU.1/BU f0gBU Z. Hence zQ1Œp bp 1Œpp ¤ 0 in H2p 2.BU Z/.
In particular, it cannot be the image under ˛ of 2.e/D 0.
These mod p homological calculations hardly distinguish between ku and kup . The
last conclusion follows by naturality, since an E3 pre-log structure ˛W M ! 1˝A
composed with an E1 map 1˝A!1˝kup would produce an E3 pre-log structure
on kup .
Lemma 9.7 Let A be a commutative S –algebra such that the unit map S ! A
takes the Hopf map  2 1.S/ to zero in 1.A/Œ1=p. For simplicity assume that
ZŠ 0.S/! 0.A/ is injective, and write N  hpi  1˝A for the sub–L–space
consisting of the path components corresponding to hpi  0.A/. Consider the group
completion
. xp/W .C2S0/! .N  hpi/
of the C2–map xpW C2S0! N  hpi freely generated by 1 7! p . Here .C2S0/ '
2S2 and .N  hpi/ ' N Œ1=p hp;p 1i. Restricted to the 0–th component in
the source,
0. xp/W 20S2!N Œ1=p
is null-homotopic as a C2–map.
Proof The additive group completion equivalence .C2S0/'2S2 is due to Graeme
Segal [74, Theorem 1] (see also Cohen–Lada–May [18, III.3.3]). The multiplicative
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group completion equivalence .N  hpi/'N Œ1=p hp;p 1i is due to Peter May
[46, VII.5.3], generalizing a result of Jørgen Tornehave. The Hopf fiber sequence
S1!S3  !S2 loops to a fiber sequence S3!S2!S1 with a section, so there
are equivalences
2S3 Z '  2S3 S1 ' !2S2
of –spaces. The inclusion 2W 2S3 ! 2
0
S2 of the zero-th component is an
2–equivalence, and the composite
C2S
1 ' !2S3 ' !20S2! 1.N  hpi/'N Œ1=p
is the free C2–map generated by its restriction S1!N Œ1=p, representing the image
of  in 1.N Œ1=p/Š1.A/Œ1=p. By assumption the map from S1 is null-homotopic
as a based map, hence the free C2–map it generates is null-homotopic as a C2–map.
We view these lemmas as motivation for the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 9.8 Let A be an E2 ring spectrum with 1.A/D 0, and let x 21˝A.
Then the free A1 pre-log structure .hxi; x/ on A generated by x lifts to an E2
pre-log structure .M; ˛/ on A, with M ' hxi and ˛ homotopic to x .
Definition 9.9 Let A be a commutative S –algebra, let Y D Sd be a sphere, and
let yW Sd ! 1˝A be a based map representing a homotopy class in d .A/ with
Hurewicz image Œy 2Hd .1˝A/. There are canonical maps
C1;0S
d D
_
j0
C1.j /C ^†j Sdj '
_
j0
Sdj
! C2;0Sd D
_
j0
C2.j /C ^†j Sdj '
_
j0
S
dj
hBj
!L0Sd D
_
j0
L.j /C ^†j Sdj '
_
j0
S
dj
h†j
;
where Bj is the j –th braid group. Let j be the Rj –bundle over B†j associated to
the usual inclusion †j !O.j /, and let jˇ be the Rj –bundle over BBj associated
to the composite homomorphism Bj !†j !O.j /, so that jˇ is the pullback of j
along the usual map BBj ! B†j . Then Sdjh†j DE†jC ^†j Sdj Š T h.dj / is the
Thom complex of d times j , and S
dj
hBj
DEBjC ^Bj Sdj Š T h.d jˇ / is the Thom
complex of d times jˇ . From here on we assume that d is even.
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Proposition 9.10 When Y D Sd is an even sphere each vector bundle d jˇ over
BBj is trivial, so S
dj
hBj
Š†dj .BBjC/. Hence each inclusion Sdj ! SdjhBj admits a
retraction rj W SdjhBj ! Sdj , and these combine to a retraction of based spaces
r W C2;0Sd ! C1;0Sd :
Proof For d D 2 there is a trivialization of 2 jˇ , given in Cohen–Mahowald–Milgram
[19, Theorem 1] by an explicit map
W C2.j /†j .R2/j ! .R2/j :
To each j –tuple c D .c1; : : : ; cj / of little squares (D 2–cubes) in I2 we can associate
a j –tuple z D .z1; : : : ; zj / of distinct points in I2 R2 , given by the barycenters of
the squares. Identifying R2 with C , we let
.z; /D
X
i
i ;
X
i
zii ; : : : ;
X
i
z
j 1
i i

for  D .1; : : : ; j / in .R2/j Š Cj . Simultaneously reordering the zi and i by
a permutation in †j does not change these sums, so  is well-defined. For a fixed
z D .z1; : : : ; zj / the linear map  7! .z; / is given by a Vandermonde matrix, which
is nonsingular because the zi are all distinct. Taking the Whitney sum of .d=2/ copies
of this trivialization we get a trivialization of d jˇ .
Remark 9.11 We would like to know if there is a based E2 structure on C1;0Sd 'W
j0 Sdj such that the retraction r W C2;0Sd!C1;0Sd is an E2 map. The composite
C2;0.C1;0S
d /
i ! C2;0.C2;0Sd /  ! C2;0Sd r ! C1;0Sd
where i is induced by the inclusion, and  expresses composition in the operad C2 ,
decomposes as a wedge sum of maps
C2.j /C ^G .Sdi1 ^    ^Sdij /! Sd jij ;
where G†j is the stabilizer of .i1; : : : ; ij / and ji jD i1C  Cij . This can be modeled
by cabling, taking C2.j / to C2.ji j/, and using the retraction C2.ji j/C^GSd jij!Sd jij .
For a more rigid model, we might replace C2.j / by the homotopy-equivalent space
BPj , where Pj  Bj is the pure braid group on j strings, and use the cabling map
BPj ! BPjij . We do not know if there is a map
BPjC ^G .Sdi1 ^    ^Sdij /! Sd jij
that generates a based E2 structure on
W
j0 Sdj .
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Lemma 9.12 If 1.Œy; Œy/ D 0 in H2dC1.1˝A/, as it is for any E3 ring spec-
trum A, then the algebra homomorphism
.xy0/W zH.C2;0Sd /!H.1˝A/
induced by the free E2 based pre-log structure factors through the retraction
rW zH.C2;0Sd /! zH.C1;0Sd /Š P .e/ ;
where e 2 zHd .Sd / zH.C1;0Sd / is the fundamental class.
Proof We have isomorphisms
zH.C2;0Sd /Š
M
j0
H.BBj IFpfej g/
Š P .e/˝E.hi j i  0/˝P .gi j i  1/ :
Since d is even, Bj acts trivially on Fpfej g. We have h0 D 1.e; e/, hi D 1.hi 1/
and giDˇhi for i  1. Here jejDd , jhi jD 2pi.dC1/ 1 and jgi jD 2pi.dC1/ 2.
(These conventions specialize to those used in the proof of Lemma 9.5 when d D 0.)
The retraction r takes e to e and maps each hi and gi to zero. The C2–map xy0 takes
e to Œy, so if 1.Œy; Œy/D 0 then all hi and gi map to zero in H.1˝A/. Hence
.xy0/ factors through r , as claimed.
Lemma 9.13 There is no E3 pre-log structure .M; ˛/ on ku with M ' C1;0S2 ,
such that the generator e of H2.M / zH.C1;0S2/ŠP .e/ maps to Œu in H2.BU /
H.BU Z/, where Œu is the Hurewicz image of the Bott class uW S2! BU .
Proof We write H.BU /DP .bi j i  1/, as in the proof of Lemma 9.6, so ŒuD b1 .
There is a natural operation 2W H2.M /!H4p 2.M / for C3–spaces, which agrees
with Q2 for E4 spaces by Cohen–Lada–May [18, III.1.3]. The Bott class Œu is
primitive, so
zQr .Œu Œ1/D . zQr Œu/ Œ1C .Qr Œu/ Œ1
by [18, II.8.6]. Here zQr .Œu Œ1/D 0 for r > 0 by [18, II.7.2], since BU.1/ 1!
1˝ku is an E1 map from a strictly commutative monoid. Furthermore,
Qr Œu . 1/r .r   1/br.p 1/C1
modulo –decomposables by Kochman’s calculations [37, Theorem 6], so zQ2Œu
 b2p 1 ¤ 0 modulo –decomposables. In particular, zQ2Œu cannot be the image
under ˛ of 2.e/D 0 in H.M /.
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Remark 9.14 The graded analogue of Lemma 9.7 is presently hypothetical. The
stable Snaith splitting [76] of C2Sd induces an isomorphism
zH.C2;0Sd /ŠH.C2Sd /Š P .e/˝E.hi j i  0/˝P .gi j i  1/ :
There is no obvious notion of group completion in the category of based E1 spaces,
but there may be a suitable category of graded E1 spaces, or commutative monoids
in graded I–spaces, where this makes sense. See Sagave–Schlichtkrull [67].
To recover the summands zH.SdjhBj /ŠH.BBj IFpfej g/ in zH.C2;0Sd / one intro-
duces a weight function w , with w.e/ D 1, w.hi/ D 2pi and w.gi/ D 2pi . The
monomials of total weight j then form a basis for H.BBj IFpfej g/. If we assume
that this (nonconnective) graded group completion has the effect of inverting the
fundamental class e , the weight zero component of the result has homology
H.0C2;0Sd /ŠE.xhi j i  0/˝P .xgi j i  1/
where xhiD e 2pihi and xgiD e 2pigi all have weight zero. This algebra is isomorphic
to
zH.C2;0S1/ŠH.C2S1/ŠH.2S3/ :
We can reach the same result from a different point of view, involving the coni-
cally based spaces. With N D C2;0Sd '
W
j0 S
dj
hBj
the base point complement
N 0 ' j`0BBj ' C2S0 has group completion N 0 '2S2 , and its zero-th path
component is 0N 0 ' 20S2 ' 2S3 . Hence the obstruction, in the base point
component after group completion, to improving a free A1 based pre-log structure
generated by a map Sd !1˝A into an E2 based pre-log structure, lies in the E2
map 2S3!1˝A generated by .
Hypothesis 9.15 Let A be an E2 ring spectrum with 1.A/D 0, and let yW Sd !
1˝A, where d  0 is even. Then the free A1 based pre-log structure .C1;0Sd ; xy0/
on A generated by y lifts to an E2 based pre-log structure .M; ˛/ on A, with
M ' C1;0Sd and ˛ homotopic to xy0 .
Example 9.16 Let .C1;0S2; xu0/ be the free A1 based pre-log structure on ku.p/
generated by a map S2!1˝ku.p/ representing u22ku.p/ , and let .C1;0Sq; xv1;0/
be the free A1 based pre-log structure on ` generated by a map Sq!1˝` repre-
senting v1 2 q`. Let f W `! ku.p/ be the usual map of commutative S –algebras.
The inclusion Sq D S2.p 1/!C1;0S2 to the j D p 1 summand extends to an A1
map
f [W C1;0Sq! C1;0S2
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that makes .f; f [/W .`;C1;0Sq/! .ku.p/;C1;0S2/ a map of A1 based pre-log S –
algebras. Note that the natural map
`^†1C1;0Sq †1C1;0S2! ku.p/
is an equivalence, since the left hand side is equivalent to
Wp 1
jD0 †2`, and compare
with Lemma 12.15. Assuming some uniqueness or other compatibility of the E2
lifts in Hypothesis 9.15, the map .f; f [/ can be promoted to be a map of E2 based
pre-log S –algebras. If so, THH.†1C1;0Sq/ and THH.†1C1;0S2/ become A1
ring spectra, we can construct THH.`;C1;0Sq/ and THH.ku.p/;C1;0S2/, and
THH.`;C1;0Sq/! THH.ku.p/;C1;0S2/
becomes a map of A1 ring spectra.
Remark 9.17 We summarize the results of these calculations. For A D ku and
M D hpi, Lemmas 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7 consider the existence of En pre-log structures
˛W M !1A˝ taking the monoid generator to the p–th component of 1A˝ . An
A1 DE1 pre-log structure certainly exists, and there is no homological obstruction to
the existence of an E2 pre-log structure, but no E3 pre-log structure exists.
For AD ku and M DWj0 S2 , Proposition 9.10 and Lemmas 9.12 and 9.13 concern
En pre-log structures ˛W M !1A˝ mapping S2 M to 1A˝ to represent the
Bott class u 2 2ku. An A1 DE1 pre-log structure certainly exists, and there is no
homological obstruction to the existence of an E2 pre-log structure, but no E3 pre-log
structure exists.
In Hypotheses 9.8 and 9.15, we propose a natural generality for the existence of E2
pre-log structures. In Example 9.16, we discuss the consequences for the existence of
a map .`;M /! .ku.p/;N / of E2 pre-log S –algebras, with M '
W
k0 Sqk and
N 'Wj0 S2j .
Part III Logarithmic topological André–Quillen homology
10 Topological Andre´–Quillen homology
We now extend the construction of log Ka¨hler forms and the log cotangent complex to
the topological context.
Definition 10.1 Let A be a commutative symmetric ring spectrum and let J be a
left A–module spectrum. Since A is commutative, we can also think of J as a right
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A–module. The square-zero extension A _ J is the commutative symmetric ring
spectrum with multiplication map
.A_J /^ .A_J /Š .A^A/_ .A^J /_ .J ^A/_ .J ^J /!A^J
given by the multiplication W A^A!A on the first wedge summand, by the module
actions A^ J ! J and J ^A! J on the second and third summands, and by the
trivial map J ^J ! on the fourth summand. We have maps
A
 !A_J  !A
of commutative symmetric ring spectra, where A is the unit inclusion and  collapses
J to . We think of J as the kernel of  , making it a square-zero ideal in A_J .
Definition 10.2 Let A be commutative symmetric ring spectrum, and let J be an
A–module. A derivation of A with values in J is a map d W A!A_J of commutative
symmetric ring spectra over A. We let
DerS .A;J /D .CSp†=A/.A;A_J /
be the (homotopy invariant) mapping space of all such derivations.
More generally, for a map eW R!A of commutative symmetric ring spectra, we say
that a derivation of A over R with values in J is a map d W A!A_J of commutative
symmetric ring spectra under R and over A. It is a dashed arrow making the diagram
(10-1)
R
e //
e

A_J


A
d
<<x
x
x
x
x D // A
commute, in the category of commutative symmetric ring spectra. We let
DerR.A;J /D .R=CSp†=A/.A;A_J /
be the mapping space of all such derivations. We usually abbreviate R=CSp† and
R=CSp†=A to CR and CR=A, respectively.
Definition 10.3 The following definition is due to Maria Basterra [12]. The topological
Andre´–Quillen homology of A over R is the A–module
TAQR.A/D TAQ.A=R/D LQARIA.A^LR A/ :
In other words, it is the homotopy invariant form of QAIA.A^R A/. Here A^R A
is viewed as a commutative symmetric ring spectrum under and over A, via the left
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unit map id^eW AŠA^RR!A^RA and the multiplication W A^RA!A. The
augmentation ideal functor IAW CA=A!NA , to the category of nonunital commutative
A–algebras, is right adjoint to the functor N 7!A_N , and this adjoint pair forms a
Quillen equivalence. The indecomposable quotient functor QAW NA!MA , to the
category of A–modules, is left adjoint to the functor that gives an A–module the trivial
multiplication.
We say that eW R!A is formally e´tale if TAQR.A/ is contractible. When RD S is
the sphere spectrum, we simply write TAQ.A/ for TAQS .A/.
Proposition 10.4 The topological André–Quillen homology corepresents derivations,
in the sense that there is a natural weak equivalence
MA.TAQR.A/;J /' DerR.A;J /
of homotopy invariant mapping spaces. There is a universal derivation
duW A!A_TAQR.A/
of A over R that corresponds to the identity map of TAQR.A/.
Proof This is essentially Basterra’s result [12, 3.2]. By the (Quillen) adjunctions
MA // NA
QAoo A_. /// CA=A
IA
oo
one gets equivalences
MA.TAQR.A/;J /'NA.IA.A^R A/;J /' .CA=A/.A^R A;A_J / ;
and by the left hand pushout square in the diagram
R
e //
e

A
 //

A_J


A // A^R A
99s
s
s
s
s  // A
of commutative symmetric ring spectra, the dashed arrows correspond to derivations of
A over R with values in J .
Remark 10.5 Implicit in Proposition 10.4 is the result that
DerR.A;J /'n DerR.A; †nJ /
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is an infinite loop space, since MA.TAQR.A/;J /'nMA.TAQR.A/; †nJ /, for all
n 0. Hence the square-zero extension A_J is an “infinite loop object” in CR=A,
topologically analogous to the role of A˚J as an abelian group object in CRi ng=A.
See Remark 4.2.
Lemma 10.6 Let gW C ! A be a map of commutative R–algebras, and let J be
an A–module. Write g#J for J viewed as a C –module via g . Composition with
g_ idW C _J !A_J induces a weak equivalence
DerR.C;g#J /
' ! .CR=A/.C;A_J / :
Proof This follows since the right hand square in the diagram
R //

C _J g_id //


A_J


C
;;x
x
x
x
x D // C
g // A
is a homotopy pullback.
Proposition 10.7 Let R
e !A f ! B be maps of commutative symmetric ring spectra.
There is a natural homotopy cofiber sequence
B ^A TAQR.A/! TAQR.B/! TAQA.B/
of B–modules, known as the transitivity sequence for e and f .
Proof See Basterra [12, 4.2] for this topological analogue of Quillen’s work [60,
5.1].
Proposition 10.8 Let eW R!A and gW R! T be maps of commutative symmetric
ring spectra. There is a natural weak equivalence
T ^R TAQR.A/ ' ! TAQT .T ^R A/
of .T ^R A/–modules, known as flat base change along g .
Proof See Basterra [12, 4.6] for this topological analogue of Quillen’s work [60,
5.3].
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Lemma 10.9 Let M D CX D j`0Xj=†j be the free commutative I–space
monoid on an I–space X , so that S ŒM  D PS ŒX  DWj0 S ŒX ^j=†j is the free
commutative symmetric ring spectrum on the symmetric spectrum S ŒX . Then
TAQ.S ŒM /' S ŒM ^S ŒX 
and the universal derivation duW S ŒM ! S ŒM _ .S ŒM ^S ŒX / is the commutative
symmetric ring spectrum map that extends the symmetric spectrum map
i _ .^ id/W S ŒX ! S ŒM _ .S ŒM ^S ŒX /
given as the wedge sum of the inclusion i W S ŒX  ! S ŒM  and the unit map  ^
idW S ŒX Š S ^S ŒX ! S ŒM ^S ŒX .
Similarly, let N D C0Y D
W
j0 Y j=†j be the free commutative based I–space
monoid on a based I–space Y , so that †N D P†Y is the free commutative
symmetric ring spectrum on the symmetric spectrum †Y . Then
TAQ.†N /'†N ^†Y
and the universal derivation duW †N ! †N _ .†N ^†Y / is the commutative
symmetric ring spectrum map that extends the symmetric spectrum map
i _ .^ id/W †Y !†N _ .†N ^†Y /
given as the wedge sum of the inclusion i W †Y ! †N and the unit map  ^
idW †N Š S ^†Y !†N ^†Y .
Proof For each S ŒM –module J , the space Der.S ŒM ;J / of dashed maps
S //

S ŒM _J


S ŒM 
99s
s
s
s
s D // S ŒM 
in the category of commutative symmetric ring spectra is equivalent to the space of
dashed maps
S ŒM _J


S ŒX 
99s
s
s
s
s
i // S ŒM 
in the category of symmetric spectra, which by projection along pW S ŒM _J ! J is
equivalent to the space of symmetric spectrum maps S ŒX ! J . In particular, these are
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corepresented by the symmetric spectrum S ŒX , and by the induced S ŒM –module
TAQ.S ŒM /D S ŒM ^S ŒX .
The universal derivation du corresponds to the identity on S ŒM ^S ŒX  as an S ŒM –
module map, which corresponds to  ^ idW S ŒX  ! S ŒM  ^ S ŒX  as a symmetric
spectrum map, and to the multiplicative extension of the map i _ .^ id/W S ŒX !
S ŒM _ .S ŒM ^S ŒX / as a symmetric ring spectrum map over S ŒM .
The proof in the based case is identical.
Remark 10.10 For more general commutative I–space monoids M , built as cell
complexes by attaching copies of CX along CA for suitable I–spaces AX , one
can inductively compute TAQ.S ŒM / by combining Propositions 10.7 and 10.8 with
Lemma 10.9. For example, if N is a CW complex in commutative based I–space
monoids, so that the k–skeleton Nk is obtained from Nk 1 by attaching CX along
CA for X 'WDk and A'WSk 1 , then there is a homotopy cofiber sequence
†N ^†Nk 1 TAQ.†Nk 1/!†N ^†Nk TAQ.†Nk/!†N ^
_
Sk
of †N –modules. The homotopy colimit
TAQ.†N /D hocolim
k
 
†N ^†Nk TAQ.†Nk/

can then be assembled from the filtration quotients †N ^WSk , in the usual manner
known from cellular homology and the Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence; see
Baker–Gilmour–Reinhard [11].
Remark 10.11 For grouplike E1 spaces M , Basterra and Mandell [13, Theorem 5]
prove that TAQ.S ŒM /'S ŒM ^B1M as an extended S ŒM –module. The condition
that M is grouplike is omitted in the published statement, but was needed for their
intended argument, as Mike Mandell has kindly pointed out. We therefore reproduce
part of their argument here, to show where the grouplike hypothesis is needed.
The shear map M M ! M M , given on elements by .m; n/ 7! .m .n/; n/,
induces a weak equivalence
S ŒM ^S ŒM ! S ŒM ^S ŒM 
of commutative S ŒM –algebras. This is a map of augmented S ŒM –algebras, where
the augmentation on the left hand side is induced by the multiplication M M !
M  M ! M , and the augmentation on the right hand side is induced by the
projection M M ! M   Š M that collapses M to . By [13, Theo-
rem 6.1] the commutative S ŒM –algebra indecomposables of the two sides are
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S ŒM ^S ŒM  TAQ.S ŒM / and the extended module S ŒM ^B1M , respectively.
Hence TAQ.S ŒM /' S ŒM ^B1M when M is grouplike, but for general M this
only holds after base change along S ŒM ! S ŒM .
Since pre-log structures mapping M into GL1.A/ only give rise to trivial log struc-
tures, the Basterra–Mandell result for grouplike M is not directly relevant to our
discussion. Also the extended version is of modest direct use, since a pre-log S –
algebra .A;M / becomes log trivial after base change to .A^S ŒM  S ŒM ;M / or
.A^S ŒM S ŒM ; M /. However, a slightly modified version of the shear map above
is of fundamental importance in the general description of repletion maps given in
Section 13 below.
11 Logarithmic topological Andre´–Quillen homology
Definition 11.1 Define the grouplike commutative I–space monoid .1CJ /˝ by
the homotopy fiber sequence
.1CJ /˝! GL1.A_J / GL1./    ! GL1.A/
where GL1./ is split by GL1./. More explicitly, its n–th space is the homotopy fiber
at nW Sn!An of the projection n.An_Jn/!nAn . We get a weak equivalence
GL1.A/ .1CJ /˝ ' ! GL1.A_J /
(for semistable A and J ) expressing GL1.A _ J / as the homotopy coproduct of
GL1.A/ and .1CJ /˝ .
Lemma 11.2 The projection A_J ! J induces a weak equivalence
.1CJ /˝ ' !J
of I–spaces, which is compatible up to preferred homotopy with the grouplike E1
structures on .1CJ /˝;hI and .J /hI . Hence the spectrum associated to the
commutative I–space monoid .1CJ /˝ is weakly equivalent to the underlying
spectrum of J .
Proof The inclusion A_J !AJ is a stable equivalence, so the map of homotopy
fibers
.1CJ /˝!J
(for the projections to A) is also a weak equivalence.
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For brevity, write Fn for the homotopy fiber of n.An_Jn/!nAn at n . Given a
pinch map SmCn!SmCn_SmCn , the composite FmFn!FmCn!mCnJmCn
has a preferred homotopy to the composite
Fm Fn!mJm nJn!mCnJmCn mCnJmCn!mCnJmCn ;
where the middle map is the product of the stabilization maps in J , and the right hand
map is the loop sum specified by the pinch map. Parametrizing the pinch maps by pairs
of little .mC n/–cubes, and generalizing to products with more than two factors, we
get the desired equivalence of E1 structures.
Remark 11.3 An alternative argument in the language of L–spaces can be given using
[13, Theorem 6.1]. Basterra and Mandell construct a weak equivalence of S –modules
LQSRISS Œ
1J !J , which is left adjoint to a map RISS Œ1J !J of nonunital
commutative S –algebras, which in turn is equivalent to a map S Œ1J ! S _J of
commutative S –algebras over S , which finally is left adjoint to a map of grouplike
L–spaces from 1J to the homotopy fiber of GL1.S _J /!GL1.S/, and the latter
is equivalent to .1C1J /˝ . This map of grouplike L–spaces is the desired weak
equivalence.
Definition 11.4 Let .M; ˛/ be a log structure on A. The inverse image log structure
.M; ˛/ on A_J is given by the upper central pushout square in the following
diagram of commutative I–space monoids.
1 //

GL1.A/ //
GL1./

M
˛ //
[

˝ A
˝ 

.1CJ /˝ //

GL1.A_J / //
GL1./

M
˛ //
[

˝ .A_J /
˝ 

1 // GL1.A/ // M
˛ // ˝ A
Since D id we can identify M with M .
Lemma 11.5 There is a chain of weak equivalences
M  .1CJ /˝ '  M  .1CJ /˝ ' ! M
and ˛ maps .m; 1C j / to ˛.m/  .1C j /D ˛.m/C ˛.m/j . The natural maps [
and [ correspond to the product of the identity on M with the base point inclusion
and collapse maps 1! .1CJ /˝! 1, respectively.
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Proof The upper left hand square in Definition 11.4 is a homotopy pushout, hence so
is the rectangle with vertices 1, M , .1CJ /˝ and M .
Definition 11.6 When .M; ˛/ is a pre-log structure on A, we define
M DM  .1CJ /˝ :
In view of Lemma 11.2, there is a weak equivalence M 'M J . We define
the pre-log structure
˛W M !˝ .A_J /
as the coproduct in commutative I–space monoids of the pre-log structure ˝  ı
˛W M !˝ .A_J / and the composite
iJ W .1CJ /˝! GL1.A_J /  !˝ .A_J / :
There results a commutative diagram
1 //

M
˛ //
[

˝ A
˝ 

.1CJ /˝ //

M
˛ //
[

˝ .A_J /
˝ 

1 // M
˛ // ˝ A
of commutative I–space monoids, where the two left hand squares are pushouts.
Lemma 11.7 Let .M; ˛/ be a pre-log structure on A, and J an A–module. There is
an equivalence
.M /a ' .M a/
of log structures in A_J .
Proof The proof is similar to that for Lemma 7.24.
Definition 11.8 Let .A;M / be a pre-log symmetric ring spectrum, and let J be an
A–module. A log derivation of .A;M / with values in J is a map
.d; d[/W .A;M /! .A_J; M /
of pre-log symmetric ring spectra over .A;M /. Let
DerS ..A;M /;J /D .PreLog.S/=.A;M //..A;M /; .A_J; M //
be the mapping space of all such log derivations.
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More generally, for a map .e; e[/W .R;P /! .A;M / of pre-log symmetric ring spectra
we say that a log derivation of .A;M / over .R;P / with values in the A–module J
is a map
.d; d[/W .A;M /! .A_J; M /
of pre-log symmetric ring spectra under .R;P / and over .A;M /. In other words, it
is a dashed arrow making the diagram of pre-log symmetric ring spectra
(11-1)
.R;P / //
.e;e[/

.A_J; M /
.;[/

.A;M /
.d;d[/
77pppppp D // .A;M /
commute. The top horizontal map is .; [/ ı .e; e[/D .e; [e[/. We let
Der.R;P/..A;M /;J /D .PreLog.R;P /=.A;M //..A;M /; .A_J; M //
be the mapping space of all such log derivations.
Lemma 11.9 The logification maps .R;P / ! .R;Pa/ and .A;M / ! .A;M a/
induce weak equivalences
Der.R;Pa/..A;M
a/;J /
' ! Der.R;P/..A;M a/;J / ' ! Der.R;P/..A;M /;J / :
Proof Let Z be the space of dashed arrows making the diagram
.R;P / //
.e;e[/

.A_J; M a/
.;[/

.A;M /
77oooooo
// .A;M a/
commute, in the category of pre-log symmetric ring spectra. The first map of the lemma,
and the natural map Der.R;P/..A;M a/;J /!Z , are weak equivalences by Lemma
7.8, since we are considering spaces of pre-log maps into the log symmetric ring spectra
.A_J; M a/ and .A;M a/. The natural map Der.R;P/..A;M /;J /!Z is also a
weak equivalence, because
M //
[

M a
[

M // M a
is a homotopy pullback square. Hence the second map in the lemma is also a weak
equivalence.
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Definition 11.10 Let M and K be commutative I–space monoids, with K grouplike.
The space of commutative I–space monoid derivations of M with values in K is the
mapping space
Der[.M;K/D .CSI=M /.M;M K/
of commutative I–space monoid homomorphisms d[W M !M K over M .
More generally, let e[W P !M be a map of commutative I–space monoids. The
space
Der[P .M;K/D .P=CSI=M /.M;M K/
of commutative I–space monoid derivations of M over P with values in K is the
space of dashed arrows d[ making the diagram
(11-2)
P
[e[ //
e[

M K
[

M
d[
::v
v
v
v
v D // M
of commutative I–space monoids commute.
Lemma 11.11 There are natural equivalences
Der[.M;K/' CSI.M;K/' Sp†.B1M;B1K/
Der[P .M;K/' Sp†.B1M=B1P;B1K/ :
The universal commutative I–space monoid derivation
d[uW M !M M
of M corresponds to the identity map of B1M , and is given by the composite
M
 !M M id   !M M :
More generally, the universal commutative I–space monoid derivation
d[uW M !M .BM=BP /
of M over P corresponds to the identity map of B1M=B1P .
Proof It is clear that commutative I–space monoid homomorphisms d[W M!MK
under P and over M correspond to commutative I–space monoid homomorphisms
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M !K that take P to .
P //
e[



M //___ K
Since K is grouplike, the latter are equivalent to maps B1M !B1K of symmetric
spectra, that come with a nullhomotopy of the restriction to B1P . These are in turn
equivalent to maps from the homotopy cofiber of B1P ! B1M , which we write as
B1M=B1P .
Remark 11.12 Implicit in Lemma 11.11 is the result that
Der[.M;K/'n Der[.A;BnK/
is an infinite loop space, since Sp†.B1M;B1K/ ' nSp†.B1M;B1BnK/,
for all n 0, and similarly for nontrivial P . The product M K is an “infinite loop
object” in CSI=M .
Proposition 11.13 Let .e; e[/W .R;P; /! .A;M; ˛/ be a map of pre-log symmetric
ring spectra, and let J be an A–module. There is a homotopy pullback square
Der.R;P/..A;M /;J / //

DerR.A;J /


Der[P .M; .1CJ /˝/
  // DerS ŒP .S ŒM ; x˛#J / .
Proof A log derivation .d; d[/ as in diagram (11-1) is equivalent to a pair of log
derivations d and d[ , as in diagrams (10-1) and (11-2), respectively, subject to the
compatibility condition ˝ d ı˛ D ˛ ı d[ in the space of dashed arrows
(11-3)
P //
e[

˝ .A_J /
˝ 

M
::u
u
u
u
u ˛ // ˝ A
making this a commutative diagram in CSI , or equivalently, in the space of dashed
arrows
(11-4)
S ŒP  //
S Œe[

A_J


S ŒM 
::v
v
v
v
v x˛ // A
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making this a commutative diagram in CSp† . The upper horizontal arrows are
.˝ / ı ˛ ı e[ and  ı x˛ ı S Œe[, respectively. By Lemma 10.6, the latter space is
weakly equivalent to DerS ŒP .S ŒM ; x˛#J /, since there is a homotopy pullback square
S ŒM _J x˛_ id //


A_J


S ŒM 
x˛ // A .
The map  takes a derivation d of A over R with values in J to ˝ d ı˛ , which
under these identifications corresponds to d ı x˛W S ŒM ! A_ J and its lift (up to
contractible choice) to a derivation of S ŒM .
The map   takes a commutative I–space monoid derivation d[ of M over P with
values in .1CJ /˝ to ˛ıd[ , which corresponds to ˛ıS Œd[W S ŒM !A_J ,
and to its lift to a derivation of S ŒM .
Remark 11.14 In view of Remarks 10.5 and 11.12,
Der.R;P/..A;M /;J /'n Der.R;P/..A;M /; †nJ /
for all n  0, so the square-zero extensions .A_J; M / are infinite loop objects in
Log.S/=.A;M /.
Lemma 11.15 Let .e; e[/W .R;P; /! .A;M; ˛/ be a map of pre-log symmetric
ring spectra. The functors from A–modules to (infinite loop) spaces that take J to
DerR.A;J / and DerS ŒP .S ŒM ; x˛#J / are corepresented by the A–modules TAQR.A/
and A^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /, respectively. The natural map  is corepresented by
the map
W A^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /! TAQR.A/
of A–modules, induced by the maps xW S ŒP !R and x˛W S ŒM !A of commutative
symmetric ring spectra. For .R;P / D .S; 1/, it is left adjoint to the S ŒM –module
map TAQ.S ŒM /! TAQ.A/ induced by x˛ .
Proof The functor J 7! DerR.A;J / is corepresented by TAQR.A/, by Proposition
10.4. The functor K 7! DerS ŒP .S ŒM ;K/, from S ŒM –modules, is corepresented
by TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /, hence its composite with J 7! x˛#J is corepresented by the base
change A^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /.
Modulo the identifications given by Lemma 10.6, the map  is given by composition
with x˛ , as discussed at the end of the proof of Proposition 11.13. Hence the corepre-
senting map  is also induced by x˛ .
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Lemma 11.16 Let .e; e[/W .R;P; /! .A;M; ˛/ be a map of pre-log symmetric
ring spectra. The functors from A–modules to (infinite loop) spaces that take J
to Der[P .M; .1CJ /˝/ and DerS ŒP .S ŒM ; x˛#J / are corepresented by the A–
modules A^.B1M=B1P / and A^S ŒM TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /, respectively. The natural
map   is corepresented by a map
 W A^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /!A^ .B1M=B1P /
of A–modules.
Proof By Lemmas 11.2 and 11.11 we have a natural chain of equivalences
Der[P .M; .1CJ /˝/' Der[P .M; J /
' Sp†.B1M=B1P;J /'MA.A^ .B1M=B1P /;J / :
Hence A^ .B1M=B1P / corepresents the first functor. The existence of a corepre-
senting map follows from the Yoneda lemma.
Proposition 11.17 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a pre-log symmetric ring spectrum, and assume
that M D CX is the free commutative I–space monoid on an I–space X . Let
x˛X D x˛ ı i W S ŒX ! A be the restriction of the adjoint structure map x˛W S ŒM ! A
over the inclusion i W S ŒX ! S ŒM . The corepresenting map
 W A^S ŒM  TAQ.S ŒM /!A^B1M
factors as
A^S ŒM  TAQ.S ŒM /'A^S ŒX 
id^S Œ      !A^S ŒX X 'A^S ŒX ^S ŒX 
id^ x˛X^ id       !A^A^S ŒX 
^ id   !A^ S ŒX 'A^B1M
where W X !X X is the I–space diagonal and W A^A!A is the symmetric
ring spectrum product.
Proof The first and last weak equivalences follow from Lemmas 10.9 and 6.22,
respectively.
To identify the A–module map  , we view it as corepresenting a derivation d of
S ŒM  with values in the underlying S ŒM –module x˛#J of the extended A–module
J D A ^ B1M , as in diagram (11-4). We fix this value of J for the rest of the
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proof. By adjunction, such a derivation corresponds to a commutative I–space monoid
map M !˝ .A_J / over ˝ A, as in diagram (11-3). The relevant commutative
I–space monoid map is the composite ˛ ı d[ in the following diagram
M
˛ //
[

˝ A
˝ 

.1CJ /˝ // M 
˛ //
[

˝ .A_J /
˝ 

M
D //
d[
99rrrrrr
M
˛ // ˝ A
of commutative I–space monoids. Here d[ is the map that is corepresented by the
identity map of J DA^B1M , more-or-less as in Lemma 11.11. Modulo the weak
equivalence
M DM  .1CJ /˝ ' !M  .1CJ /˝
(for reasonable M and J ), we can write d[ as the composite
M
 !M M id .1C
0/       !M  .1CJ /˝
where .1C  0/ is the composite
M
 !BM 
.A^ id/       !.A^BM /DJ ' .1CJ /˝ :
Here  is the group completion map, AW S !A is the unit map for A, and the last
equivalence uses Lemma 11.2.
The map ˛ is the coproduct of the map ˝  ı˛ and the inclusion
iJ W .1CJ /˝!˝ .A_J / ;
hence can be written as the composite
M  .1CJ /˝ ˛ iJ    !˝ A˝ .A_J / 
0
 !˝ .A_J /
where 0 is the pairing induced from the A–module action on A_J . The composite
˛ ı d[ therefore factors as
M
 !M M 'M M ˛ iJ .1C
0/         !˝ A˝ .A_J / 
0
 !˝ .A_J / :
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Passing to left adjoints, we find that the derivation d corepresented by  is the
composite map
d W S ŒM  S Œ   ! S ŒM M ' S ŒM ^S ŒM  x˛^.1C
0/      !A^ .A_J /  !A_J
where .1C 0/ is the composite
S ŒM 
 ! B1M A^ id    !A^B1M D J !A_J
using the unit of A. Here  is left adjoint to  , and  is the left A–module action on
A_J .
So far we did not use that M DCX is free. Now we use this, and the proof of Lemma
10.9, to see that the derivation d is corepresented by the composite map
 0W S ŒX  i ! S ŒM  d !A_J p ! J
of symmetric spectra. The factorization of d gives the following factorization
S ŒX 
i ! S ŒM  S Œ   ! S ŒM M ' S ŒM ^S ŒM  x˛ ^    !A^B1M
of  0 . We can rewrite this as
S ŒX 
S Œ   ! S ŒX X ' S ŒX ^S ŒX  x˛X^ id    !A^S ŒX 'A^B1M ;
by noting that the composite
S ŒX 
i ! S ŒM   ! B1M
is the weak equivalence of Lemma 6.22. The map  is the A–module extension of
 0 , hence is given by the composite
A^S ŒX  id^S Œ      !A^S ŒX X 'A^S ŒX ^S ŒX 
id^ x˛X^ id       !A^A^S ŒX  ^ id   !A^S ŒX  :
Remark 11.18 For a map .R;P /! .A;M / of pre-log symmetric ring spectra, such
that .A;R/ is a CW pair in commutative symmetric ring spectra and .M;P / is a CW
pair in commutative I–space monoids, we can determine A^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /,
A^ .B1M=B1P / and  modulo the skeleton filtration, as in Remark 10.10.
Definition 11.19 Let .e; e[/W .R;P; /! .A;M; ˛/ be a map of pre-log symmetric
ring spectra. The log topological Andre´–Quillen homology of .A;M / over .R;P /, de-
noted TAQ.R;P/.A;M / or TAQ..A;M /=.R;P //, is defined by the homotopy pushout
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square
A^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /
 //


A^ .B1M=B1P /
x

TAQR.A/
x // TAQ.R;P/.A;M /
of A–modules. Here  is induced by .e; e[/ and corepresents  as in Lemma 11.15,
while  corepresents   as in Lemma 11.16. We say that .e; e[/ is formally log
e´tale if TAQ.R;P/.A;M / is contractible. When .R;P / D .S; 1/ we simply write
TAQ.A;M / for TAQ.R;P/.A;M /.
Remark 11.20 By analogy with the notation in Definition 4.25, we think of
xW A^ .B1M=B1P /! TAQ.R;P/.A;M /
as generating the log differentials, symbolically taking a^ .m/ to a d logm. We think
of x W TAQR.A/! TAQ.R;P/.A;M / as the inclusion of the ordinary differentials
among the log differentials. The pushout along A^S ŒM TAQS ŒP .S ŒM / imposes the
symbolic relations d˛.m/D ˛.m/ d logm between these differentials.
Proposition 11.21 The log topological André–Quillen homology corepresents log
derivations, in the sense that there is a natural weak equivalence
MA.TAQ.R;P/.A;M /;J /' Der.R;P/..A;M /;J /
of mapping spaces. There is a universal log derivation
.du; d
[
u/W .A;M /! .A_TAQ.R;P/.A;M /; M /
of .A;M / over .R;P / that corresponds to the identity map of TAQ.R;P/.A;M /.
Proof This is clear from Proposition 11.13 and Lemmas 11.15 and 11.16.
Corollary 11.22 A map .e; e[/W .R;P; /! .A;M; ˛/ of pre-log symmetric ring
spectra is formally log étale if and only if all spaces of log derivations of .A;M /
over .R;P / are contractible, ie, if the space of dashed arrows in diagram (11-1) is
contractible for each A–module J .
Corollary 11.23 The logification maps
.R;P /! .R;Pa/ and .A;M /! .A;M a/
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induce weak equivalences
TAQ.R;P/.A;M /
' ! TAQ.R;P/.A;M a/ ' ! TAQ.R;Pa/.A;M a/ :
Hence the log topological André–Quillen homology is insensitive to logification.
In particular, x W TAQR.A/! TAQ.R;P/.A;M / is a weak equivalence for each strict
log map .e; e[/W .R;P /! .A;M /, so a strict map of log symmetric ring spectra is
formally log étale if and only if the underlying map of commutative symmetric ring
spectra is formally étale.
Proof The first claims are clear from Proposition 11.21 and Lemma 11.9. The second
claims follow, since for a strict map M ' eP D Pa , and it is clear from Definition
11.19 that TAQR.A/' TAQ.R;P/.A;P /.
For an alternative proof, starting with the free case M D CX , note that by Proposition
11.17 the map  is an equivalence when ˛W M !˝ A factors through GL1.A/. A
homotopy inverse can be constructed by replacing x˛X W S ŒX !A with a multiplicative
inverse. Hence x W TAQ.A/ ! TAQ.A;M / is a weak equivalence when .M; ˛/a
is trivial. The general case follows by CW approximation and induction, using the
transitivity and flat base change results of Propositions 11.28 and 11.29.
Remark 11.24 When AD S ŒM , both maps
W A^S ŒM  TAQ.S ŒM /! TAQ.A/
xW A^B1M ! TAQ.S ŒM ;M /
are weak equivalences, so the comparison map
x W TAQ.S ŒM /! TAQ.S ŒM ;M /
is identified with the map  that was described in Proposition 11.17 for free M .
Lemma 11.25 Let .e; e[/W .R;P /! .A;M / be a map of pre-log symmetric ring
spectra, and let C D R^S ŒP  S ŒM , so that the left hand square is a pushout in the
following diagram
S ŒP 
S Œe[ //
x

S ŒM 
D //

S ŒM 
x˛

R // C // A
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of commutative symmetric ring spectra. Then there is a natural homotopy cofiber
sequence
A^ .B1M=B1P /
x ! TAQ.R;P/.A;M /! TAQC .A/
of A–modules. Hence .R;P / ! .A;M / is formally log étale if and only if the
connecting map
@W TAQC .A/!†A^ .B1M=B1P /
is an equivalence.
Proof By the homotopy pushout square of Definition 11.19, the homotopy cofiber of
W A^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /! TAQR.A/
is equivalent to the homotopy cofiber of
xW A^ .B1M=B1P /! TAQ.R;P/.A;M / :
By flat base change along xW S ŒP !R we have an equivalence
C ^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /' TAQR.C / ;
so we can rewrite  as the map
A^C TAQR.C /! TAQR.A/
with homotopy cofiber TAQC .A/, by the transitivity sequence for R! C !A.
Remark 11.26 It is clear that .R;P /! .A;M / will be formally log e´tale if B1P!
B1M is an A–homology equivalence (so A^ .B1M=B1P /' ) and C !A is
formally e´tale (so TAQC .A/ ' ). The converse holds in the algebraic context of
fine log schemes (or fine log rings), as proved by Kato [35, 3.5]. In the topological
context it remains to be determined whether @ can be an equivalence, in cases where
TAQC .A/ and A^ .B1M=B1P / are not trivial.
Lemma 11.27 Let .A;M; ˛/ be a pre-log symmetric ring spectrum. The map
x W TAQ.A/! TAQ.A;M /
is a weak equivalence if and only if the logification .M; ˛/a is equivalent to the trivial
log structure.
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Proof The map x is a weak equivalence if and only if the map   of Proposition 11.13
is a weak equivalence, for all A–modules J . Here   takes a section d[W M ! M
to its composite with ˛ , shown as dashed arrows in the diagram
M
˛ //
[

˝ .A_J /
˝ 

M
˛ //
99ssssss
d[
>>
A
>
  
˝ A
of commutative I–space monoids. Hence   is a weak equivalence if and only if
the solid square is homotopy cartesian. Now M 'M  .1CJ /˝ 'M J
by Lemma 11.2, and ˝ .A_ J / ' ˝ AJ . By Lemma 11.5, ˛ maps the
homotopy fiber J over m to the homotopy fiber J over ˛.m/ by multiplication
by ˛.m/. Hence this is an equivalence, for all A–modules J , if and only if ˛.m/ is
homotopy invertible for all m. In other words, this holds precisely when ˛W M!˝ A
has image contained in GL1.A/, which is equivalent to the condition that .M; ˛/a
agrees with the trivial log structure on A.
Proposition 11.28 Let .R;P /
.e;e[/    ! .A;M / .f;f
[/    ! .B;N / be maps of pre-log
symmetric ring spectra. There is a natural homotopy cofiber sequence
B ^A TAQ.R;P/.A;M /! TAQ.R;P/.B;N /! TAQ.A;M /.B;N /
of B–modules, known as the transitivity sequence for .e; e[/ and .f; f [/.
Proof The sequence corepresents a homotopy fiber sequence
Der.A;M /..B;N /;K/! Der.R;P/..B;N /;K/! Der.R;P/..A;M /; f #K/ ;
for all B–modules K , hence is a homotopy cofiber sequence. For a different argument,
consider the commutative diagram:
B ^A TAQR.A/

B ^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /
oo  //

B ^ .B1M=B1P /

TAQR.B/

B ^S ŒN  TAQS ŒP .S ŒN /
oo  //

B ^ .B1N=B1P /

TAQA.B/ B ^S ŒN  TAQS ŒM .S ŒN /
oo  // B ^ .B1N=B1M /
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The left hand and middle columns are homotopy cofiber sequences by Proposition 10.7,
and this is clear for the right hand column. Hence the column of homotopy pushouts is
also a homotopy cofiber sequence.
Proposition 11.29 Let
.R;P /
.g;g[/ //
.e;e[/

.T;Q/

.A;M /
.f;f [/// .B;N /
be a pushout square of pre-log symmetric ring spectra, so B D T ^R A and N D
Q˚P M . There is a natural weak equivalence
B ^A TAQ.R;P/.A;M /D T ^R TAQ.R;P/.A;M /
' ! TAQ.T;Q/.T ^R A;Q˚P M /D TAQ.T;Q/.B;N /
known as flat base change along .g;g[/.
Proof By the pushout property of the left hand square below
.R;P /
.g;g[/ //
.e;e[/

.T;Q/ //

.B _K; N /
.;[/

.A;M /
.f;f [/// .B;N /
77pppppp D // .B;N /
where K is a B–module, the space of dashed lifts is equivalent to the space
.PreLog.R;P /=.B;N //..A;M /; .B _K; N //
of lifts across the outer rectangle, which is weakly equivalent to
Der.R;P/..A;M /; f
#K/
by the log analogue of Lemma 10.6, since
.A_K; M / .f_ id;
f [/ //
.;[/

.B _K; N /
.;[/

.A;M /
.f;f [/ // .B;N /
is a homotopy pullback square. Hence Der.T;Q/..B;N /;K/ is corepresented by
B ^A TAQ.R;P/.A;M /Š T ^R TAQ.R;P/.A;M / :
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For an alternative proof, note that there is a pushout square
S ŒP 
S Œg //
S Œe

S ŒQ

S ŒM 
S Œf  // S ŒN 
of commutative symmetric ring spectra, and a homotopy pushout square
B1P
B1g //
B1e

B1Q

B1M
B1f // B1N
of symmetric spectra. Hence the vertical maps in the following diagram
T ^R TAQR.A/

B ^S ŒM  TAQS ŒP .S ŒM /
oo  //

B ^ .B1M=B1P /

TAQT .B/ B ^S ŒN  TAQS ŒQ.S ŒN /
oo  // B ^ .B1N=B1Q/
are weak equivalences, by Proposition 10.8. Hence the induced map of homotopy
pushouts is also a weak equivalence. Replacing B by T ^R A in the upper row, we
obtain the flat base change equivalence.
Proposition 11.30 Let .A;M /! .R;P / be a virtually surjective map of pre-log
symmetric ring spectra, in the sense that .0M /gp D 0M ! 0P D .0P /gp is
surjective. Let M rep D P P M be the repletion of M over P , and let Arep D
A^S ŒM  S ŒM rep. Then there is a weak equivalence
Arep ^A TAQ.A;M / ' ! TAQ.Arep;M rep/ ;
and the repletion map .A;M /! .Arep;M rep/ is formally log étale. In this sense, log
topological André–Quillen homology commutes with repletion.
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Proof Consider the following diagram
Arep ^A TAQ.A/

Arep ^S ŒM  TAQ.S ŒM /oo  //

Arep ^B1M
'

TAQ.Arep/

Arep ^S ŒM rep TAQ.S ŒM rep/oo  //

Arep ^B1M rep
TAQA.Arep/ Arep ^S ŒM rep TAQS ŒM .S ŒM rep/'oo
of Arep –modules. The left hand and middle columns are homotopy cofiber sequences
by transitivity (Proposition 11.28). The right hand vertical map is an equivalence by
Proposition 8.3, since M ! .M rep/ is an equivalence. The bottom horizontal map
is an equivalence by flat base change along S ŒM ! A. Hence the induced map of
horizontal homotopy pushouts
Arep ^A TAQ.A;M / ' ! TAQ.Arep;M rep/
is a weak equivalence. By transitivity, TAQ.A;M /.Arep;M rep/ is contractible.
Corollary 11.31 Let .R0;P0/ be a base pre-log symmetric ring spectrum and let
.R;P /
.g;g[/ //
.e;e[/

.T;Q/

.A;M / // .Brep;N rep/
be a pushout square of replete pre-log symmetric ring spectra over .R0;P0/, so that
N rep D Q˚rep
P
M is the repletion of N D Q˚P M over P0 , B D T ^R A and
BrepDB^S ŒN S ŒN rep. In other words, .Brep;N rep/D .T;Q/^rep.R;P/ .A;M /. Then
there is a natural weak equivalence
Brep ^A TAQ.R;P/.A;M / ' ! TAQ.T;Q/.Brep;N rep/
of Brep –modules, which we call replete base change along .g;g[/.
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12 Based logarithmic topological Andre´–Quillen homology
We now turn to based log derivations.
Definition 12.1 Let .N; ˛/ be a based log structure on a commutative symmetric
ring spectrum A, and let J be an A–module. The inverse image based log structure
.N; ˛/ of .N; ˛/ along W A ! A _ J is given by the upper central pushout
square in the diagram
S0 //

GL1.A/C //
GL1./C

N
˛ //
[

˝ A
˝ 

.1CJ /˝;C //

GL1.A_J /C //
GL1./C

N
˛ //
[

˝ .A_J /
˝ 

S0 // GL1.A/C // N
˛ // ˝ A
of commutative based I–space monoids. The upper left hand square is a homotopy
pushout, so we get weak equivalences
N 'N   .1CJ /˝;C
'N ^ .1CJ /˝;C 'N ^ .J /C :
When .N; ˛/ is only a based pre-log structure, we define N by these formulas.
Definition 12.2 Let N be a commutative based I–space monoid and let K be a
grouplike I–space monoid. The space of commutative based I–space monoid deriva-
tions of N with values in K is the space Der[0.N;K/ of dashed arrows d
[ making
the diagram
S0 //

N ^KC
[

N
d[
::u
u
u
u
u D // N
of commutative based I–space monoids commute.
The space Der0..A;N /;J / of based log derivations of a based pre-log symmetric ring
spectrum .A;N / with values in J is defined similarly, consisting of pairs .d; d[/ where
d W A! A_J is a derivation and d[W N ! N 'N ^ .J /C is a commutative
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based I–space monoid derivation, such that the diagram
N
˛ //
d[

˝ A
˝ d

N
˛ // ˝ .A_J /
commutes.
Lemma 12.3 Let Y Dcone.L/[LY 0 be a conically based I–space, and let N DC0Y .
There are natural equivalences
Der[0.N;K/' SI.Y 0;K/' Sp†.S ŒY 0;B1K/
for all grouplike commutative I–space monoids K .
Proof Since N D C0Y is free, the commutative based I–space monoid derivations
d[W N !N ^KC are equivalent to the based I–space maps Y ! .C0Y /^KC over
C0Y , or equivalently, to the based I–space maps f W Y ! Y ^KC over Y . We think
of such maps as graphs of maps Y ! K , except that special care is required near
the base point 0 of Y . Using the cone coordinate in cone.L/ Y , any such map f
can deformed to a map g that is constant in the cone direction over cone.L/. The
deformation collapses a growing neighborhood of the cone vertex to that vertex, while
stretching a complementary neighborhood of the base to cover the cone. This way, the
graph over cone.L/ flows into the special fiber 0K  Y K , gradually becoming
independent of the cone coordinate. The deformation is constant over Y 0 . The end
map g is simplicial/continuous at the base point of Y because the special fiber has
been collapsed in Y ^KC . By restriction over Y 0  Y we get an equivalence between
these maps g and the space of I–space maps Y 0!Y 0K over Y 0 , which we identify
with the space of I–space maps Y 0!K .
This deformation retraction provides the first natural equivalence. The second equiva-
lence is standard, since K 'BK for grouplike K .
Lemma 12.4 Let N D cone.L/[LN 0 be a commutative conically based I–space
monoid. There are natural equivalences
Der[0.N;K/' CSI.N 0;K/' Sp†.B1.N 0/;B1K/
for all grouplike commutative I–space monoids K .
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Proof By a deformation retraction like that in the proof of Lemma 12.3, the space
Der[0.N;K/ is equivalent to the space of commutative I–space monoid maps N !
N ^KC over N that are constant in the cone direction over cone.L/N . This space
is identified with the space of commutative I–space monoid maps N 0!K , and is
equivalent to the space of symmetric spectrum maps B1.N 0/!B1K , since K is
grouplike.
Proposition 12.5 Let .A;N / be a based pre-log symmetric ring spectrum, and J an
A–module. There is a homotopy pullback square
Der0..A;N /;J / //

Der.A;J /


Der[0.N; .1CJ /˝/
  // Der.†N; x˛#J / :
Here  is corepresented by the map W A ^†N TAQ.†N /! TAQ.A/ induced
by x˛W †N ! A, and   takes a commutative based I–space derivation d[W N !
N ^KC to the composite ˛ ıd[ with ˛W N ^KC!˝ .A_J /, interpreted in
adjoint form as a commutative symmetric ring spectrum map †N !A_J over A,
or equivalently, as a derivation of †N with values in x˛#J .
Definition 12.6 Let .A;N; ˛/ be a based pre-log symmetric ring spectrum, with
N D cone.L/[L N 0 conically based. We define the based log topological Andre´–
Quillen homology of .A;N /, denoted TAQ0.A;N /, by the pushout square
A^†N TAQ.†N /  //


A^B1.N 0/
x

TAQ.A/
x // TAQ0.A;N /
of A–modules. Here  is induced by x˛ , and  corepresents the natural map  
described in Proposition 12.5.
More generally, for a map .e; e[/W .R;Q; /! .A;N; ˛/ of conically based pre-log
symmetric ring spectra, define TAQ.R;Q/
0
.A;N / by the pushout square
A^†N TAQ†Q.†N /
 //


A^ .B1N 0=B1Q0/
x

TAQR.A/
x // TAQ.R;Q/
0
.A;N /
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of A–modules. When TAQ.R;Q/
0
.A;N /', we say that .R;Q/! .A;N / is formally
based log e´tale.
Proposition 12.7 Let .A;N; ˛/ be a based pre-log symmetric ring spectrum, and
assume that N D C0Y is the free commutative based I–space monoid on a conically
based I–space Y D cone.L/[L Y 0 . Let x˛Y D x˛ ı i be the composite
†Y i !†N x˛ !A :
The corepresenting map
 W A^†N TAQ.†N /!A^B1.N 0/
factors as
A^†N TAQ.†N /'A^†Y
id^†ı     !A^†.Y ^Y 0C/'A^†Y ^S ŒY 0
id^ x˛Y ^ id       !A^A^S ŒY 0
^ id   !A^S ŒY 0'A^B1.N 0/
where the conical diagonal map ıW Y ! Y ^Y 0C restricts to the diagonal over Y 0 , and
is constant in the cone direction over cone.L/ Y .
Proof The proof is similar to that of Proposition 11.17. Let J DA^B1.N 0/. The
commutative based I–space derivation d[W N ! N DN  JC 'N ^JC
factors as ıW N !N ^N 0C composed with id^ 0C , where  0W N 0!.A^BN 0/'
J . Hence the composite
N
d[ !N ^JC 
˛  !1.A_J / p !1J
is right adjoint to the composite
†N †
ı  !†N ^S ŒN 0 x˛^ C    !A^B1.N 0/ :
Using that N D C0Y is free, we find (as in Lemma 10.9) that ˛ ıd[ is right adjoint
to the derivation d of †N that is corepresented by the composite map
 0W †Y †
ı  !†Y ^S ŒY 0 x˛Y ^ id    !A^S ŒY 0
of symmetric spectra. The equivalence B1.N 0/' S ŒY 0 is from Lemma 6.22. The
map  is the A–module extension of  0 , giving the claimed factorization.
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Lemma 12.8 If N DMC has a disjoint zero, then TAQ0.A;N /Š TAQ.A;M /.
Proof This is clear from N 0 DM and Definitions 11.19 and 12.6.
Example 12.9 Let Y D cone.L/ [L Y 0 be a conically based I–space. It can be
expressed as a pushout
C //

YC
 // Y
in the category of based I–spaces, where C D S0 , YC and  D f0g all have disjoint
zeros. However, this is usually not a pushout of conically based I–space. Applying
C0 we get a pushout square
.A; .C/C/ //

.A; .CY /C/

.A; 1C/ // .A;C0Y /
of based pre-log symmetric ring spectra, for any pre-log structure ˛W C0Y !˝ A.
There is no base change formula for based log TAQ in this case, since the square of
symmetric spectra
S ' B1C //

B1CY ' S ŒY 

 D B11 // B1C0.Y /0 ' S ŒY 0
can only be a homotopy pushout if †1.cone.L/=L/' S , which mostly happens for
LD∅. Here we have used Lemma 6.22 in every corner. On the other hand there is a
base change formula for pushouts of conically based pre-log structures.
Proposition 12.10 Let .R;P /
.e;e[/    ! .A;M / .f;f
[/    ! .B;N / be maps of conically
based pre-log symmetric ring spectra. There is a natural homotopy cofiber sequence
B ^A TAQ.R;P/0 .A;M /! TAQ.R;P/0 .B;N /! TAQ.A;M /0 .B;N /
of B–modules, known as the based transitivity sequence.
Proof The proof is practically identical to that of Proposition 11.28, using the homo-
topy cofiber sequence
.B1M 0=B1P 0/! .B1N 0=B1P 0/! .B1N 0=B1M 0/
of symmetric spectra.
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Proposition 12.11 Let
.R;P /
.g;g[/ //
.e;e[/

.T;Q/

.A;M /
.f;f [/// .B;N /
be a pushout square in the category of conically based pre-log symmetric ring spectra.
There is a natural weak equivalence
T ^R TAQ.R;P/0 .A;M /
' ! TAQ.T;Q/
0
.B;N /
known as based flat base change.
Proof The proof is practically identical to that of Proposition 11.29, using the homo-
topy pushout square
B1P 0
B1g //
B1e

B1Q0

B1M 0
B1f // B1N 0
of symmetric spectra.
Example 12.12 Let B D ku be the connective complex K–theory spectrum, let
Y ' S2 be a conically based I–space, and let N D C0Y ' C0S2 be the free
commutative conically based I–space monoid generated by Y . Let ˇW N !ku
be the commutative based I–space monoid map that extends a based I–space map
uW Y ! ku that represents the generator of .ku/ D ZŒu, with juj D 2. Then
TAQ.†N / ' †N ^ S2 by Lemma 10.9. Furthermore, Y 0 ' .S2/0 ' , N 0 '
C.S2/0 ' C, and B1N 0 ' S , by Lemma 6.22. By Proposition 12.7 the map
 W ku^S2 ' ku^†N TAQ.†N /! ku^B1N 0 ' ku
is the multiplication-by–u map defined as the composite
u  W ku^S2 id^u   ! ku^ ku  ! ku :
This uses that
ıW S2! S2 ^ .S2/0C ' S2 ^S0 Š S2
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is homotopic to the identity. Hence we have a homotopy pushout square
ku^S2 u  //


ku
x

TAQ.ku/
x // TAQ.ku;C0S2/
of ku–modules.
Example 12.13 Let AD` be the p–local Adams summand of the connective complex
K–theory spectrum, let q D 2p  2, let X ' Sq be a conically based I–space, and
let M D C0X ' C0Sq be the free commutative conically based I–space monoid.
Let ˛W M ! ` be the commutative based I–space monoid map that extends a
based I–space map v1W X !` that represents the generator of .`/D Z.p/Œv1,
with jv1j D q . Then TAQ.†M / ' †M ^ Sq by Lemma 10.9. Furthermore,
X 0 ' .Sq/0 ' , M 0 ' C.Sq/0 ' C, and B1M 0 ' S , by Lemma 6.22. By
Proposition 12.7 the map
 W `^Sq ' `^†M TAQ.†M /! `^B1M 0 ' `
is the multiplication-by–v1 map defined as the composite
v1 W `^Sq id^ v1    ! `^ `  ! ` :
This uses that
ıW Sq! Sq ^ .Sq/0C ' Sq ^S0 Š Sq
is homotopic to the identity. Hence we have a homotopy pushout square
`^Sq v1 //


`
x

TAQ.`/
x // TAQ.`;C0Sq/
of `–modules.
Example 12.14 We can compare Example 12.13 and the p–local version of Example
12.12 in terms of the based transitivity sequence of Proposition 12.10. We have a map
.f; f [/W .`;M /! .ku.p/;N / given by the usual inclusion f W `! ku.p/ and the
commutative I–space monoid map f [W M !N , with M ' C0Sq and N ' C0S2 ,
that extends the usual map Sq! .S2/ .p 1/=†p 1! C0S2 .
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Applying base change along f W `! ku.p/ to the map v1 , we are led to compare it
to the map u  via the following commutative square
ku.p/ ^Sq u
p 1  //
.p 1/up 2 

ku.p/
.p 1/ '

ku.p/ ^S2 u  // ku.p/
of ku.p/–modules. Here up 1 is obtained by base change from v1 . The right hand
vertical map is induced by the punctured map f [;0W M 0!N 0 , where M 0 ' C and
N 0'C and f [;0 takes the generator of M 0 to the .p 1/–th power of the generator
of N 0 . Hence the map S ' B1M 0! B1N 0 ' S corepresenting
.f [/W Der[0.N;K/! Der[0.M;K/
has degree .p  1/. Since the square homotopy commutes, the left hand vertical map
must be multiplication by the different .p 1/up 2 of v1D up 1 . This is compatible
with its description as the map of (topologically derived) Ka¨hler differentials
ku.p/ ^†C0Sq TAQ.†C0Sq/! ku.p/ ^†C0S2 TAQ.†C0S2/ ;
induced by f [ , taking dv1 D d.up 1/ to .p  1/up 2du.
We have a similar commutative square
ku.p/ ^` TAQ.`/
x //


ku.p/ ^` TAQ.`;M /
x

TAQ.ku.p//
x // TAQ.ku.p/;N /
and the vertical homotopy cofibers of the cube formed from these two squares assemble
to a homotopy pushout square
.†2ku.p//=.†
qku.p//
//




TAQ.ku.p/=`/
x // TAQ..ku.q/;C0S2/=.`;C0Sq//
of ku.p/–modules. Here
.†2ku.p//=.†
qku.p//'
p 2_
jD1
†2jHZ.p/
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is the homotopy cofiber of the different map .p 1/up 2  W ku.p/^Sq! ku.p/^S2 ,
while the homotopy cofiber of multiplication by .p  1/ is p–locally contractible.
Hence the map .f; f [/W .`;C0Sq; ˛/! .ku.p/;C0S2; ˇ.p// is (formally) based log
e´tale if and only if the map
W .†2ku.p//=.†qku.p//! TAQ.ku.p/=`/D TAQ`.ku.p//
(induced by ˛W †C0Sq! ` and ˇ.p/W †C0S2! ku.p/ ) is a weak equivalence.
Lemma 12.15 Let .e; e[/W .R;Q/! .A;N / be a map of conically based pre-log
symmetric ring spectra, and let C D R^†Q†N , so that the left hand square is a
pushout in the following diagram
†Q †
e[ //
x

†N D //

†N
x˛

R // C // A
of commutative symmetric ring spectra. Then there is a natural homotopy cofiber
sequence
A^ .B1N 0=B1Q0/
x ! TAQ.R;Q/
0
.A;N /! TAQC .A/
of A–modules. Hence .R;Q/! .A;N / is formally based log étale if and only if the
connecting map
@W TAQC .A/!†A^ .B1N 0=B1Q0/
is an equivalence.
Proof The proof is practically identical to that of Lemma 11.25.
Example 12.16 We apply Lemma 12.15 to the map .`;C0Sq/! .ku.p/;C0S2/. In
this case S 'B1C0.Sq/0!B1C0.S2/0 ' S is multiplication by .p 1/, which is
a p–local equivalence. Hence the target †A^ .B1N 0=B1Q0/ of @ is contractible,
and .f; f [/ is formally based log e´tale only if the map
C D `^†C0Sq †C0S2! ku.p/ DA
is formally e´tale. Now both C and A are connective, and the map is a 0–isomorphism,
so this will only happen if C !A is an equivalence. See Basterra [12, Lemma 8.2],
or the corrected statement in Baker–Gilmour–Reinhard [11, Lemma 1.2]. However, C
and A are not equivalent.
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To see this, consider the base change along R D `! H D HFp . If C ! A is an
equivalence, then so is
H ^†C0Sq †C0S2!H ^` ku.p/ ;
where the right hand side has homotopy Pp 1.u/DP .u/=.up 1/ concentrated in even
dimensions 0  .2p 4/. The homotopy of the left hand side can be computed by
the Ku¨nneth spectral sequence
E2 D Tor
zH.C0Sq/ .Fp; zH.C0S2//H) .H ^†C0Sq †C0S2/ :
By the Snaith splitting, zH.C0Sq/ŠH.CSq/ can be computed as in Cohen–Lada–
May [18, I.4.1]. It is isomorphic to the free graded commutative algebra on generators
q; ˇQ
pq;Q
pq; : : :
in dimensions q D 2p  2, 2p2  3, 2p2  2, etc. Similarly, zH.C0S2/ŠH.CS2/
is isomorphic to the free graded commutative algebra on generators
2; ˇQ
22;Q
22; : : :
in dimensions 2, 4p 3, 4p 4, etc. Hence, in dimensions < .2p2 3/ the algebra
zH.C0Sq/ agrees with P .q/, and zH.C0S2/ is flat over P .q/. In this range of
dimensions the spectral sequence is therefore concentrated on the vertical axis, where
in addition to the terms P .2/˝P.q/ Fp D Pp 1.2/ there are further terms, starting
with FpfˇQ22g in dimension .4p  3/. Hence the map C !AD ku.p/ is precisely
.4p  3/–connected, and is not an equivalence.
Example 12.17 There is an action on the p–complete connective K–theory spectrum
kup by the group Š GL1.Z=p/Š Z=.p  1/ of roots of unity in Zp , with k 2
acting as the p–adic Adams operation  k . The map f W p`! kup identifies the p–
complete Adams summand with the homotopy fixed points kuhp of this action. There
is a similar –action on the p–complete sphere S2p , and the map f
[W C0Sqp ! C0S2p
factors through the homotopy fixed points
M D .C0S2p /h '
_
.p 1/jj0
.S2jp /h†j :
Furthermore, the pre-log structure .C0S
q
p ; p˛/ on p` factors through a pre-log structure
.M; ˇhp /, where ˇ
h
p is given as the –homotopy fixed points of the map
pˇW N D C0S2p !kup :
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Now M 0 ' `.p 1/jj0B†j maps to N 0 ' j`0B†j by the inclusion, which
identifies B1M 0 with the subspectrum of B1N 0 ' S such that 1B1M 0 '`
.p 1/jj Qj .S0/Q.S0/D1S . Hence B1M 0! B1N 0 becomes an equiva-
lence after smashing with kup , so
. p`;M /D . p`; .C0S2p /h/! .kup;C0S2p /D .kup;N /
is formally based log e´tale only if the map
D D p` ^†M †N ! kup
is an equivalence. As in Example 12.16, we are led to calculate the maps
H.CSq/!H.CS2/!H.CS2/
in a range of dimensions. Here zH.N /DH.CS2/ agrees with P ..2/p 1/ up to
dimension .6p  7/, where a new class p 2
2
ˇQ22 enters. For p  5 this range of
dimensions contains the extra class ˇQ22 in H.CS2/ that contributes to .D/, so
D! kup is also precisely .4p  3/–connected, and is not an equivalence.
Remark 12.18 The last two examples show that neither .`;C0Sq/! .ku.p/;C0S2/
nor . p`; .C0S2p /
h/! .kup;C0S2/ are formally based log e´tale. On the other hand,
Ausoni [4, Section 10] has shown that when THH. p`jLp/ and THH.kupjKUp/ are
defined so as to sit in homotopy cofiber sequences
THH.Zp/
 ! THH. p`/ 

 ! THH. p`jLp/
THH.Zp/
 ! THH.kup/ 

 ! THH.kupjKUp/
of spectra, where the two maps labeled  are transfer maps, then there is an equivalence
kup ^`p THH. p`jLp/
' ! THH.kupjKUp/ :
If there are conically based pre-log structures M and N on p` and kup , respectively,
such that
THH. p`jLp/' THH. p`;M /
THH.kupjKUp/' THH.kup;N / ;
then this equivalence is effectively equivalent to the condition that . p`;N /! .kup;M /
is formally based log e´tale.
Examples 12.16 and 12.17 show that this is not the case for the free commutative based
pre-log structure N DC0S2 on kup that is generated by the Bott class uW S2! kup ,
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when M is either C0Sq or .C0S2/h . This does not exclude the possibility that a
conically based pre-log structure N on kup with THH.kupjKUp/' THH.kup;N /
exists, but if it does, it will require more (free commutative) cells than the single one
generated by the Bott class. The calculations above suggest that the next cell needed is
a .4p  2/–cell, attached to cancel ˇQ22 .
The search for a suitable log structure N on kup seems to be related to the question
of how to present HZp as a commutative kup–algebra. One possibility is that N
should be built as a CW commutative conically based I–space monoid, with cells in
one-to-one correspondence with a model for HZp as a CW commutative kup –algebra.
13 Shear maps and repletion
Definition 13.1 Let M be a commutative monoid. We view the diagonal map
W M !M M
as a map of commutative monoids over M , where the source is augmented by the
identity map M!M , and the target is augmented by the projection pr1W MM!M
to the first factor. For reasons related to the cyclic structures discussed in Remark 3.18,
we compose the diagonal map with the group completion map
id  W M M !M M gp
in the second factor. This target is also augmented by the projection pr1W MM gp!M
to the first factor, and id is a map of commutative monoids over M . The extension
of the composite map .id / to a map of commutative monoids under and over M
is the shear map
shW M M id   !M M M    !M M gp
given by sh.x;y/D .xy;  .y//, where  is the multiplication map. Both the source
and target are commutative monoids under M , by the inclusions in1W M !M M
and in1W M !M M gp on the respective first factors. The source is augmented over
M by , and the target is augmented over M by pr1 .
Passing to monoid rings, there is a shear map
 D ZŒshW ZŒM ˝ZŒM ! ZŒM ˝ZŒM gp
of augmented commutative ZŒM –algebras, given by linearly extending the formula
 .x;y/ D .xy;  .y// for x;y 2 M . On both sides the ZŒM –algebra unit is the
inclusion on the first tensor factor, the source is augmented by the ring multiplication,
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and the target is augmented by the projection ZŒM ˝ZŒM gp! ZŒM ˝ZŠ ZŒM 
induced by M gp ! . Either shear map is an isomorphism if and only if M is an
abelian group.
Definition 13.2 The category M=CMon=M of commutative monoids under and over
M has tensor products with based sets, where Y z˝MN is the base change of the Y –
fold coproduct
LY
M N DN˚M   ˚MN along the augmentation N!M in the base
point summand. Hence the category of simplicial objects in M=CMon=M has tensor
products Y z˝MN with based simplicial sets. In the case of the circle S1 D1=@1
we obtain the suspension S1 z˝MN in this category, and more generally, tensor product
with the n–sphere Sn realizes n–fold suspension Sn z˝MN in this category.
Lemma 13.3 The suspension
S1 z˝M .M M; /Š BcyM
of M M augmented by  is the cyclic bar construction, whereas the suspension
S1 z˝M .M M gp; pr1/ŠM BM gp
of M M gp augmented by pr1 is M times the suspension of M gp in simplicial
commutative monoids, ie, the bar construction BM gp . The suspension of the shear
map
S1 z˝M shW BcyM !M BM gp Š BrepM
equals the composite of
.; /W BcyM  ! BcyM BcyM    !M BM
with the weak equivalence idB W M BM !M BM gp . It takes the q–simplex
.m0;m1; : : : ;mq/ to the pair consisting of m0m1   mq and Œ .m1/j    j .mq/.
Hence S1 z˝M sh equals the repletion map BcyM ! BrepM .
The suspension in ZŒM =CRi ng=ZŒM  takes the shear map
 W ZŒM ˝ZŒM ! ZŒM ˝ZŒM gp
to the corepresenting map
 D  Œ1W HH.ZŒM /D ZŒBcyM ! ZŒM BM gpŠ ZŒBrepM 
from Remark 3.24 and Lemma 5.24, where ZŒBrepM D HH.ZŒM ;M /.
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Definition 13.4 The Hochschild homology of ZŒM , the log Hochschild homology
of .ZŒM ;M /, and the repletion homomorphism
 W HH.ZŒM /! HH.ZŒM ;M /
can be (re-)defined as the suspension in augmented commutative ZŒM –algebras of
the shear map ZŒM ˝ZŒM ! ZŒM ˝ZŒM gp.
The log Hochschild homology of a general pre-log ring .A;M; ˛/ is (re-)defined by
the homotopy pushout
HH.ZŒM /
 //


HH.ZŒM ;M /
x

HH.A/
x // HH.A;M /
in simplicial commutative rings, where  is induced by the pre-log structure map
x˛W ZŒM !A.
Lemma 13.5 For n 1, the n–fold suspension
Sn z˝M .M M; /Š Sn˝M
is the n–th order cyclic bar construction on M ,
Sn z˝M .M M gp; pr1/ŠM BnM gp
is M times the n–fold bar construction on M gp , and the n–th suspension of the shear
map
Sn z˝M shW Sn˝M !M BnM gp Š Sn˝rep M
equals the repletion map.
Definition 13.6 The n–fold suspension in ZŒM =CRi ng=ZŒM  takes the shear map
to the repletion map
 D  ŒnW HHŒn.ZŒM /D ZŒSn˝M ! ZŒM BnM gpD HHŒn.ZŒM ;M /
from Pirashvili’s n–th order Hochschild homology of ZŒM  [56, Section 5.1] to an
n–th order log Hochschild homology of .ZŒM ;M /. In general, the n–th order log
Hochschild homology HHŒn.A;M / of .A;M / is defined by a homotopy pushout of
simplicial commutative rings, like that in Definition 13.4.
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Remark 13.7 Robinson and Whitehouse [63] defined  –homology groups H.A/,
which are the E1 DGA analogue of the Andre´–Quillen homology groups D.A/
for commutative (simplicial) rings. In particular, H0.A/ Š D0.A/ Š 1A . By a
theorem of Pirashvili and Richter [57, Theorem 1], the groups HHŒnCn.A/ stabilize to
the  –homology groups H.A/ when n!1. Hence stabilization of higher order
Hochschild homology does not quite give Andre´–Quillen homology in the context
of commutative rings (unless A is a Q–algebra), but its E1 DGA analogue. In
the topological setting there is no essential difference between E1 ring spectra and
commutative S –algebras, and stabilization of higher order topological Hochschild
homology does, indeed, give topological Andre´–Quillen homology, as proved by
Basterra and Mandell [13, Theorem 4]. See Proposition 13.12 below.
Definition 13.8 Let M be a commutative I–space monoid, with group completion
M . There is a chain of maps
M M id    !M M M '  M M M    !M M
where the middle map is a weak equivalence for reasonable (cofibrant and semistable)
M . These are maps of commutative I–space monoids under and over M , where the
left hand M M is augmented by the commutative monoid multiplication , and the
right hand M M is augmented by the projection M M !M  ŠM .
There is a chain of maps
 W S ŒM ^S ŒM  id^S Œ      ! S ŒM ^S ŒM M 
'   S ŒM ^S ŒM ^S ŒM  ^   ! S ŒM ^S ŒM 
of augmented commutative S ŒM –algebras, with augmentations induced from those
in the commutative I–space monoid case.
Lemma 13.9 The suspension
S1 z˝ S ŒM .S ŒM ^S ŒM ; /Š S1˝S ŒM D THH.S ŒM /
of S ŒM ^S ŒM  augmented by  is the topological Hochschild homology of S ŒM .
The suspension
S1 z˝ S ŒM .S ŒM ^S ŒM ; pr1/' S ŒM ^BMC D THH.S ŒM ;M /
of S ŒM ^S ŒM  augmented by pr1 is the S ŒM –module extended up from the bar
construction B.S;S ŒM ;S/ŠS ŒBM . Here THH.S ŒM ;M /ŠS ŒBrepM  is the
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log topological Hochschild homology of .S ŒM ;M /. The suspension of the shear
map  is the corepresenting map
 D  Œ1W THH.S ŒM /! THH.S ŒM ;M /
from Definition 8.11.
Proof This is clear by a comparison with Definition 8.10.
Definition 13.10 The topological Hochschild homology of S ŒM , the log topological
Hochschild homology of .S ŒM ;M /, and the repletion map
 W THH.S ŒM /! THH.S ŒM ;M /
can be (re-)defined as the suspension in commutative augmented S ŒM –algebras of
the shear map
 W S ŒM ^S ŒM ! S ŒM ^S ŒM  :
More precisely, the shear map is a chain of maps, and the repletion map is the suspended
chain of maps. The log topological Hochschild homology of a pre-log symmetric ring
spectrum .A;M; ˛/ is defined by the homotopy pushout
THH.S ŒM /
 //


THH.S ŒM ;M /
x

THH.A/
x // THH.A;M /
of commutative symmetric ring spectra, where  is induced by x˛W S ŒM !A.
Definition 13.11 For n 1, the n–th order topological Hochschild homology
THHŒn.S ŒM /D Sn z˝ S ŒM .S ŒM ^S ŒM ; /
of S ŒM , the n–th order log topological Hochschild homology
THHŒn.S ŒM ;M /D Sn z˝ S ŒM .S ŒM ^S ŒM ; pr1/Š S ŒM ^BnMC
of .S ŒM ;M /, and the repletion map
 D  ŒnW THHŒn.S ŒM /! THHŒn.S ŒM ;M /
are defined as the n–fold suspensions in commutative augmented S ŒM –algebras of
the source and target of the shear map, and the shear map itself. For general .A;M; ˛/,
the n–th order log topological Hochschild homology THHŒn.A;M / is defined by a
homotopy pushout, like in Definition 13.10.
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Proposition 13.12 The stabilization as n!1 of the repletion map  Œn in n–th
order topological Hochschild homology is the corepresenting map
 D  Œ1W TAQ.S ŒM /! TAQ.S ŒM ;M /D S ŒM ^B1M
in topological André–Quillen homology, from Lemma 11.16. This equals the map of
commutative S ŒM –algebra indecomposables
LAbS ŒM 
S ŒM 
.S ŒM ^S ŒM ; /
! LAbS ŒM 
S ŒM 
.S ŒM ^S ŒM ; pr1/' S ŒM ^LAbSS S ŒM 
induced by the shear map  .
Proof (See Basterra–Mandell [13, Section 2] for the definition of the commutative
algebra indecomposables functor LAb.) Let THHŒn.A/ be the (homotopy) cofiber of
the unit W A! THHŒn.A/. The sequence
fn 7! THHŒn.A/g
defines a spectrum of A–modules. The category of A–modules is already stable, so
this spectrum corresponds to the A–module given by the homotopy colimit
hocolim
n
† nTHHŒn.A/ :
By [13, Theorem 4], this homotopy colimit is equivalent to the commutative A–algebra
indecomposables LAbAA .A^A; /' TAQ.A/, as an A–module. In the special case
AD S ŒM , this gives the claim for TAQ.S ŒM /.
It is clear that the spectrum
fn 7! THHŒn.S ŒM ;M /Š S ŒM ^BnM g
stabilizes to TAQ.S ŒM ;M /D S ŒM ^B1M , and that this equals
LAbS ŒM 
S ŒM 
.S ŒM ^S ŒM ; pr1/Š S ŒM ^LAbSS S ŒM ' S ŒM ^B1M ;
by [13, 6.1].
By Proposition 11.17 in the case when AD S ŒM , we have checked that the corepre-
senting map agrees with the stabilized shear map, when M DCX is a free commutative
I–space monoid. The general comparison result can be deduced from this (modulo
coherence issues) by freely resolving a general commutative I–space monoid. For
an alternative proof, we can start with the comparison for topological Hochschild
homology in Lemma 13.9 and stabilize.
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Definition 13.13 The log topological Andre´–Quillen homology of a pre-log symmetric
ring spectrum .A;M; ˛/, denoted TAQ.A;M /, can be (re-)defined as the homotopy
pushout
A^S ŒM  TAQ.S ŒM /  //


A^S ŒM  TAQ.S ŒM ;M /
x

TAQ.A/
x // TAQ.A;M /
of A–modules, where  is the stable shear map  Œ1 extended along x˛W S ŒM !A,
and  is induced by x˛ .
Definition 13.14 Let N be a commutative conically based I–space monoid. Hence
N Dcone.L/[LN 0 , and the multiplication W N N!N restricts to a multiplication
N 0N 0!N 0 making N 0 a commutative I–space monoid, with group completion
N 0 . Let
ıW N !N ^N 0C
be the conical diagonal map. This is a map of commutative based I–space monoids
over N , where the source is augmented by the identity and the target is augmented by
the projection pr1W N ^N 0C! N ^C Š N , induced by the unique map N 0! .
Over N 0 N the map ı equals the diagonal map
ıjN 0W N 0  !N 0 N 0 N ^N 0C
and over cone.L/ the map ı is constant in the cone direction.
The based shear map
shW N  N id ı   !N  N ^N 0C
'  N  N  N 0C
^   !N  N 0C
is a chain of maps of commutative I–space monoids under and over N . The source
N  N is augmented by  and the target N  N 0C is augmented by pr1 . It induces
a chain of maps
 W †N ^†N id^†
ı     !†N ^†.N ^N 0C/
'  †N ^†N ^S ŒN 0 ^   !†N ^S ŒN 0
of augmented commutative †N –algebras.
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Definition 13.15 Let N be a commutative conically based I–space monoid. The
suspension
S1 z˝†N .†N ^†N; /D†Bcy^N D THH.†N /
of †N ^†N augmented by  is the topological Hochschild homology of †N .
The based log topological Hochschild homology of .†N;N / can be (re-)defined as
the suspension
S1 z˝†N .†N ^S ŒN 0; pr1/D†N ^B.N 0/C D THH0.†N;N /
of †N ^S ŒN 0 augmented by pr1 . The repletion map
 D  Œ1W THH.†N /! THH0.†N;N /
can be (re-)defined as the suspension of the shear map  . The based log topological
Hochschild homology of a conically based pre-log symmetric ring spectrum .A;N; ˛/
is defined by the homotopy pushout
THH.†N /  //


THH0.†N;N /
x

THH.A/
x // THH0.A;N /
of commutative symmetric ring spectra, where  is induced by x˛W †N !A.
Similarly, we define n–th order based log topological Hochschild homology of .A;N /,
denoted THHŒn
0
.A;N /, by starting with the case AD†N and considering the n–fold
suspension in the category †N=CSp†=†N of (the target of) the shear map  .
Proposition 13.16 The stabilization as n!1 of the repletion map
 Œn D Sn z˝†N 
is the corepresenting map
 D  Œ1W TAQ.†N /! TAQ0.†N;N /D†N ^B1N 0
in based topological André–Quillen homology, as in Definition 12.6. This equals the
map of commutative †N –algebra indecomposables
LAb†
N
†N .†
N ^†N; /! LAb†N†N .†N ^S ŒN 0; pr1/'†N ^B1N 0
induced by the shear map  .
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Definition 13.17 The based log topological Andre´–Quillen homology TAQ0.A;N /
of a conically based pre-log symmetric ring spectrum .A;N; ˛/ can be (re-)defined as
the homotopy pushout
A^†N TAQ.†N /  //


A^†N TAQ0.†N;N /
x

TAQ.A/
x // TAQ0.A;N /
of A–modules, where  is the stable shear map  Œ1 extended along x˛W †N !A,
and  is induced by x˛ .
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